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Foreword

TH ERE are not many works which have to wait 355 years between editions, but equally there are not
many works which remain relevant fully 435 years after first publication, certainly not legal texts.
Terrien’s Commentaires can, even now, and rightly, be regarded as the foundation of the modern law

of Guernsey. Terrien’s work is likewise cited regularly in Jersey and is fundamental to any understanding of
the history of Norman customary law. A knowledge of Norman law is relevant also to the understanding of
English legal history.

I welcome the appearance of this 4th edition of Terrien’s commentary for many reasons. Simply having
the text in an affordable and readily usable form is a great advantage. But what really distinguishes this 4th

edition is, of course, the introduction and annotated translation of the preface and table of contents by
Advocate Gordon Dawes.Terrien is explained and rendered accessible in a way not previously attempted, to
the best of my knowledge.The mystery of the second author is explored.The use of the tilde explained.The
bare-faced cheek of a 16th century type-setter is revealed. We are the beneficiaries of what is a wide-ranging
study of Norman legal literature spanning several centuries.The introduction is packed with genuinely inter-
esting information, not just about law, but everything ranging from dragon slaying to medieval torture to
the testing of coins at the Royal Mint in the early 20th century.

Advocate Dawes is no stranger to the publication of works about Channel Island law, the Laws of Guernsey
of 2003 representing an extraordinary achievement, followed by his re-printing of John Le Patourel’s
Medieval Administration of the Channel Islands in 2004 and editorship of the collection of papers Commise
1204 in 2005 as well as contributions to A Celebration of Autonomy, 1204 – 2004, 800 Years of Channel Islands’
Law, authorship of the Guernsey Bar website and membership of the editorial board of the Jersey and
Guernsey Law Review since 2003; not to mention occasional, and sometimes controversial, contributions to
the Guernsey Press. He is to be congratulated for his contribution to Guernsey and Channel Island law.

I endorse entirely his acknowledgement of the University of Caen and add my own thanks to that great
institution. The link between this jurisdiction and the University is one of the most tangible to survive
between insular and continental Normandy and helps to preserve and promote the identity of Guernsey law.
Long may that bond continue.

S I R G E O F F REY ROW LA N D
Bailiff of Guernsey
Bailiff ’s Chambers

St Peter Port
18th September 2009
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Dedication

BY S E C T I O N 3(2)(b) of the Bar Ordinance 1949 (as amended) it is a requirement of Guernsey law that
an individual wishing to qualify as an Advocate of the Royal Court must (inter alia) attend the
University of Caen and acquire the Certificat d’Études Juridiques Françaises et Normandes from Caen

University. Most view the prospect with some trepidation, even dread. I went to Caen early in January 2000
with a 20 year old B grade at “O” level in French, the “O” standing for “Ordinary”, in my case, very ordinary.
In those days we were required to study for 6 months and be examined orally in 5 subjects: coutume (customary
law), obligations (tort rather than contract), institutions (ie the history of Norman institutions such as the
Duke and his Court), droit civil (an introduction to modern French civil law) and droit international privé
(private international law). Somewhat bizarrely, we joined the university half-way through the academic
year, so that, for example, one missed the first term of the general principles of French private international
law and launched straight into the second term of the specific application of the principles you hadn’t learnt
the term before – which made it all the more exciting if you had never studied the subject before, even in
English, like me. French tort law was also something of a challenge, not so much because it was difficult,
but because it seemed no longer concerned with either tort or fault, as opposed to finding as many ways to
express more or less strict liability as a loose interpretation of the Code civil would permit.1 There were times
when I questioned why I was there; it all seemed extremely painful, of limited relevance and more to do with
promoting exclusive rights of audience for the Guernsey Bar than any genuinely worthwhile endeavour. But
I was wrong. What Caen gave me, apart from the knowledge I acquired itself, was an understanding of two
things, first, an appreciation of legal history and second, the consciousness of a different system of law.

Studying the coutume2 necessarily led to an appreciation of centuries of legal history as well as the subject
of customary law itself.The story of Norman law begins in 911 AD and the foundation of what was to become
the province of Normandy. Indeed its origins can be traced back much earlier, to Frankish and Roman law,
although the relationship with Roman law is a subtle one. Norman customary law cannot be understood
without an appreciation of that history. Studying and practising English law had never really awakened an
equivalent awareness. Ironically it is only through studying Norman customary law that I have taken any
kind of interest in the history of English law and such works as Glanvill (as much a work of Anglo-Norman
law as English law) and, of much later vintage, Blackstone; likewise, great works of English legal history
such as Maitland and Pollock’s The History of English Law Before the time of Edward I3.

Studying Norman institutions gave me an appreciation of the history of institutions which still have a
living legacy, whether it be the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer or the Queen’s Remembrancer4 in
England or the Royal Court and States of Deliberation5 in Guernsey (itself plainly modelled at some point
upon the Norman/French notion of a parlement) or the office of Bailiff itself.

Studying modern French law opened up law to me generally. No longer did one have to think within the
confines of the modern English legal box. Here was a legal system with a different (but not completely dif-
ferent) history, different solutions, a different approach to how law was made, even how judgments were
written.The Code civil made a deep impression. I am convinced that European Union law (which obviously
includes the law of the United Kingdom) will eventually be codified, both criminal and civil. Those rare
jurisdictions such as those of the Channel Islands, with one foot in each of the common and civil law camps,
could make a considerable contribution to such a process, perhaps even by example and the production of

1 See, for example, Art. 1384 of the Code civil and the whole concept of responsabilité du fait des choses, a principle which comes close to
strict liability for loss and damage caused by objects of which one has “garde”, via the mechanism of reversing the burden of proof.

2 Ie custom, or customary law. The word is used in a number of senses. The general (ie custom in general) or the particular, the coutume
of Normandy, or even to refer to either the Grand coutumier or Coutume Reformée themselves, ie the written source for either the pre- or
post-1583 articles of the customary law of Normandy.The very specific sense of the word is to describe the official redaction of Norman cus-
tomary law which came into force in 1583, ie the Coutume Reformée.

3 2nd Edtn. 1898, re-printed by the Lawbook Exchange in 1996.
4 At the time of writing, the officeholder was Master Robert Turner, see Master Turner’s contribution to Commise 1204, Studies in the

History and Law of Continental and Insular Normandy, published by the Guernsey Bar in 2005, ISBN 0-9550395-0-9.
5 Ie the Island of Guernsey’s assembly, as in États.



their own codes. It is a common complaint that Channel Islands civil law is uncertain, a disadvantage for
such internationally, commercially orientated economies.

Going to Caen broke the bonds of English law. It gave me the confidence to consider the law and legal
solutions of jurisdictions other than England, whether common law or civil law, whether European or not.
Obviously one looks for legal solutions from jurisdictions related to those of the Channel Islands, but the
important thing is the sense of law and legal systems other than those of England as having equal worth.

It follows that I am intensely grateful to the University of Caen for the opportunity and education it gave
to me. Sometimes it seems that Guernsey gives very little in return. This dedication is a small attempt to
recognise and acknowledge the contribution of the University to Guernsey law, both its preservation and, I
hope, development. I would like to acknowledge and thank, in particular, Mme. Sophie Poirey, maître de
conferences in the history of law at the Faculty of law and political sciences. Mme Poirey takes responsibility
each year for the Guernsey students, both administering the course and teaching the core Norman subjects.
I am very grateful to Mme. Poirey.

There are those in Guernsey who would do away with the requirement to go to the University, but they
are short-sighted vandals (or perhaps Visigoths, to maintain a historical theme) with no sense of legal history
and its importance to Guernsey, let alone the trend of Anglo-European law. May they be confounded. I ded-
icate this work to the University by way of thanks and recognition of a great and ancient institution, founded
in 1432 by Henry VI of England; itself a product of Anglo-Norman history. Long may the link between the
Guernsey Bar and the University endure.

G O RD O N DAW ES
Grand Hotel, Dinard

Easter Sunday, 16th April 2006
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Preface

TE C H N O L O G Y has moved on to the point where it is comparatively easy to take a work such as
Terrien, dating from the 16th century, scan all of the pages, re-size those pages, clean them up elec-
tronically to remove blemishes from damp staining and the like, add a lengthy introduction concern-

ing the work and present the ensemble in a hardbound volume for a fraction of the cost of an original.
However, merely because something can be done does not mean that it should be done. Does Terrien deserve
to be reproduced more than four centuries after his work first appeared (and posthumously even then)? There
are some who would consign Terrien to the dustbin of history (and they would use such language); but they
are iconoclasts and hooligans. A jurisdiction as small as Guernsey must cling to what legitimately distin-
guishes it. For Guernsey I suggest it is its history and, particularly, its legal history which stands out. Guernsey
can now look back at more than 800 years as a distinct jurisdiction with its own laws, customs and adminis-
tration. Only a minority of fully sovereign states can boast such a continuum. Terrien is a powerful symbol
of that unbroken history. His work can still properly be regarded as the foundation of modern Guernsey law.
It is based, at least in part, on the 13th century Grand Coutumier of Normandy, itself the product of at least
many decades, even centuries, of development; while in 1583 it was Terrien’s work which was used to define
Guernsey law.Terrien’s Commentaires were first published 370 years after the Commise, or King John’s forfei-
ture of mainland Normandy to the French King, the event which resulted in the Channel Islands’ unique
status.This facsimile appears 435 years after the date of that first publication.The Commentaires marked the
end of the period of the Grand Coutumier and paved the way for the Coutume Reformée in Normandy. The
influence of Norman customary law as interpreted by Terrien has been felt in the Channel Islands ever since,
particularly in Guernsey. If that voice speaks more quietly now, it is still there. But it is not just the direct
influence of his text which counts, it is also the sensibility of those Norman law origins – of that distinction
and separateness which is equally, if not more important. That sensibility should inform and influence
modern law-making in all areas, whether case-law or statute law. There is a danger of that identity being
lost, of merely importing none too successful English law, all in circumstances where European law continues
to harmonise. In other words Guernsey is in danger of chasing a legal shadow.

The purpose of this edition is to make Terrien accessible, both as a source in its own right of Guernsey law,
and to remind us of the history of Guernsey law, Terrien being its most tangible symbol. It is of obvious
importance to Jersey law too. Hopefully it will also make it less likely that Lord Hoffmann’s experience of his
time as a Court of Appeal Judge in the Channel Island jurisdictions will be repeated. He observed as follows:

“My own experience was that there were two kinds of advocates in the courts: there were those who
handed you a folio volume of Terrien from which bits of leather came off on to your suit and said “That
is the law” and there were the other lot, who said “My friend and I are agreed that on this point Jersey
law is the same as English law” and you carried on from there.”6

This facsimile should also be of interest to English and French historians and legal historians. It is an extraor-
dinary document in its own right.Terrien fully deserves to be reproduced. Were he alive today, I like to think
he would give this project his own approbation. The law is stated as being, hopefully, correct no more than
a few years before 1574.

I should like to end with a word of thanks to Dr Darryl Ogier, who has been a great source of help and
encouragement with this work over the years it has taken.

G O RD O N DAW ES
St Thomas’ Place

St Peter Port
September 2009

6 The comment was made during a panel discussion at a conference which took place at the Reform Club, London, 2nd July 2004, and
recorded in A Celebration of Autonomy, 1204-2004 800 Years of Channel Islands’ Law, ed. P Bailhache, at p115.





GUILLAUME TERRIEN
his life and work

Introduction

WH Y P U B LI S H a facsimile edition of a 1574 commentary on the law of a French province when
that law was itself substantially reformed in 1583 and superseded entirely by the Code civil in 1804?
It is a fair question, but one which can be answered confidently. There are a number of good

reasons.Terrien’s Commentaires du Droict Civil tant public que privé Observé au Pays & Duché de Normandie are
an important part of the history of Norman law, which is a substantial subject in its own right. For Jean Yver,
Terrien was “le grand et intelligent commentateur du droit normand ”7. Furthermore, the customary law Terrien
wrote about had its origins in the earliest history of the Duchy. Norman law and history is, of course, of
direct interest to English law and English legal history; although it would be wrong to labour the point too
much in the context of a work published 370 years after King Philippe Auguste of France took Normandy
from his errant vassal, John, Duke of Normandy and King of England, in 1204.

Terrien is also important to the study of customary law generally. Customary law as a whole made a sig-
nificant contribution to modern French law.The Code civil is, in a very real sense, a product of, inter alia, cus-
tomary law8. It maintains the esprit of customary law9.Terrien is an important historical document simpliciter.

Quite apart from this purely historical interest Terrien is also relevant to the contemporary law of the
Channel Islands, ie in both the Bailiwicks of Guernsey and Jersey. Terrien is still an authority in both juris-
dictions, albeit of rather greater significance in Guernsey than Jersey for reasons which we will come to.

At a purely practical level there is the question of accessibility to the text. We know that even by 1778
copies of Terrien were rare. A monograph called Charte aux Normands Avec ses Confirmations of that date
refers to the commentaries of both Le Rouillé and Terrien as being “extrêmement rares” at that time, some 204
years after it first appeared, a further 231 years having elapsed since10. A first or second edition11 Terrien in
reasonable condition can easily cost in the region of £1,750 and might well require re-binding, even at that
price. The work is both rare and very expensive. It is also natural that one should be reluctant to photocopy
such a valuable text.The production of a facsimile at a comparatively reasonable cost therefore puts it within
the reach of many more individuals. It also reduces the sheer volume of the book by making it a more man-
ageable A4 format rather than folio.The facsimile can be used and read without being treated like a precious
object; and although Terrien is now also available online12 it is still a great deal easier (and more pleasant) to
have the work itself close at hand. It is the kind of work one has to live with in order to appreciate it fully.

While writing what follows, I became conscious that there was a danger of this introduction becoming an
expanded bibliography of Norman law and history texts; but on reflection I decided that this was not neces-
sarily a bad thing. Hopefully, this introduction to Terrien will serve also to introduce the work of many other
authors and stimulate readers to go to those works. There are very few texts, if indeed any13, which attempt
an overview of the literature of Norman law, what follows is, in part, a small contribution to that end.

7 Yver, J, Les Sûretés Personelles en Normandie, at p225 volume XXIX of the Recueils de la société Jean Bodin Pour l’Histoire Comparative des
Institutions entitled Les Sûretés Personelles, 1971.

8 See, for example, the work of Antoine Loisel (1536 – 1617). His Institutes Coustumières ou Manuel de Plusieurs et Diverses Reigles, Sentences,
& Poverbes, tant anciens que modernes, du Droict Coustumier & plus ordinaire de la France, was first published in 1608 and was an early attempt
to distil or codify the general principles of “French” customary law.

9 See From Custom to Code, the usefulness of the Code civil in Contemporary Guernsey Jurisprudence, G. Dawes, one of 13 papers published
in Commise 1204 ibid. at p205. The Code was a reactionary work, not revolutionary. Its authors were leading lawyers of the ancien régime.
Terrien is also of interest to those other parts of the world where Norman customary law had an influence; eg Quebec and southern Italy.

10 For more information on this monograph see the reference to Delafoy, below.
11 Even a 3rd edition.
12 See the publications section of the excellent Jersey Legal Information Board website at www.jerseylaw.je.
13 With the exception of Robert Besnier’s La Coutume de Normandie, Histoire Externe, Libraire due Recueil Sirey 1935.



Terrien the man

It is rare that much time is spent contemplating Terrien the man. Unlike a later figure such as, say, Pothier14

we know comparatively little about Guillaume Terrien. At the most basic of levels his name is a French word.
As an adjective it would denote “terrestrial” (terrien) as opposed to “celestial” (céleste). As a noun it would
signify a landowner. Nicot’s Thresor de la langue française of 1606 illustrates the use of the word terrien as
follows: “Un homme qui est grand terrien (sic), qui a plusieurs terres et possessions”. The first edition of the
Dictionnaire de l’Académie française (1694) defines terrien as:

“Qui possede beaucoup de terres, qui est Seigneur de plusieurs terres. Il n’a guere d’usage que dans cette phrase.
Grand terrien. Ce Prince est un grand terrien, un des plus grands terriens du monde.”

It may perhaps seem rather naïve to adopt the literal definition of a surname as saying something about its
owner, but when one is considering the 16th century the exercise has a little more meaning. In fact it seems
likely that Terrien did come from a reasonably substantial family judging by the materials available to us.
First there is the evidence contained within the Commentaires themselves. The title-page tells us (and there
is no reason to doubt) that he was Lieutenant General of the Bailiwick of Dieppe; in other words, a reasonably
senior figure in the administration of that district15. He had died prior to the date of the first publication of
the Commentaires in 1574. His publisher, Jacques du Puys, tells the story of the work in his dedication to
Jaques de Bauquemare, Seigneur of Bourdeny, Chevalier, Privy Councillor and First President of the Court
of the Parlement of Rouen. It was the heirs of Terrien who had sent the text to du Puys who reports that
Terrien had written or concluded the work shortly before his death16. It was du Puys who (not being a lawyer
himself ) had sought the opinion of experts who had commended the work to him, with the result that it
was published without further ado or delay – to paraphrase his words.

Monsieur P Le Verdier, Docteur en Droit, Président de la Société de l’Histoire de Normandie, wrote a
paper for a Semaine de Droit Normand held in June 1929 entitled Quelques notes biographiques sur Guillaume
Terrien17. It seems that M. Le Verdier had made a detailed study of such public records as survived, and con-
cluded that he was born at some time between 1510 and 152018. Le Verdier places his death in either 1573 or
1574, relying on the evidence of Rouen Cathedral Chapter records showing annual fees paid to him in 1573 and
the fact that publication in 1574 was expressly said to be posthumous. Le Verdier suggests that he died only
a matter of months before publication of the Commentaires but that:

“Ce livre, si considérable et d’une si haute érudition, ne peut être que l’œuvre d’un grand nombre d’années …”

Which translates as follows:

“This book, so considerable and of such high erudition, could only have been the work of a great number
of years …”

This seems a fair inference from the 728 page work, although it is followed by the speculation that he died not
very old, which itself depends upon his rather speculative dating of Terrien’s birth.

As to Terrien’s personal life, Le Verdier deduced from various documents that Terrien was married to a
woman called Huguette and buried “devant la Vierge, en l’église de Saint-Rémy”, ie before the Virgin in the
church of Saint-Rémy19. Although no inscription had survived even as at 1929 when Le Verdier was writing.

Terrien was both an advocate and a magistrate. Le Verdier found references to Terrien in documents from
the 1560s. He appears to have been retained in some way by the Cathedral Chapter. Indeed the Archbishop
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14 1699–1772. See for example the collection of papers published under the title Robert-Joseph Pothier, D’Hier à Aujourd’hui, Joël Monéger
et al. Economica, 2001.

15 And there is to this day a Rue Guillaume Terrien in Dieppe, off the Quai de Carénage. It is a one-way street, not that there appears
to be any intended symbolism in this fact.

16 “… par luy peu avant son decez, redigez en la forme qu’on les peut voir …”; which translates “… written by him, shortly before his death,
in the form that one sees them …”. See the first page of the preface.

17 Le Verdier, Quelques notes biographiques sur Guillaume Terrien, Sem. Dr. normand, 1929 C.R.,R.H.D., 1930. With thanks to Dr Darryl
Ogier for procuring me a copy of this article. The semaine de droit being a law conference. There have been semaines from time to time. The
last was in November 2009, in Guernsey.

18 Citing Terrien’s signature in 1549 at the end of a judgment of the lieutenant of the bailiwick of Caux, where he appears to have been
discharging the duties of procureur du roi.

19 The Church is in Dieppe and still stands.The current church was built between 1522 and 1640, ie during the course of Terrien’s life and
beyond.



of Rouen was the temporal lord of the town of Rouen and it seems that Terrien’s office as Lieutenant Général
was a seigneurial office. An earlier judicial office was also linked to the Archbishopric and seems to have
been inherited from a Jean Terrien, most likely Guillaume’s father. Indeed there was an earlier Guillaume
Terrien, active in the second half of the 15th century, who is likely to have been Terrien’s grandfather. There
is evidence for a later Guillaume Terrien, possibly a grandson of the author. In any event it seems that our
Guillaume Terrien was a member of a legal family.

Perhaps most exciting of all is the fact that Le Verdier includes a facsimile of Guillaume Terrien’s signature
as found on documents dated 1549 and 1560.

Fig. 1 Terrien’s signature, as it appears in Le Verdier’s paper – only larger.

The intertwining of the G and the T into a single initial letter is striking; as is the elaborate conclusion. Le
Verdier is quick to concede the relative poverty of his research, but it is a great deal better than the little or
nothing which the Commentaires tell us. The signature alone brings Terrien to life.

Date of authorship

There is an interesting reference to the date of authorship of the work in the case of Chesney v Kitson (1978)
20th February, a decision of the then Deputy Bailiff of Guernsey, Charles Frossard20 where it is said in respect
of the Commentaires that:

“There are several editions of this work, the earliest being, so I understand 1574, though as far as I am
aware the contents of different editions do not vary21. In all probability Terrien was writing in the six-
teenth century before the Ordonnance de Moulins of 156622.”

The explanation for this conclusion comes later in the judgment where it is said:

“Mr Collas23 then invited me to consider what was the Law of Normandy, commencing with Terrien
and pointing out that Terrien was in all probability writing some time in the middle of the sixteenth
century, certainly before the Ordonnance de Moulins, as Terrien makes no reference to that Ordonnance
but only refers to the Coûtume de Normandie.”

Whether this inference was correct is another matter, and indeed the judgment cites Bérault as suggesting
that the Ordinance would not have played a part in Norman law, with the consequence that Terrien’s failure
to refer to it would not be conclusive from a dating point of view.

In fact, a close scrutiny of the text reveals several references to the Ordinance, for example at pages 46, 97,
149 and 435.The latest date referred to in the work is some years later, a Court decision of 17th August 1571 at
page 20124. However, as we shall see, not all of Terrien’s Commentaires was Terrien’s work. The latest date
referred to in text reasonably ascribable to Terrien himself appears to be approximately Michaelmas 156625,
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20 Later Sir Charles and Bailiff between 1982 and 1992.
21 As to which, see further below.
22 Dating from February 1566, promoted by the Chancellor Michel de L’Hôpital and signed by King Charles IX of France, the ordinance

effected judicial reforms.
23 Advocate Peter Collas, father of the present Deputy Bailiff.
24 At p414 in the 1654 edition there is a surprising reference to a 1597 judgment of the Eschiquier. But this is obviously an error because

the Eshiquier had long since been re-named the Parlement de Normandie (as of 6th February 1515 and the accession of François 1er). It is a
typesetting error. The 1574 edition gives the correct date of 1497.



which in turn might suggest a rather earlier date for Terrien’s death than Le Verdier believed – given that
there would have been no obvious reason not to update the text further before publication, if circumstances
had permitted.

Terrien and law

It goes without saying that Terrien must have had a profound knowledge of Norman customary law. But of
course, the Commentaires are not concerned only with customary law properly and narrowly defined26. Purely
provincial customary law (and of course Norman custom was simply one amongst many such regional
customs) comprised only a part of the law of even a customary law province27. It is noteworthy that the title
of the work is “Commentaires du Droict Civil …”, although this may not have been the title chosen by Terrien
himself. The Privilege28 on the verso of the title-page refers instead to “Le Coustumier general de Normandie,
avec les Commentaires de Maistre Guillaume Terrien, Lieutenant general du Bailly de Dieppe”. Certainly Jaques
du Puys considered the work to be of general usefulness throughout the kingdom. Du Puys’ name appears
as the libraire associated with a reasonably large number of books in the latter part of the 16th century, includ-
ing an early French-Latin dictionary and works on surgery and even witchcraft. He was ambitious and enthu-
siastic for Terrien’s work. The title-page included the sub-title:

“Tres necessaires & requis non seulement aux Iuges, Iuriconsultes & Practiciens dudict Duché, ains29 aussi à tous
ceux des autres provinces & ressorts de ce Royaume”30.

Which again suggests either an intended or perceived intention to address not just Norman customary law
exclusively. It may be that Terrien was concerned only with “Norman” law in its widest sense (ie not purely
customary) and that du Puys saw an opportunity to promote the book as being useful throughout the
kingdom. Certainly the text goes far beyond purely Norman customary law. The Commentaires are full of
references to Royal ordinances, ie the antithesis of custom. These were, for the most part, kingdom-wide in
application.The text also makes frequent reference to case-law and regulations made by the Echiquier31 and
its successor, the Parlement de Rouen, which is unsurprising.Terrien did not take a narrow parochial view of
Norman law but rather set it in a broader context both politically, ie as the law of a province of the kingdom
of France (as opposed to being in isolation) and historically, via his knowledge and awareness of the history
of law32. As early as Book I, chapter 1 page 1, Terrien refers to the example of Justinian’s Pandects33 and
Cicero34. On page 2 there are references to Paulus, Ulpian, Pliny, Virgil and Plutarch. It is no exaggeration
to say that the Commentaires are packed with Roman law and references to Roman legal authors. But of
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25 See p186 and the reference to a judgment of 1566. Michaelmas is c.29th September.
26 For a helpful, if brief, summary of the history of the sources of French law, see pp 26 – 33 of Amos & Walton’s Introduction to French

Law, 3rd edtn. 1967.
27 Essentially those regions to the North of the Loire. To the South there was a heavier dependence on Roman law, the so-called pays de

droit écrit as opposed to the pays de droit coutumier.
28 The privilege was an early form of intellectual property protection. The King or Parlement would grant a publisher or an author a

privilege in respect of printed works; the privilege itself would be printed in the work so protected. Penalties for breach of the privilege
included confiscation of the offending copies and fines.

29 Can mean “before”, ie the modern French avant or, as here, “but”, ie the modern mais or “on the contrary” – au contraire.
30 “Essential and required not only for Judges, Jurists and Practitioners of the said Duchy, but also all those of other provinces and juris-

dictions of this Kingdom.”
31 Ie the principal court of Normandy.
32 Note for example what Terrien says at p640: “Au pays de Normandie perpetuellement & inſeparablement vny & incorporé à la couronne de

France de tems immemorial, tant du precedent ladite vnion & incorporation faite par le Roy Philippe Auguſte, du temps d’icelle, que depuis, y a eu Court
& iuriſdiction ſouueraine, en laquelle toutes les cauſes & matieres des hommes & ſuiets dudit pays, & des choſes ſituees & aſſiſes és fins & limites d’iceluy
ont eſté traitees, diffinies & decidees en dernier & ſouuerain reſſort. Et a eſté ladite Court anciennement appelee Court d’Eſchiquier.” Which translates:
“In the land of Normandy (perpetually and inseparably united to and incorporated within the crown of France from time immemorial, as
much preceding the union and incorporation accomplished by King Philip Augustus to the present time as ever after) there has been a
Court and sovereign jurisdiction, in which all the causes and matters of the men and subjects of this land, or relating to things located and
situated within the confines and limits of this place, have been considered, defined and decided finally and sovereignly. And this Court was
formerly called the Court of the Exchequer”.

33 Or Digest. Justinian (AD 482 – 565) was Byzantine Emperor between 527 and his death. His great enduring achievement was to oversee
the consolidation of Roman law into the Corpus iuris civilis of which the Institutes and the Digest formed the most important parts.

34 Marcus Tullius Cicero, 106 – 43 BC. Roman orator, lawyer and statesman. Assassinated on the orders of Anthony, his head and hands
were displayed over the rostra in the Roman forum. It was Cicero who observed: O tempora, O mores! Alas the times! Alas the morals! In
Catilinam Speech 1, ch.1.



course this merely reflects the reality that the totality of the law applied in Normandy was drawn from a
number of sources, namely true Norman customary law in the form of the Grand Coutumier, judgments and
regulations of the Eschiquier (whether concerning the Coutume or not), Norman procedural law texts, Royal
ordinances, Roman law and canon law.

Domat35 gives a very helpful overview of the different sources of law in the kingdom of France as follows:

“Nous avons en France quatre différentes especes de loix, les Ordonnances & les Coutumes, qui sont nos loix
propres; & ce que nous observons du Droit romain & du Droit canonique.
Ces quatre sortes de loix reglent toutes les matieres de toute nature; mais leur autorité est bien différente.
Les Ordonnances ont une autorité universelle dans tout le royaume, & elles s’observent toutes par tout, à la
réserve de quelques-unes, dont les dispositions ne regardent que quelques provinces.
Les Coutumes ont leur autorité particuliere, & chacune est bornée dans l’étendue de la province ou du lieu où elle
s’observe.
Le Droit romain a dans ce royaume deux différens usages, & il a pour chacun son autorité.
L’un de ces usages est, qu’il est observé comme coutume en plusieurs provinces, & qu’il y tient lieu de loix en
plusieurs matieres. Ce sont ces provinces dont on dit qu’elles se régissent par le Droit écrit; & pour cet usage le
Droit romain y a la même autorité qu’ont dans les autres leurs Coutumes propres.
L’autre usage du Droit romain en France s’étend à toutes les provinces, & comprend toutes les matieres; & il con-
siste en ce qu’on observe par-tout ces regles de la justice & de l’équité qu’on appelle le Droit écrit, parce qu’elles
sont écrites dans le Droit romain. Ainsi pour ce second usage, il a la même authorité qu’ont la justice & l’équité
sur notre raison.
Le Droit canonique contient un très-grand nombre de regles que nous observons, mais il s’y en trouve aussi
quelques-unes que nous rejettons. Ainsi, nous en observons tous les canons qui regardent la foi & les mœurs, &
qui sont tirés de l’Ecriture, des Conciles & des Peres; & nous en recevons aussi un très-grand nombre de consti-
tutions qui regardent la discipline ecclésiastique. Et notre usage en a même reçu quelques-unes qui ne regardent
que la police temporelle. Mais nous en rejettons d’autres dispositions, ou parce qu’elles ne sont pas de notre usage,
ou que même quelques-unes son contraires au droit & aux libertés de l’Eglise de France.”36

Which translates:

“We have in France four different types of law, the ordinances and customs, which are our own laws
and those which we observe from Roman and Canonical law.
These four types of law govern all matters of every nature, but their authority is very different.
Ordinances have a universal authority throughout the kingdom and are all observed by everyone, with
the exception of some whose dispositions concern only certain provinces.
Customs have their own particular authority and each is limited to the extent of the province or of the
place where it is observed.
In this kingdom Roman law has two different uses, each having its authority.
One of these uses is that it is observed as if it were custom in several provinces, taking the place of law
in several matters.These are the provinces of which one says that they are governed by written law. For
this use Roman law has the same authority in those places as in other places their own customs do.
The other use of Roman law in France extends to all the provinces and includes all matters. It consists
in what is observed of all these rules of justice and equity which are called the written law, because they
are written in Roman law.Thus for this second use, it has the same authority as have justice and equity
upon our reason.
Canon law contains a very large number of rules that we observe, but there are also found some which
we reject. Thus we observe all of its canons regarding faith and morals, and which are drawn from
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35 Jean Domat, French jurist, 1625-1696.
36 Les Loix Civiles dans leur ordre naturel; Le Droit Public et Legum Delectus by M. Domat, Avocat du Roi au Siége Présidial de Clermont

en Auvergne, Nouvelle Édition, À Paris Chez Knapen 1777 at Ch. 13(ix) of the Traité des Loix pxxvi.



Scripture, the Councils and the Fathers; and we adopt also a large number of constitutions concerning
ecclesiastical discipline. Our law has even adopted some provisions concerning purely temporal, regu-
latory matters. But we reject other dispositions, whether because they are not a part of our usage or are
even contrary to the laws and liberties of the Church of France.”

Terrien himself would have been conscious of these different types and uses of law and legal sources, as is
evident from his text. Terrien’s commentaries are a great deal more ambitious than a simple account of
Norman customary law.This is further evidenced by the breadth of his reading and the number and diversity
of the sources he cites, ranging from a detailed (if unsurprising) knowledge of the Bible (eg citing ch. 2 of
Paul’s Epistle to the Romans at p2 of the Commentaries) to Greek and Roman authors, to Saint Jerome37,
Du Moulin38, to contemporary French Advocates39 and, obviously, Norman legal texts. He does not hesitate
to cite the Old and New Testaments in support of customary law, whilst conceding that “… il y a difference
entre l’Euangile, & la Politique, d’autant que l’Euangile appartient à la iuſtice du cœur: & la politique à l’eſtat
exterieur, repos & tranquilité du peuple”40.

Authorship and editorship

It is easy to overlook the fact that Terrien was a commentator.The Commentaires comprise Terrien’s selection
of extracts from the 13th century Grand Coutumier gathered together and arranged as he saw fit, combined
with judgments of the Echiquier and its successor institution, the Parlement, together with the Style de
Procéder (the Nouveau Style of the 15th century and the Style de Parlement of 1515)41. La Glose is rarely cited;
according to Besnier this was because it did not have the status of Roman law and had fallen into disuse by
that time42. As already noted,Terrien cited many Royal ordinances and quoted extensively from Roman law,
classical and biblical sources. Terrien is as much a work of editorship as authorship, with Besnier observing
that:

“Conformément à son plan, Terrien réunit ces textes de diverse nature en un même chapitre, il lui arrive même
de les annoncer par un intitulé commun. Il joint par exemple deux chapitres différents de la Coutume, où bien
un chapitre de la Coutume et un passage du Style, les textes sont alors amalgamés, et souvent assez librement
reproduits.”

Which translates:

“In conformity with his plan, Terrien brought together texts of a diverse nature into a single chapter,
even introducing them under a common heading. He joined, for example, two different chapters of the
Coutume, or even a chapter of the Coutume and a passage of the Style. The texts are therefore amal-
gamated, and often very freely reproduced.”43

As to this plan, Besnier observed that:

“Le plan même du Grand Coutumier n’a pas servi de base. L’auteur préfère un plan méthodique et c’est au droit
romain qu’il le demande. L’éditeur s’explique en ces termes: ‘Il s’est proposé la contexture de l’ancien édit per-
pétuel.’ Disons plus simplement qu’il a adopté la division traditionelle en personnes, choses et actions qui forme
le fond de son plan après un préambule.”
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37 (340-420 AD). Theologian, translator and scriptural commentator; see p31 of Terrien.
38 (1500 – 1566). French jurist, born and died in Paris. Advocate of the Parlement of Paris, he wrote his own commentaries on the custom

of Paris. Terrien had plainly read this work and expressly cites it at p176.
39 By way of example, Mess. Chartier & Auberi are referred to at p19; described as “advocats (sic) renommez au Parlement de Paris”.
40 “… there is a difference between the Evangelical and the Political; inasmuch as the Evangelical belongs to the justice of the heart and

the political to the external state, rest and tranquility of the people.” See p4 of the Commentaires.
41 A style being a handbook of form, eg of the manner of proceeding in a Court. In this context, rules or modes of procedure.
42 La Glose, or “The Gloss” was published in an edition of the Grande Coutume of 1483 (see Besnier at p114) and is a paraphrase or gloss

of the Grand Coutumier, not hesitating, says Besnier “… à préciser si tel ou tel texte n’es plus en usage”, ie “… to specify whether any given text
is in usage any more”. The Glose is also to be found in Le Rouillé.

43 Besnier, ibid, p154.



Which translates:

“Not even the structure of the Grand Coutumier was adopted as a foundation. The author preferred a
methodical plan, and it was to Roman law which he looked.The editor explained himself in these terms:
‘He has adopted the model of an ancient perpetual edict’. Put more simply, he adopted the traditional
division into people, things and actions which forms the foundation of his structure after a pre-amble.”44

An example which illustrates both his very selective use of the text of the Grand Coutumier and biblical
authority is to be found at p16 under the heading, Du mari & de la femme, ch. 1 which he sub-heads “La
Coustume aux chapitres de monneage, & de bref de mariage encombre”.There follows a paragraph which reads as
if it is a single citation; but as the sub-heading indicates it is a composite of two (widely) separate passages
from the Coutumier worked into a single paragraph to give prominence to a statement of principle which
was merely subsidiary to the point of the original contexts (albeit no less valid a principle of Norman custom-
ary law in that original context). So, in the De Gruchy edition of the Coutumier, a part of the text is to be
found at p45 and the rest at p241.The point being made is that the wife, and her possessions, are in the power
of her husband who exercises a form of seigneurie over her and them. What had been a statement to explain
aspects of the Coutumier proper are selected in order to form a much more general statement of principle
concerning the status of persons. As to the principle itself: “… la femme eſt en la poſte de ſon marie” (“the wife
is in the power of her husband”) Terrien cites Genesis ch. 3 v.16, Paul’s Letter to the Ephesians ch.5 vv. 22-
2345 and 1 Peter ch. 3 v.6.

Terrien’s original contribution is to be found in his selection and arrangement of the primary materials as
much as in his commentary and footnotes.

The anonymous second author

Less well known is the fact that there was at least one other author who contributed to the commentary.
Hoüard, in his Dictionnaire Analytique, Historique, Étymologique, Critique et Interprétif de la Coutume de
Normandie of 178246 wrote this about Terrien’s work:

“Ce Ouvrage essuya beaucoup de critiques; mais l’Imprimeur ne fut point alarmé: il a bec & serres, disoit Dupuis
en son Epitre dédicatoire, pour faire tête à qui l’assaudra corps à corps, pourvu qu’on le prenne en nomme de bien,
& non par derriere & à armes cachées; ce que les envieux & détracteurs ont accoutumé faire. Aussi, à quelques
légeres erreurs près, qui provenoient plutôt d’inattention, défaut inévitable dans le cours d’un Ouvrage où l’on
entreprend de traiter de toutes les matieres qui sont l’objet & des Ordonnances & des Coutumes d’une grande
Province, que de l’oubli des principes; on ne balança pas à regarder le Commentaire de Terrien comme le plus sûr
guide dans l’interprétation de nos Loix municipales: de là une main habile se fit un mérite de l’enrichir d’ad-
ditions qui étoient autant d’hommages rendus à sa pénétration, puisque toutes ne tendent qu’à donner plus de
développement & de plus solides appuis à ses opinions. Le nom de l’Annotateur est resté inconnu; mais tel qu’il
soit, il mérite le plus grands éloges. Quoiqu’elles soient, ainsi que le Commentaire de Terrien, antérieures à la
réformation de notre ancienne Coutume, elles ne sont pas moins utiles que lui pour nous faire connoître quel
étoit son esprit, & faciliter la résolution de questions très-importantes dont les Réformateurs ont négligé de
s’occuper.”

Which translates:

“This work attracted much criticism47; but the printer was not alarmed: ‘… it has tooth and claw’, said
Dupuys in his letter of dedication, ‘… to resist bodily whomsoever would attack it; provided that one
approaches the work as a gentleman, and not from behind with hidden arms as the envious and detrac-
tors are wont to do’. A few minor errors apart, resulting more from inattention, inevitable failings in
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44 Besnier, ibid, p153.
45 And almost always in the Vulgate, ie the Latin version of the Bible originally prepared by St Jerome c.382 – 405 AD.
46 Ie over 200 years after Terrien first appeared. In other words Hoüard was more distant in time from Terrien than we are from, say,

Jane Austen (1775 – 1817) or Balzac (1799 – 1850).
47 It is not altogether clear why Hoüard says this. Dupuys seems only to be referring to possible future criticism rather than existing crit-

icism. The work had not been published before. Hoüard’s description is interesting because of its acknowledgment of the anonymous addi-
tional author, although the text itself discloses this.



the course of a work in which one attempts to address all those matters comprising the object, ordi-
nances and customs of a great Province, one does not hesitate to regard Terrien’s Commentary as the
surest guide to the interpretation of our municipal Laws. In addition, a capable hand took the oppor-
tunity to enrich the text further with additions which amounted to a form of homage rendered to
Terrien’s perspicacity, since these tended only to develop and fortify his opinions.The name of the anno-
tator has remained unknown, but whoever it was, he deserves great praise. Whatever their provenance,
taken together with Terrien’s commentary, these are no less useful for informing ourselves as to the
spirit of our ancient custom prior to reform, and to facilitate the resolution of very important issues
which the Reformers neglected to address.”

Further light is shed on this mystery by Édouard Frère in his Manuel du Bibliographe Normand of 186048. He
says this:

“Première édit. de ce commentaire, dédiée, après la mort de l’auteur, par le libraire Dupuis à M. de Bauquemare,
premier président du Parlement de Rouen, auquel fut attribué à tort ce commentaire. Les additions cependant,
dit Froland, peuvent être de M. de Bauquemare.”

Which translates:

“First edition of this commentary, dedicated, after the death of the author, by the bookseller Dupuis to
Monsieur de Bauquemare, first president of the Parlement of Rouen, to whom was attributed, wrongly,
this commentary. The additions however, said Froland, could be by M. de Bauquemare.”

Louis Froland was the author of two texts which appeared in the first half of the 18th century, namely
Mémoires concernans l’observation du senatus-consulte velléien dans le duché de Normandie et diverses questions
mixtes qui en dépendent of 1722 and Mémoires concernant la nature et la qualité des statuts; diverses questions mixtes
de droit et de coutûme, et la plupart des arrests qui les ont décidees of 1729. Hoüard included a brief article about
Froland describing him memorably in the following terms:

“Cet Auteur nous a donné d’excellents Ouvrages; le seul défaut qu’on y remarque, est celui de la méthode: mais
l’Avocat occupé n’est pas toujours le maître de donner à ses observations tout l’ordre & le développement que
mérite leur importance ….”

Which translates:

“This author gave us some excellent works. The only noteworthy fault is one of method. However, the
busy Advocate is not always best placed to give his observations all the order and development that
their importance merits ….”49

Hoüard goes on to tell us how a young Advocate wrote some damaging piece about the then 86 year old
Froland and was suspended from practice for 6 months with effect from 27th April 1743 which suggests a year
of birth for Froland in the region of 1658 which again means that all three “editions” of Terrien had appeared
before his birth; but presumably an oral tradition survived to the effect that de Bauquemare was the author
of the additions. Besnier’s50 view was that:

“Les éditions portent en outre des additions, en grande partie en latin, la dédicace-préface ne les annonce pas.
Elles sont moins positives et plus littéraires que les notes de Terrien, on peut se demander s’il en est l’auteur.
Froland les attribuera plus tard au premier président de Bauquemare (?), Hoüard ignore le nom de cet anno-
tateur mais le couvre d’éloges excessifs.”

Which translates:

“The editions also include certain “additions”, for the greater part in Latin, the dedication-preface does
not mention them. They are less positive and more literary than the notes of Terrien, which begs the
question of whether he is their author. Froland attributed them later to the first president, de Bauquemare
(?). Hoüard did not know the name of the annotator but smothered him with excessive eulogies.”
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48 At vol. 2 p556.
49 See vol. 2 at p600. Hoüard’s observations remain truer than ever.
50 Besnier at p155. See generally his discussion of Terrien at pp 152 – 157.



It is noteworthy that Hoüard, while plainly knowing of Froland, does not mention the attribution associated
with Froland. He does say of a volume of arrêts left by Froland that it was “enrichi de notes curieuses” although
he most likely means novel or extraordinary rather than odd.

The Guernsey writer, Thomas Le Marchant51, says this:

“… il faut noter que le corps du Coustumier est composé de trois parties principalles (sic); la première est le Texte
de la coustume, le deuxiesme les Commentaires de Terrien là-dessus, et la troisième les Additions d’un autheur
anonyme, homme sçavant et bon jurisconsulte, par voye de glose sur le dit Texte et Commentaires; et que l’autheur
de l’addition soit une autre personne que le dit Terrien …”52

Which translates as:

“… it should be noted that the body of the Coutumier is composed of three principal parts; the first is
the text of the coutume, the second the commentaries of Terrien thereon, and third, the additions of an
anonymous author, a scholarly man and good jurist, by way of a gloss on the text and commentary; and
that the author of the addition(s) was someone other than Terrien …”

Godefroy in his 1626 Commentary on the Coutume Reformée wrote of “Celui qui a fait les additions aux
Commentaires de Terrien …” ie “He who made the additions to Terrien’s commentary …”53.

Ultimately it seems very unlikely indeed that Terrien wrote the additions. It is quite possible that de
Bauqemare was their author, but at this distance in time it is neither possible to know, nor is it an issue of the
greatest importance – as opposed to the consciousness of these additions, their separate authorship and func-
tion within the text.

Returning to the question of dating the text, a distinction has to be made between the date of Terrien’s
work and the work of the author of the additio. As we have seen, the last date of text reasonably ascribable
to Terrien appears to be in the region of 156654, certainly no later. By contrast the latest date referred to in pas-
sages of additio is 15th August 157155. In other words, there was a gap of some years between the time when
Terrien ceased work on the text, for whatever reason, and the work of the author of the additio and then a
further gap of some years before publication itself.

A note on the facsimile text:

There were three “editions” of Terrien’s Commentaires, the first in 1574, the second in 1578 and the third in
165456.The present facsimile edition is a copy of the first edition of 1574. It is a composite, using the first few
and last few washed pages from my own 1574 copy which was re-bound in 200457, but with the vast bulk of
the pages coming from a copy owned by Ozannes, Advocates and Notaries Public, which was long overdue
for re-binding and could therefore be disbound and scanned much more easily. Between the two 1574 copies
there is reproduced the complete text of the 1574 edition comprising:

a) the title-page; with
b) the Privilege on the verso58;
c) the dedication of Jacques du Puys, the bookseller/publisher, 2½ sides in length;
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51 Thomas Le Marchant was active in the mid-17th century, although his work, Remarques et Animadversions sur L’Approbation des Lois et
Coutumier de Normandie was not printed until 1826. He was certainly born prior to Froland and appears to have died in 1662.

52 Ibid tome 1 at p234. Warburton (or rather Lord Hatton according to Dr Darryl Ogier in his paper at p870 of the 1990 Transactions of
the Société Guernesiaise) in his Traité sûr l’Histoire, les Lois et Coutumes de l’Isle de Guernesey of 1682 likewise credits the additions to an anony-
mous author.

53 See p181 Commentaires sur la Coutume de Normandie par MM. Bérault, Godefroy & la Paraphrase de M. d’Aviron of 1776.
54 See p186 of the text. Other examples include the following: references to a 1563 ordinance of Charles IX at pp 86, 144 and 150; reference

to an arrêt of 17th August 1563; reference to an ordinance of 1564 at p588; reference to an edict of the King dated February 1565 at p20 and ref-
erence to letters of the King dated 28th November 1565 at p709. All of these are in Terrien’s text rather than additio.

55 At p201.The additio also contains references to judgments of 3rd and 7th April 1571 at pages 323 and 262 respectively.There is a reference
to a judgment of 16th June 1570 at p245.

56 The British Library holds copies of each, likewise the Bibliothèque nationale de France.The Library of Congress has a copy of the 1574
edition.

57 By the truly excellent Tim Wiltshire, whose bindery is at P&G Wells Ltd, 11 College Street, Winchester, Hampshire, SO23 9LZ,
England, see his website at http://www.timwiltshire.co.uk/. Tim is an extraordinary craftsman.

58 Ie on the reverse or back of the page. As noted already, the privilege was an early form of intellectual property protection granted by
the sovereign.



d) the table of chapters, 2¾ sides in length;
e) the 728 page text itself;
f ) the table of principal matters, 29¼ pages long; and
g) the list of errata, a half page in length.

The work therefore covers a total of 765 sides. In the original format the text is 8¼ inches (212 mm) x 13¼
inches (338 mm) ie not quite foolscap folio, (which is 8½ x 13½ inches). This has been scaled down to A4 in
this edition for reasons of portability.

A comparison of the three editions

The three editions themselves offer an interesting comparative study59. Besnier says this of them:

“La première édition en est donnée à Paris (Jacques du Pays (sic)) en 1574, une seconde édition date de 1578, elle
est identique à la première, à quelques corrections matérielles près. L’impression en est médiocre. Un certain
nombre de réimpressions, mais non de rééditions, ont été faites après la réformation de la Coutume en 1583.”60

Which translates:

“The first edition was produced in Paris ( Jacques du Pays (sic)) in 1574, a second edition, dated 1578, is
identical to the first, a few material corrections apart.The printing is mediocre. A certain number of re-
impressions, but not re-editions, were made after the reform of the Coutume in 1583.”

In fact only the 1654 “re-impression” is known, ie a total of three imprints.
Édouard Frère in his Manuel du Bibliographe Normand of 1860 says of the 3rd edition that:

“Les auteurs des additions faites à cette édit. font un grand éloge de l’érudition de Terrien, et de ses profondes
connaissances en toutes matières. M. Trolley, dans son Mém. sûr l’anc. droit coutumier norm. (Soc. des Antiq.
de Norm., t. xvii) dit ‘que le livre de Terrien mérite tous les éloges que lui décernèrent ses éditeurs; que c’est un
livre dont l’étude est à la fois curieuse et utile pour l’antiquaire et pour le jurisconsulte.’”

Which translates:

“The authors of additions made to this edition, pay great tribute to the erudition of Terrien and of his
profound knowledge in all matters. M. Trolley, in his Memoire on ancient Norman customary law
(Society of Antiquaries of Normandy, vol. 17) said ‘that the work of Terrien merits all of the eulogies
accorded to it by its editors; it is a book whose study is at the same time interesting and useful for the
historian and the legal scholar.’”

This is puzzling, because Frère seems to be suggesting that there are additions to the 1654 edition which do not
appear in the earlier editions61. But at first, and even second and third glance62, it is difficult to find any dif-
ferences of substance between the three texts. It is possible that the reference to additions is to the paragraphs
entitled additio in all three texts. Perhaps Frère was not familiar with the first two editions and merely assumed
that these were new additions to the text, when they were not. In any event, the content of all three editions
is, for all practical and substantive purposes, the same. The body of the text of each is 728 pages. The indices
are the same for each. Such differences as there are appear to be very much more of form than substance.
Identifying those differences is not without interest and are something of a puzzle in terms of understanding
the relationship between the texts, and, in particular, the relationship between the first two editions and the
third.This presents itself as a very discrete and perhaps not terribly important form of Synoptic problem63, but
the study of the relationship is a helpful way to become more familiar with the text and its foibles.
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There was a rare and happy gathering of the three editions of Terrien during the first weekend of July 2005 chez Dawes. I have since acquired
my own 1654 but remain on the look-out for a 1578.

60 Ibid p152.
61 Brunet’s Manuel du libraire de l’amateur des livres also says that the edition of 1654 “présente des additions” (tome II, p381).
62 And rather more than glancing.
63 The Synoptic problem being the question of the relationship between the Synoptic gospels, ie those of Mark, Luke and Matthew.

These gospels appear to be derived from a combination of (i) sources unique to each gospel taken separately (ii) sources common to just two
of them and (iii) sources common to all three. John stands alone in appearing to rely upon a significantly different source.



The title-page

The differences between editions are evident from the very start.The title-pages of editions “1” (1574) and “2”
(1578) state the same bookseller/publisher, Jacques du Puys or Puis at Paris, but the type-setting is different.
Apart from a reference to it being the Seconde Edition dated 1578, the title-page content is the same, but the
positioning of the line breaks differs, although the artwork is again the same. Edition “3” (1654)64 was pro-
duced in Rouen chez Francois Vaultier and Louis Du Mesnil. The title-page is set differently, and obviously
so. There is the same content but with different artwork. There is no reference to the work being published
Avec Privilege du Roi either on the title-page or the title-page verso. Presumably by 1654 there was either no
entitlement to privilege (and indeed the work would have been out of copyright even today at such a distance
in time from the author’s death) or else there appeared to be no need. There is no reference to it being the
third edition.

The dedication

All three editions contain the same dedication to Messire Jacques de Bauquemare, but again there are differ-
ences between 1 & 2 and 3. For example, in 1 and 2 the sentence: “Toutesfois il a bec & ſerres” becomes “Toutes
il a bec & ſerres” in 3; which is most likely a simple typesetting error given that the dedication is here squeezed
into two sides whereas in 1 and 2 it takes 2½ sides. The artwork is different in all three. Another interesting
feature of 3 is that although the dedication is the same, the name of Jacques du Puys is replaced by the initials
FV and LDM65 and it is re-dated 22nd August 1654 instead of the original 25th May 1574.The later publishers
have simply, and rather crudely, taken over the dedication and re-dated it; most likely long after the death of
the dedicatee.

The table of chapters

Another obvious typesetting difference is that the table of chapters which follows the dedication appears in
three columns in 1 and 2, but is set in two columns for 3. It is also possible to see language evolving between
the editions, although this is not consistent and much more subtle.Thus in the table of chapters showing the
content at p373 the following appears:

1 (1574) D’eſcripture de faicts, & appoinctement en faict ou en droict. chap. XXVII. 373

2 (1578) D’eſscriture de faits, & appoinctement en faict ou en droict. chap. xxxvij. 373

3 (1654) D’eſcriture de faits, & appointement en fait ou en droict, chap. xxvii. 373

Again it can be seen that the entries are essentially the same and to be found at the same page in each of
the three texts; but the language changes slightly between editions and even the way in which the Roman
numerals are written. A similar pattern emerges for the contents at p49166. The page number is not
expressly mentioned because the section of text begins at the same page as the previous item, ie p491:

1 (1574) Des bãgueroutiers. ch. XXII. ibid.
2 (1578) Des bãqueroutiers. chap. xxij ibidem.
3 (1654) Des banqueroutiers, chap xxii ibid.

The substance of the content is the same in all three editions, but each version is slightly different. The ref-
erence to “bãgueroutiers” in 1574 appears to have been a typographical error with a “g” appearing instead of a
“q” which was corrected in 1578.The abbreviated “n” was re-instated in 1654. A banqueroutier was a bankrupt,
one who had become banqueroute.
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The index

It is a curious feature of the second edition that the detailed index which appears at the end of editions 1 and
3 appears after the table of chapters in 2; ie all indices appear before the main body of the text in 2.

Typesetting generally

As a broad generalisation the typesetting is different in all three; page breaks are different, line-breaks are dif-
ferent, the setting of margin notes is different, but again not consistently. There are often close similarities;
in fact very often close similarities, but with sufficient differences to distinguish each edition.

The first page

An example of this inconsistency but similarity is the first page proper of the body of the text, ie after the pre-
liminary pages comprising title-page, dedication and tables. The marginal notes of 1 and 3 are more similar
to each other than 1 and 2. The artwork is different in each. The title of 1 and 2 have more in common than
3.The word hommes appears as hõmes in 1, hommes in 2 and hommes in 3, but 2 and 3 are set differently because
3 has to break the word hom-mes.

Descending to the smallest level of detail, it will be noted that even the first page “signature” differs
between each of the three editions; in 1 it is ai, in 2 it is a and in 3 it is A. A signature in this context being:

“The letters (or, in some modern books, numerals) printed in the tail margin of the first leaf (at least)
of each gathering or section of a book, as a guide to the binder in assembling them correctly.”67

Again, the differing signatures are not, of themselves, of any great importance, save to draw attention to the
fact that neither the 2nd or 3rd editions are simple re-impressions of the 1st. The difficulty of interpreting the
differences between the editions is the fact that they are not themselves consistent. Take, by way of further
example, the beginning of the last sentence on p311 (with emphasis added to show the differences in 2 and 3):

1 (1574) Et doit-on ſauoir qu’icelle clameur peut eſtre apportee au Iuge : auquel cas le Iuge donne mandement
contenant l’expoſition de la partie, & comment il a mis en ſa main ladite clameur, pourquoy le Iuge
mãde qu’elle ſoit ſignifiee à partie, (page ends)

2 (1578) Et doit-on ſçauoir qu’icelle clameur peut eſtre apportee au Iuge : auquel cas le Iuge donne mandement
contenant l’expoſition de la partie, & comment il a mis en ſa main ladite clameur, pourquoy le Iuge
mande qu’elle ſoit ſignifiee à partie, en luy defendant (page ends)

3 (1654) Et doit-on ſauoir qu’icelle clameur peut eſtre apportee au Iuge : auquel cas le Iuge donne mandement
contenant l’expoſition de la partie, & comment il a mis en sa main ladite clameur, pourquoy le Iuge
man- (page ends)

Even the way that Latin is written differs. In 1 and 3 the word Deum is used, but in 2 it becomes De ; and
indeed the m is often abbreviated, but not in 1 and 3. Yet not even this is consistent. At p519 there is a passage
of additio at the bottom of the page. It is three lines in 1 and 3 and two lines in 2. But only 1 and 2 abbreviate
the Latin, so that Nam in 3 is Nã in 1 and 2. But the signature at the bottom in 1 is lzlz.iiii, whereas in 2 it is
kk iiij but in 3 it is Kk iiij. Perhaps one more readily understandable difference is the absence of an errata
page at the end of 2.

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the above. It does sometimes appear though that 3 has more in
common with 1 than 2. Perhaps the 1654 compilers referred to 1 rather than 2.Thus, at the beginning of p488;
both 1 and 3 start with a heading referring to an ordinance of Charles IX whereas 2 has two lines which are
found at the bottom of the previous page in both 1 and 3. And yet the marginal notes are more similar between
1 and 2 than between 1 and 3 in terms of typesetting. As against this, in 3 the marginal numbers for the left
page are in the outside margin, whereas they are on the inside margin for both 1 and 2. 3 has far fewer abbre-
viated words, but suffers from poorer quality artwork, printing and production generally.
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Artwork

Returning to the question of artwork there is a curious ornamentation of the letter Q on p99 of edition 2
which does not appear in either 1 or 3. It appears to show a woodland dryad (dryade) breaking wind. An
exotic, long-necked bird perches on the dryad’s back, studying the proceedings intently. There is no expla-
nation for this unexpected interlude. Doubtless there is a play between the French letter Q and the French
word queue (tail) or, more probably, cul (arse) (the opening words of the chapter are “Que l’heritage …”), and
a mischievous late 16th century typesetter behind it. There seems no greater likelihood of getting to the
bottom of this mystery.

Fig.2 An extract from p99 of the second edition showing the dryad forerunner of Le Pétomane68.

Again, and rather less amusingly, a comparison of p15, which is the end of book 1 of the text, shows the fol-
lowing: both 1 and 3 refer to this as “Fin du premier Liure”. 3 is italicised, 1 is not. 2 omits the words altogether.
There follow three different pieces of artwork, and each of the three pages finishes on a different word.

Conclusion

All of the above illustrates the diversity of the texts very well; but ultimately the differences do not go beyond
such details. In other words they truly are differences of form as opposed to substance. Hence the easy deci-
sion to use the 1st edition for this facsimile edition as being the most authentic, but without sacrificing any
benefit which a truly different later edition might have bestowed.

The text

The text comprises sixteen livres (ie books), typically consisting of an introduction followed by a number of
chapters, each comprising citation of a mixture of extracts from the Grand Coutumier (more or less faithfully
transcribed and sometimes, as noted, combined from different parts of the original text), Norman procedural
law, judgments and Royal Ordinances. Where texts are quoted they are very often annotated, with footnotes
indicated by letters.The letters refer to notes at the end of the citation or groups of citations.These footnotes
are Terrien’s work and are themselves interspersed with the contribution of the second author indicated by
the heading “Additio”. There may then appear further general or connecting comments given by Terrien.
Roman law is frequently cited. There are marginal notes throughout, summarising the body of the text and
sometimes indicating secondary sources. We consider specific examples below.
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1979.



How the text works

At first sight it is not at all easy to follow the Commentaires. We are not dealing with a conventional modern
textbook as a 21st century lawyer would understand it. The Commentaires are a combination of primary
sources, selected, edited, abridged, elided and abbreviated according to Terrien’s personal judgement. We
have already seen how the ordering of the materials again conformed to Terrien’s plan, itself borrowed from
a Roman law view of the world, rather than that of the Grand Coutumier. The key to being able to read
Terrien is to identify and understand how the various components fit together.The best examples in the text
combine all of the various elements; but equally there are many sections where some elements are more
important than others. For example, where royal ordinance is a much more important, or even the exclusive
primary source for the area of law concerned, as opposed to the Grand Coutumier. Thus, the penultimate
book, Livre XV, De la Court de Parlement & Style de Proceder en icelle, draws almost exclusively from royal
ordinance, with some reference to the Style and occasional citation of court-made regulation. By contrast,
Livre VI, De Succession, et partages d’heritage relies very heavily on the Grand Coutumier, but also draws from
the Style and case-law, as one would expect. Here there is little reference to Royal Ordinance69.

A good case study of a more evenly mixed-source-book is Livre XII, Des Crimes, et procez criminels at p461.
The book begins with a brief introduction by Terrien. It is often in these introductions that we see the man and
his personal views most closely. Here, for example, he is happy to refer to “la vertu de Iustice, & la vengeance
divine dont le magiſtrat eſt executeur”70, relying upon the word of God as the source of temporal power and
citing Genesis and St Paul’s Epistle to the Romans as authority. Terrien then addresses specific topics in the
following chapters, typically citing and quoting from chapters of the Grand Coutumier (see the various sub-
headings).These citations are helpfully summarised in margin notes.Take particular notice of the letters which
appear periodically in the citations from the Coutumier. These are cross-references to the footnotes which
appear at the end of any given citation or linked group of citations.Thus, in Livre XII, ch. I on pages 461 – 462
the citations from the Coutumier are marked with footnotes running from a to g.These relate to the paragraphs
running from a to g on page 462. Further down the same page will be found two instances of the heading
“Additio”.This is the anonymous second author’s contribution, which is sometimes difficult to distinguish.The
font size is slightly different and the use of two headings “Additio” is a clue that we have returned to Terrien
in between. So, for example, the footnote f on p462 appears between the two Additio headings and is Terrien
rather than the second author, likewise when it comes to footnote g Contens de possession. The third Additio
heading for the chapter at p463 is quite typical in setting out a lengthy Latin citation before we again return
briefly to Terrien (Avant que venir à parler …) and ch. II.Towards the bottom of p463 can be seen the citation
of a judgment/order of the Court of Exchequer of 1426. Likewise the first two citations on p464 are to Court-
made law. However, ch. III is concerned exclusively with an ordinance of François I dated 1540.

Another example, selected for its mixture of sources, is Livre II ch. I Du Mari & de la femme which is to
be found at p16. Terrien begins by setting out four paragraphs derived from the Grand Coutumier. There are
helpful margin notes summarising the contents of two of these paragraphs. He then quotes from the Style de
Proceder. There then follows the first footnote, a. This refers back to the opening line of the first paragraph
of the chapter where a small “a” appears after the word chair (flesh). Before we reach footnote b there is a
paragraph of Additio; there then follows more Additio before footnote c and so on. On p 18 Terrien cites a
judgment from 30th August 1555 which ends with his own comment and a cross-reference to Livre VII.

In summary the typical pattern of the work is as follows:

a) Book heading (Livre …) followed by introductory words and chapter headings;
b) an extract derived from an authoritative text (whether Grand Coutumier, judgment, ordinance or

style), sub-headings indicate the source of the text;
c) that text will (typically) be footnoted; it is in these footnotes that Terrien’s commentary appears;

although …
d) Terrien’s own views also appear in free-standing portions of text introducing books or chapters and

via his selection of materials and overall editing of the materials at his disposal;

while
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of the Church at kingdom level than provincial law.

70 “The virtue of Justice, and vengeance divine, of which the magistrate is executor”.



e) paragraphs headed Additio appear throughout, containing the second, anonymous, author’s views,
usually in Latin.

Reading Terrien

Although the appearance of Terrien on the page is not nearly so intimidating as Le Rouillé’s formidable
black letter type of 1534, it is still a challenge to the modern reader. Plainly a good knowledge of French is
required, although ironically some of the older words employed by Terrien are more familiar to an English
reader than a French one. This is unsurprising when one considers the use and longevity of Law French in
England. There are, however, a number of conventions which, once appreciated, improve the experience of
reading Terrien immeasurably.

The medial “s”

The letter ſ is not, of course, an f (f ). It is a “long” s, otherwise known as the “medial” s, intended for use in
the middle of a word as opposed to the “terminal” s, intended for use at the end of a word, but now used for
all purposes, albeit the use of the long s did not die out for some centuries after Terrien. The “ſ ” should be
read as an “s”, so that poſitif becomes positif. Note also how the ſ italicised becomes ſ . The ſ can be distin-
guished from an f because it does not have a nub in the middle; although confusingly a Terrien long s will
often have half a nub on the left, as does the present font. Context usually makes the meaning clear. Note that
a long ſ may also commence a word. The medial s should be distinguished from another form of long s, the
“ß”, which survives in German. In Terrien it represents a double ss as in “aßis” ie “assis” as in “… heritage aßis
au pays de Caux”71.

Other confusing letters:

The letter “i” appears in place of the letter “j” as in “preiudiciables” or, most obviously, “Iustice” or “Iuges”; but
mostly the letter “i” simply means “i”.

The letter “u” is often to be read as if it were a “v” so that diuinité is to be read as divinité; pleuine becomes
plevine and so on. This latter is also a good example of a term more or less familiar from English law or
history of law, where both plevin and replevin were known; note how the two are mentioned together at p465
of Terrien.

An “x” can indicate a plural where one would expect to see an “s”; so it is loix rather than lois.This practice
dated back to medieval manuscripts where one would often find the letter x used as an abbreviation for the
letters “-us”.

The letter “y” is often used in place of “i”, so that loy appears rather than the more familiar loi, Roy is Roi,
quoy is quoi and so on. Loys becomes Lois or, more familiarly to us, Louis.

Accents

Quite often there will be accents missing where you would expect to see them (eg pere and mere) or else an s
which has since been replaced by an accent in more modern French, eg eſcrire using a medial s (escrire) is
simply the 16th century predecessor of écrire. Another example is the word eſtre, for the modern être.

The tilde

A particularly interesting form of abbreviation is known (but only since the 19th century) as the tilde. It
appears frequently throughout the 1574 and 1578 editions and indicates missing letters. The tilde appears in
Terrien as a short accent-like stroke descending from right to left over the letter immediately preceding a
letter or letters which have been omitted. The closest representation of this using a modern keyboard is the
flattened s superscript as in: “ã”. The tilde was a device used by monk copyists of manuscripts to save both
time and materials and survived into the early printing age, but disappeared progressively after approximately
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the mid-16th century. The three editions of Terrien bear this out. The third relies much less heavily on the
tilde, indeed many of the abbreviated words are restored to their unabbreviated state.The tilde is also known
as a barre or even tiret. The word tilde derives from Spanish and, ultimately, the Latin titulus. Note that it is
a masculine noun, le tilde. The following are examples of the use of the tilde to be found in Terrien:

aucũ = aucun
bõs = bons
cõme = comme
computatiõ = computation
dõt = dont
enfãns = enfans (ie the modern enfants, from the Latin infans, infantem)
frãche = franche
Frãçoiſe = Françoise (note the use also of the medial s)
lãce = lance
mõ = mon
Pãdectes = Pandectes (ie Justinian’s Digest)
quãt = quant
tãt = tant
vaudrõt = vaudront

It is, of course, possible to combine a medial s with a tilde to produce a word such as ſõt, which is simply the
3rd person plural of the present indicative of être, ie sont. It is also possible to have two tildes in a single word,
such as cõditiõ (condition). The letter q with a tilde over it simply stands for “que”. Tildes can also appear in
place names.The scope for confusion is considerable. All of this is quite apart from the habit of simply abbre-
viating words; eg leſdites becomes leſd. Arrêt becomes ar. or even arr.

Particular words

Inevitably there are words which are very obscure, or else obsolete, or a combination of the two. Only limited
assistance can be given here.There is no substitute for a really good French dictionary such as Le Petit Robert
Dictionnaire de la Langue Française. This is a French-French dictionary containing 60,000 words with their
300,000 meanings. A French-English dictionary cannot compete.There follows a few examples of words of
varying difficulty which illustrate the problem:

aage = âge
ains = but, on the contrary
auecques = avec
Couſ tume is coutume or custom. Sometimes the 16th century spelling is more familiar to us than to, say,

a modern French reader.
cy is simply ici as in cy après hereafter.
droict is simply droit (both “law” and “(a) right”) but can also mean “direct” as in succession droicte en

descendant; see p195.
enoignons = we enjoin. This word puzzled me for quite a while; why was Terrien writing about onions,

the French for onion being oignon? The modern French verb is enjoindre.
ès = en les. It is nothing more than the contraction of the preposition en and the plural article les but is

very puzzling until decoded.
faict = fait = made; it is quite common to see what can be described as etymological letters, indicating

more obviously the Latin origins of words (although sometimes misleadingly).
Iaçoit que = although
marc = 8 ounces, or a half-pound (demi-livre), a measure of gold or silver. The “c” was silent.
pource que = parce que

The word tres (ie trés) is often combined with whatever it is qualifying, eg trescruelle or treſ-honoree. Again note
that very often an accent is missing. Note also that at the end of a line an incomplete word will sometimes
(and unsurprisingly) be hyphenated to the start of the next line, but sometimes not.
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Much more help can be found via the wonderful ARTFL72 website “Dictionnaires d’autrefois”73, an online
database combining dictionaries from the early 17th to the 20th centuries. It is hard to over-state the usefulness
of this resource. I kept it open electronically throughout much of the work on this book and have cited the
dictionaries frequently in the translated materials which follow. Another very useful source is the Dictionnaire
du moyen français, published by Larousse74. Moyen français is defined as the state of the French language
between ancien français and français classique and would be dated to between approximately 1340 and 1611.
The Larousse Dictionnaire de l’ancien français is also useful.

Latin

There is, of course, a great deal of Latin in Terrien, given the extent of his reliance on Roman law and Roman
authors.There is no easy solution to this problem, other than to learn or re-learn Latin! The paragraphs con-
tributed by the author of the Additiones75 are mostly in Latin and are all but inaccessible, save to those with
very advanced skills in that language. Alas this author is not amongst their number. The Additiones must be
the subject of some future separate study. However, we know that their author thought highly of Terrien, his
work complemented Terrien’s rather than conflicted with it76. Le Geyt77, whose own notes on Terrien’s work
are set out at p 213 et seq. of volume IV of his Manuscrits simply says this: “L’Additionnaire loue beaucoup
Terrien”; ie “The author of the additions praises Terrien highly”; Additionnaire being the name Le Geyt used
for the author of the additions, indeed he perceived him as Terrien’s own commentator78.

The significance of Terrien

Terrien’s Commentaires are significant in a number of different ways, some of which have been touched upon
already, and others which will be examined here in greater detail.

As a historical document:

It almost goes without saying that Terrien is an important historical document in its own right and worthy
of study on that ground alone. It is a detailed and intimate record of Norman, and, at one stage removed,
Channel Island, social and economic history, concerned, as it is, with many aspects of daily life. Again, it is
self-evidently an important document for the study of Norman, French and Channel Island legal history79.
It is relevant also to English legal history to the extent that it casts light on early Norman law, given the
extent of the influence of Norman law and custom upon the development of English law and common law
in the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries80.

16th and 17th centuries – the evidence of the publication history of the work

Terrien’s work must have enjoyed some measure of recognition and success at the time.The printer/publisher
of the 1st and 2nd editions, Jacques du Puys, was extraordinarily enthusiastic about the text in his dedication,
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72 The Project for American and French Research on the Treasury of the French Language. A cooperative enterprise of the Laboratoire
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73 http://artfl-project.uchicago.edu/node/17.
74 ISBN 2-03-532049-6.
75 Ie the paragraphs entitled “Additio”.
76 See Hoüard’s article on Terrien, ibid.
77 1635 – 1716. Lieutenant Bailiff, and later a Jurat in Jersey.
78 See generally Le Geyt, Les Manuscrits de Philippe Le Geyt, Ecuyer, Lieutenant-Bailli de L’Ile de Jersey, sur la Constitution, Les Lois, et Les

Usages de cette Isle, Jersey, 1847.
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1713, who, while noting the “… great similitude that in many things appears between the laws of England, and those of Normandy” denied
passionately that this was “by the power of the Conqueror”; see ch. VI, p111. He acknowledged the similarity between Glanvill and the
customary law of Normandy, see p117, whilst also emphasising the differences.



claiming it to be of use in all France, not just Normandy. He claimed the endorsement of those who were well
informed about such matters. Of course, one would expect M. du Puys to make great claims for his product,
but that does not explain a second printing just four years later. Demand for the work appears to have been
greater than anticipated and justified the re-setting and second printing.

Referring to Terrien’s annotation of the texts he selects, Robert Besnier gave this assessment81:

“Ces notes sont en français, elles contiennent en termes sobres le énonciations d’idées générales, les références au
droit romain, ou des notions historiques, parfois sujettes à caution quand elles ont trait à une époque ancienne.
Elles ont surtout une portée pratique, le commentaire est très positif et nourri de jurisprudence. Les arrêts cité
sont extrêmement nombreux, malhereusement leur date manque parfois. L’ouvrage est donc particulièrement
précieux pour connaître le droit du XVIe siècle en Normandie.”

Which translates:

“These notes are in French, they contain in sober terms, the expression of general ideas, references to
Roman law or historic notions, sometimes subject to reservation when dealing with an ancient era.
They have, above all, a pragmatic purview, the commentary is both very positive and enriched with
jurisprudence. Numerous cases are cited, unhappily their date is sometimes missing.The work is there-
fore particularly important to the understanding of 16th century Norman law.”

It is certain that any practitioner of the time would have been acutely aware of the value of Terrien’s work,
given the absence of any other comprehensive printed commentary since Le Rouillé’s 1534 commentary, itself
re-published in 153982.

Besnier concludes his section on Terrien by saying:

“On voit le chemin qui a été parcouru dans l’interprétation, le développement et le commentaire de la Coutume
depuis le XIIIe siècle.Terrien n’hésite pas à signaler des lacunes, et essaie de les combler. La synthèse originale qu’il
présente est une mise en œuvre de l’ensemble des textes coutumiers, judiciaires et législatifs portant sur une période
de trois siècles. Sans s’en douter, par son ouvrage,Terrien prépare le travail des rédacteurs officiels de la Coutume
en 1583.”

Which translates as follows:

“One sees the path which had been followed in the interpretation, development and commentary of
and upon the Coutume since the 13th century.Terrien did not hesitate to indicate the gaps, and try to fill
them.The original synthesis he presents brings together, and puts to work, the ensemble of customary,
judicial and legislative texts relating to a period of three centuries. By his work Terrien, without doubt,
paved the way for the official authors of the Coutume in 1583.”

Jacqueline Musset was of a similar opinion, referring to:

“… le célèbre Guillaume Terrien qui, dans son ouvre … expose en français (et non en latin) le contenu du Grand
Coutumier qu’il explique et interprète de façon claire et concise, cherchant à réaliser l’adaptation du texte aux
réalités de son époque. Il donne surtout, ce qui est évidemment essentiel, son appréciation personnelle quant à l’in-
fléchissement du droit en vigueur par les jugements du Parlement qui applique le droit du XIIIe siècle tout en
tenant compte des impératifs du XVIe siècle. Terrien disparut sans avoir pu mesurer l’influence de son remar-
quable travail de pénétration juridique sur la rédaction de la coutume qui eut lieu quelques années plus tard. Un
certain nombre de ses considérations y furent introduites en tant que règles nouvelles et quelques-unes des ses
phrases, souvent lapidaires, constituèrent même, telles quelles, certains articles.”83

Which translates as follows:
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81 Besnier, ibid, at p155.
82 Le Rouillé did not die until 1555, it is interesting to speculate whether Terrien ever met Le Rouillé. There must be a reasonable chance

that he did. Besnier mentions the unpublished work of Guillaume Guerpel at p149 and the published, but incomplete and flawed work of
Tanneguy Sorin, which Hoüard dismissed with the following words: “… toutes ses observations sont si peu analogues aux textes, qu’elles ne peuvent
pas même servir à nous donner la moindre notion de nos anciens usages”, which translates: “… all of his observations are so unconnected with the
texts that they cannot even serve to provide the least notion of our ancient usages”.

83 Musset, Le régime des biens entre époux en droit normand du XVIe siècle à la Révolution, Presses Universitaires de Caen, 1997.



“… the celebrated Guillaume Terrien who, in his work … exposed in French (and not in Latin) the
content of the Grand Coutumier, which he explained and interpreted in a clear and concise fashion,
attempting to adapt the text to the realities of his era. Above all he provided, which is evidently essential,
his personal appreciation as to the inflection of the law then in force through judgments of the
Parliament applying the law of the 13th century, whilst taking account of 16th century imperatives.Terrien
died without having the opportunity to assess the influence of his remarkable work of juridical penetra-
tion on the redaction of the coutume which took place some years later. A certain number of his obser-
vations were introduced as new rules, and some of his phrases, often lapidary, even came to constitute
a number of articles as such.”

It follows that Terrien was not just the last and principal authority for unreformed Norman customary, law
but he also paved the way for its reform84. The process by which the Coutumier was reformed is set out in
volume 4 of Charles Bourdot de Richebourg’s enormous Nouveau Coutumier Générale of 1724. Tome 4 alone
is 1,227 pages long, measuring 41 cm by 27 cm (16” x 10½” ins.). Pages 1 to 165 of volume 4 are devoted to
Norman custom and contain first the Grand Coutumier and second the Coutume Reformée. Pages 111 and fol-
lowing set out the procès verbal. Of particular interest are the letters patent sent by King Henry III to, inter
alia, Jaques de Bauquemare, in 1577, demanding that the legal establishment in Normandy get on and reform
their ancient custom, particularly in the light of previous requests that had gone unhindered and:

“… qu’il fuſt tres-nece"aire : parce que les couſtumes, uſages & ſtil d’iceluy ne ſe trouvent eſcrites qu’en un livre
fort ancien, compoſé de langage & mots peu intelligibles, eſtans la pluſpart d’iceux hors d’uſage, & peu où point
entendus des habitans du pays : …”

Which translates:

“… was very necessary, because the customs, usages and procedure of that place were only to be found
written in a very ancient book, composed of barely intelligible language and words, being for the most
part obsolete and little or not at all understood by the inhabitants of the land: …”85

The Jaques de Bauquemare addressed by the King is the same Jaques de Bauquemare to whom Terrien’s
Commentaires were dedicated by Jacques de Puys. His name also appears as the first signatory of the com-
pleted Coutume Reformée, dated 1st July 158386. It is very likely that Terrien’s work was referred to extensively
throughout the reform process.

Of equal interest is the rationale for the edition of 1654. It is unclear how or why it came about. The
reformed coutume had been in force for over 70 years. Again it suggests that Norman lawyers in the mid-17th

century still recalled and valued Terrien’s work. A little over 350 years later the same reasoning applies.
Terrien’s work retains sufficient value and relevance to warrant this further edition, or re-printing.Terrien was
the last and greatest of the commentators of the Grand Coutumier. The Coutume Reformée of 1583 was not
intended to be a great rupture with the past. It also left certain issues unaddressed, or only partially addressed.
It was natural, and even inevitable, that Terrien should continue to be consulted. As noted already, Hoüard
referred to the reform of the Coutume and said of the additions and the commentaries together that “… elles
ne sont pas moins utiles que lui pour nous faire connoître quel étoit son esprit, & faciliter la résolution de questions très-
importantes dont les Réformateurs ont négligé de s’occuper.” (“… (the additions) are no less useful than (Terrien’s
commentaries) for informing us about (the unreformed Coutumier’s) spirit, and facilitating the resolution of
significant issues which the Reformers neglected to address.”

Commentators post-1583 and Terrien

The continuing usefulness of Terrien is reflected also in the references made to his work by the commentators
of the Coutume Reformée.Terrien continued to be cited regularly, although it is fair to say that Roman law and
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84 Généstal in his monograph, Le Retrait Lignager of 1925 refers regularly to Terrien, noting at p27 that: “… Terrien, à la veille de la rédaction
de la coutume, consacre au commentaire des textes sûr le retrait un long chapitre, auquel les rédacteurs de la coutume emprunteront beaucoup.” Which
translates: “… Terrien, on the eve of the redaction of the coutume, devoted a long chapter to commentary on the texts concerning retrait, from
which the redactors of the coutume borrowed much.”

85 Ibid; p.111.
86 Ibid. p.92.



other commentators of the Coutume Reformée were cited more frequently. Again, one has to bear in mind
the periods of time we are considering.The likelihood of a modern legal text being cited much more than ten
years after its publication is comparatively remote today. With Terrien we are contemplating hundreds of
years, not decades.There follows an examination of the principal commentators of the reformed Coutume and
the use made by them of Terrien.

Bérault, Godefroy & d’Aviron

In 1684 there appeared a commentary on the Coutume of Normandy which combined the work of three
commentators, Bérault, Godefroy and d’Aviron. It is known as the Amalgame, for the obvious reason that it
is an amalgamation of the three commentaries87. A later edition was published in Rouen in 1776, entitled
Commentaires sur la Coutume de Normandie Nouvelle Édition, augmentée d’Observations sur la Jurisprudence du
Palais. The individual commentaries date back much earlier. D’Aviron’s full name was Jacques le Bathelier,
Seigneur de fief d’Aviron, and his work first appeared in 1599, ie comparatively soon after the Coutume
Reformée was promulgated in 158388.The author of the Avertissement to the 1776 edition tells us that the iden-
tity of the author was unknown for a long time but that “… cet ouvrage jouit dès le moment qu’il parut d’une
estime universelle”, which translates, “… this work enjoyed universal esteem from the moment it appeared”.

Josias Bérault’s commentary appeared in 1606. The author of the 1776 Avertissement tells us that Bérault
was then aged 51 and praises him in this way:

“… il avoit au Palais une grande reputation: mais l’emploi considérable n’étoit pas de son goût, il étoit né avec
un penchant pour l’étude auquel il ne résistoit pas.”

Which translates as:

“… he had a great reputation at Court; but a substantial professional practice was not to his taste, he had
been born with a penchant for study which he did not resist.”

Bérault’s work went through a number of editions. The author of the Avertissement says that the 6th edition
of 1660 was the best.

Jacques Godefroy’s commentary appeared in 1626. The author of the Avertissement says that he produced
it for his own use, and it was only when a nephew was subsequently prevailed upon to have it printed that it
saw the light of day.This is stated by way of mitigation for some of the criticisms raised, such as over-depen-
dence on the work of Bérault89. Nevertheless Godefroy was praised as a “grand homme”.

The text of the Amalgame is conventional, in the sense of citing each article of the Coutume Reformée fol-
lowed by commentary. The unusual feature of the Amalgame is that the commentary combines the work of
all three authors. The work of Bérault is set out first, without identification, ie it is the foundation of the
text. Godefroy’s own contribution is then identified by name and appears frequently. D’Aviron’s contributions
are also identified, although they are much less frequent. Our interest lies in the fact that Terrien was cited
frequently by these authors. In Tome I of the 1776 edition there are the following references, the letter cor-
responding to the commentator concerned: pp 34 (G), 44 (G), 97 (G), 109 (G), 111 (G), 117 (B), 124 (G), 133
(B), 138 (G), 167 (G), 181 (G), 183 (G), 184 (G), 185 (G), 186 (G), 190 (G), 191 (B), 198 (G), 201 (G), 221 (G), 226
(G), 234, (D’A), 235 (D’A), 237 (D’A), 238 (D’A), 239 (D’A), 241 (D’A), 242 (D’A), 244 (D’A), 245 (D’A), 249
(D’A), 272 (G), 278 (B), 287 (G), 290 (G), 298 (G), 303 (G), 311 (G), 312 (G), 380 (G), 381 (B), 401 (G), 405 (G),
413 (G), 418 (G), 421 (B), 422 (B&G), 431 (B), 433 (B), 435 (G), 443 (G), 476 (G), 493 (G), 507 (G), 511 (G), 512
(B), 526 (G), 529 (G), 551 (B), 555 (G), 568 (G), 601 (G), 616 (G), 637 (B), 677 (G), 683 (G), 697 (B), 698 (B),
700 (G), 702 (G), 706 (G), 722 (G), 723 (G). In Tome II there are the following references: 13 (G), 166 (G), 183
(G), 187 (B), 188 (G), 189 (G), 191 (G), 200 (G), 203 (G), 216 (annotation), 227 (G), 232 (G), 243 (B), 285 (D’A),
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87 See Besnier ibid. pp 197 – 199.
88 His commentary was also known as the Paraphrase.
89 And it is noteworthy that Bérault was conscious of this criticism and expressly declined the opportunity to criticise Godefroy in a

paragraph concluding the Avant-Propos of the 1660 edition (presumably written for an earlier edition given the age he would otherwise have
been at this late date, the 4th edition was the last personally supervised by him) whilst at the same time, making his feelings known regarding
his own work as the “fruits d’l’arriere-saison de mon âge, & comme un vin plus meur & desequé qu’il n’estoit aux premieres editions”. Indeed there
appears to have been considerable ill-feeling judging by a poem written by the publisher in Bérault’s honour entitled “L’Imprimeur à l’Autheur”
which appears immediately before the text proper begins.



303 (G), 313 (G), 314 (B), 345 (G), 359 (G), 375 (G), 379 (B), 404 (B), 406 (G), 409 (B), 418 (G), 423 (D’A), 540
(G), 541 (G), 610 (B), 632 (B).

Bérault plainly had a detailed knowledge of Terrien and cited him regularly and always respectfully, albeit not
always agreeing with his conclusions. In the 1660 edition of his commentary he cites Terrien at pp 31, 66, 161,
191, 194, 236, 256, 312, 348, 350, 458, 472, 485, 497, 537, 579, 593, 596 and 706. Thus at p596 he cites Terrien’s
opinion on the question of the applicability of the clameur to the alienation of a rente foncière and immediately
says: “Dont toutesfois je fais doute, parce que …” (“About which I have a doubt, because …”). However, it is the
exception that he disagrees with Terrien, not the norm. It is noteworthy also that the 1660 edition contains
various arrêts after Bérault’s text. Terrien is cited in arrêts of 1646 and 1648.

Godefroy makes the most frequent use of Terrien, followed by D’Aviron (allowing also for the much
smaller scale of his contribution to the composite work). Plainly Terrien remained an important writer for all
three authors, but again one sees a heavy reliance on non-Norman texts and Roman law. Godefroy even cites
Oriental history. At p573 of Tome II he writes this in the context of executions by decree:

“Les histoires Orientales rapportent aussi, que s’estant presenté devant Sultan Soliman une question entre un
Turc & un Chrestien, sur l’execution demandée par le Turc d’une obligation, par laquelle le Chrestien s’obligeoit
à bailler deux onces de sa chair en faute de payement, l’Empereur fit apporter un rasoir & permit au Turc de
couper les deux onces de chair, mais avec commination de la vie s’il en coupoit plus ou moins, ce qui fit desister le
Turc de sa poursuite, reconnoissant l’impossibilité de l’execution.”90

Which translates:

“Oriental histories also relate how a dispute between a Turk and a Christian was presented to the Sultan
Suleiman concerning the execution demanded by the Turk of security which the Christian had given in
the form of two ounces of his flesh in default of payment. The Emperor caused a razor to be brought
and gave the Turk permission to cut the two ounces of flesh; but under pain of death if he cut either more
or less than the two ounces, which caused the Turk to abandon his demand, realising the impossibility
of the execution.”

Basnage

Henri Basnage91 was the most widely respected of Norman legal authors. His works truly achieved “national”
recognition. For example, he merited an entry in Pierre Bayle’s Dictionnaire Historique et Critique92 where he
is described as “… l ’un des plus habiles & des plus éloquens Avocats du Parlement de Normandie, où il fut reçu l’an
1636”. (“… one of the most able and eloquent Advocates of the Parlement of Normandy, where he was admit-
ted in 1636”.) Bayle goes on to say how there was no substantial cause where Basnage was not employed and
remarks on the commercial success of his commentaries, going through second and third editions (there was
a 4th subsequently). In a general work at a “national” level such as Guy du Rousseaud de la Combe’s Recueil
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90 The first page 573. The page numbering goes astray briefly at this point in Tome II of the 1776 edition. The reference is to Suleiman
the Magnificent (known in the East as “the Lawgiver”), 1496 – 1566, he reigned as Sultan of the Ottoman Empire from 1520 until his death.
The parallels with the trial scene from the Merchant of Venice (written c. 1597) are noteworthy. Shylock demands a pound of flesh from
Antonio as the agreed collateral for an unpaid debt. Shylock is defeated when Portia, disguised as a lawyer, points out that the contract
makes no mention of the removal of blood, only flesh:

Tarry a little; there is something else.
This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood;
The words expressly are ‘a pound of flesh:’
Take then thy bond, take thou thy pound of flesh;
But, in the cutting it, if thou dost shed
One drop of Christian blood, thy lands and goods
Are, by the laws of Venice, confiscate
Unto the state of Venice. (Act IV Scene 1)

91 1615 – 1695. See Besnier ibid. pp 199 – 201.
92 Pierre Bayle, 1647 – 1706, philosopher and author of the encyclopaedic Dictionnaire Historique et Critique, the first edition of which

appeared in 1697. The work was perceived as bordering on the seditious, but came to exert a considerable influence upon the 18th century
enlightenment. Both Bayle and Basnage were Protestants at a time in French history when Protestantism was heavily persecuted by the
establishment.The Edict of Nantes of 1598 was revoked by the Edict of Fontainebleu in 1685, making the practice of Protestantism illegal in
France and leading to the large-scale emigration of French protestants, the Huguenots.



de Jurisprudence Civile du Pays de Droit Ecrit et Coutumier of 1769 (5th edtn.) it is Basnage who is almost invari-
ably cited as to Norman custom.

The author of the Avertissement to the 4th edition of Basnage’s Œuvres of 1778 was certainly not an enthu-
siastic supporter of Terrien, saying these rather tart words:

“Terrien parut presque dans le même-temps; il répare par son travail les vuides qui se trouvent dans nos vieilles
Loix. La plupart des décisions qu’il adopte, ont composé les maximes que nous suivons: on lui reproche d’avoir
choisi un plan trop étendue. Il se proposoit l ’ensemble d’un systême législatif, & de traiter non-seulement le
Droit en lui-même, mais l’ordre des Jurisdictions & la forme de procéder au Civil & au Criminel. Il n’atteint
pas toujours son but; s’il se fût renfermé dans les bornes du Droit Coutumier, il auroit été plus utile; & si on juge
de ses talens par ce qu’il nous a laissé, l’enterprise n’auroit pas été au-dessus de ses forces.”

Which translates:

“Terrien appeared at approximately the same time93. By his work he filled in the gaps which had
appeared in our old Laws. The greater part of the decisions adopted by him constituted the maxims
which we follow (today). He can be reproached for having adopted an over-ambitious plan. He prom-
ised the entirety of the legislative system and to address not only the law in itself, but also the order of
jurisdictions as well as both Civil and Criminal procedural law. He did not always achieve his goal. If he
had confined himself to the boundaries of customary law it would have been more useful. And if one
judges of his talents by what he left us, the undertaking would not have been beyond his powers.”

Basnage himself was certainly very familiar with Terrien’s commentaries. He cited Terrien throughout his
commentaries, although not very frequently, and sometimes only to disagree with Terrien. He was much
more likely to cite Bérault and Godefroy than Terrien, but perhaps this is to overlook the fact that Basnage
was, of course, commenting on the Coutume Reformée of 1583 and not the Grand Coutumier.Terrien’s work had
already had its impact on the process of reform. Again, Basnage’s commentaries first appeared in 1678, more
than 100 years after Terrien’s death. Certainly Basnage cites Terrien more frequently than he does Le Rouillé;
but neither can compete with the very large quantity of Roman law cited throughout the work, or even the
citation of non-Norman lawyers such as Du Moulin94.

Terrien is cited at the following pages of vol. 1 of the 1778 edition: 40, 86, 113, 130, 135, 154, 166, 176, 328, 396,
476, 493, 555, 590, 591 and at the following pages of vol. 2: 103, 247, 477, 482, 498, 510.This list is not exhaustive
but gives a fair impression of the frequency with which Terrien is referred to during the course of two sub-
stantial folio volumes.

Pesnelle & Roupnel de Chenilly

Pesnelle’s commentary first appeared in 1704 and went through a number of editions, ending in 1771. De
Chenilly expanded the 3rd and 4th (final) editions with his own notes95.The Avertissement to the 4th edition
makes this interesting observation concerning Terrien:

“Terrien est parmi nous dans l’ancien Coutumier, par rapport à la bonté de l’Ouvrage, ce que Basnage est dans
la Coutume nouvelle; ce grand homme a en quelque sorte préparé la réformation de l’an 1583; il eût cependant
été à souhaiter qu’il eût embrassé un plan un peu moins étendu; il traite non-seulement du droit Coutumier,
mais de l’Ordre judiciaire, de la compétence & des regles96 des Jurisdictions qui étoient établies de son temps: la
généralité des matieres l’a forcé nécessairement de s’abréger.”

Which translates:

“Among us, Terrien bears the same relation with l ’ancien Coutumier, so far as the merit of his work is
concerned, as Basnage does with the reformed Coutume. This great man in some sense prepared the
way for the reform of 1583. It may have been better had he embraced a rather less extended project. He
deals not only with customary law but also the judicial order, competence and the rules of jurisdiction
of his time. The generality of the topics necessarily compelled him to abbreviate.”
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93 As the Style de Procéder printed in 1552.
94 Charles Du Moulin, French jurist, 1500 – 1566.
95 See Besnier, ibid. p205.
96 Sic. The modern French would read “règle”.



The comparison with Basnage is a great compliment. The Approbation for the first edition of Pesnelle’s
commentary was written by a former Avocat, one Issaly, who, whilst approving Pesnelle’s work, noted that a
“grand nombre d’Auteurs, tous excellens” had written about Norman customary law, listing Terrien first.

There are many references in the 4th edition to Terrien, mostly in the notes added by de Chenilly97. In
tome I, Terrien is cited at pages: 39, 49, 51, 63, 64, 67, 72, 83, 88, 97, 112, 116, 143, 152, 273, 285, 324, 332, 347, 377,
378, 381, 384, 387, 396. In tome II there are the following references: 440, 448, 449, 566, 597, 601, 603, 606, 609,
621, 622, 630, 649, 731, 741, 745, 755, 771, 778, 780.

De Chenilly appears to have been an admirer of Terrien, although at p143 he does make this criticism:

“Terrien a eu la simplicité de rapporter la fable du meurtre de Gautier, Seigneur d’Yvetot, prétendu commis par
Clotaire, fils de Clovis, le jour du Vendredi-Saint; …”98

Which translates:

“Terrien had the simplicity to report the fable of the murder of Gautier, Seigneur of Yvetot, claimed to
have been committed by Clotaire, son of Clovis, on Good Friday; …”

De Chenilly also displays his consciousness of Terrien as belonging to a different age. At p273 he writes that:
“Terrien, Liv. 6, Chap. 3, atteste que de son temps les freres (sic) pouvoient marier leurs sœurs sans rien leur donner
…”, which translates: “Terrien, Bk. 6, Ch. 3, attests that, in his time brothers could marry (off ) their sisters
without giving anything to them …”. He notes at p387 how Terrien cites an arrêt of 1214. At 614 he says this:
“… & dit-on communément, pour parler le langage de Terrien, que cet acquereur est le plus prochain du fonds.”
Which translates: “… and one commonly says, to speak the language of Terrien, that this acquirer is the
closest to the property”. Equally, he notes that Terrien cites a 1539 arrêt and says that “… on ne peut le lire avec
assez d’attention”. It is tempting to think he is writing not just of the arrêt but also Terrien himself, ie that one
cannot read Terrien with enough attention.

It is clear that de Chenilly saw Terrien as an important and highly regarded authority, albeit from another,
earlier time.

Pierre de Merville

The first edition of Merville’s La Coutume de Normandie Reduite en Maximes Selon le Sens Litteral, & l’Esprit
de Chaque Article appeared in 170799. In the preface to his work, Merville emphasised that he was not giving
the public a commentary but rather the Coutume itself which he had “… reduced to maxims according to the
literal sense and spirit of each article…”; although it is hard to avoid the conclusion that what he produced
was indeed a commentary. Our interest is in the fact that he expressly states that he had conformed “… as
much as I could to the sentiment of the best commentators of this Coutume …” amongst whom he num-
bered Terrien100. Admittedly he mentions a number of others, including Le Rouillé, Godefroy, Bérault and
Basnage, together with a number of names which are much less well known. Again this is evidence that
Terrien’s work was widely known and valued. Merville’s text does not cite individual commentators at all. It
states the law (Merville’s maxims) supported by citation from judgments, ordinances and regulations.

Bertrand Hubin

Hubin is credited in the British Library with the work entitled: L’Esprit de la Coutume de Normandie avec un
Recueil d’Arrets Notables, the 3rd edition of which appeared in 1720.The text begins with a 189 page statement
summarising Norman customary law over 24 chapters, followed by a collection of judgments in the next 224
pages, followed by a 74 page collection of edicts, declarations and judgments and ending with a 93 page
abridgement of a treatise on dîmes101.Terrien is cited, at pages 6, 68, 71 and 222 of the collection of judgments.
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97 Contrast the first edition of Pesnelle of 1704 where there are few references, p504 being one such.
98 See Terrien p174.
99 See Besnier, ibid. p 205. Besnier says this of Merville: “… Dans un rang secondaire il faut faire une place à Merville …”.

100 See the second page of the preface to the first edition.
101 Defined by the Dictionnaire de L’Académie française, 5th Edition (1798) as: “C’est ordinairement la dixième partie des grains, des vins, des

fruits et d’autres choses qui se payent à l’Église ou aux Seigneurs.” In other words, the equivalent of a tithe.



Hubin’s chief interest is the judgments referred to by Terrien. L’Esprit is again a text which does not cite
commentators by name very frequently.

Routier

Charles Routier, a former advocate of the Parlement of Rouen produced a comparatively brief (664 pages)
and accessible text of Norman law entitled “Principes Généraux du Droit Civil et Coutumier de la Province de
Normandie”, the second edition of which appeared in 1748102. Like Terrien, Routier divided his work “…
comme Justinien, en trois Parties, qui sont les trois objects du Droit; sçavoir, les Personnes, les Choses & les Actions”103.
Early in the text there is a very interesting statement of the “Règles Générales pour l ’Interpretation des
Coutumes”104. Routier identifies 24 separate principles. This section is followed by a “Liste des Textes et
Commentaires de l’Ancienne et Nouvelle Coutume de Normandie”105 which is a helpful bibliography of the more
important Norman law texts, including reference to all three editions of Terrien. Routier refers to the work
as “… le tout en Texte & Glose, par Me Guillaume Terrien, Lieutenant-Général du Bailli de Dieppe …”106. He
makes no reference to the second author of the additiones.

Routier was plainly familiar with the Commentaires and cites Terrien at pages 78, 118 and 487. Again we see
a heavier reliance on writers such as Basnage, Bérault, Du Moulin and Loisel. Routier also cites other cou-
tumes, such as the Coutume de Paris.

Le Royer de la Tournerie

Etien Le Royer de la Tournerie produced two works, Traité des Fiefs à l’Usage de la Province de Normandie
Conformément à la Nouvelle Jurisprudence, 1763 and Nouveau Commentaire Portatif de la Coutume de Normandie
of 1771107. Again it is clear that he was familiar with Terrien’s commentaries. In the Treatise on Fiefs he cites
Terrien at pp. 38, 141 and 443. In his two volume Commentaire he cites Terrien at p190 of the second volume.
By contrast he cites Bérault regularly and Basnage frequently.

Frigot

Little is known about Frigot save what his two volume work from 1779 tells us (which alas does not extend
even to his first name). He was Conseiller-Honoraire to the Bailliage of Valognes at the time of the appear-
ance of his work, itself entitled Coutume de Normandie, Avec l’Extrait des Différents Commentateurs Contenant
les Questions proposées par ces mêmes Auteurs, & les Décisions fondées sur les Ordonnances, Edits, Déclarations,
Arrêts & Réglements, relativement à la Jurisprudence actuelle. The impression given by the preface is of a work
thirty years in the making (perhaps only ten of which were spent actually writing the text) and intended as
a convenient distillation of the many sources of Norman customary law. He appears not to have been a court-
room lawyer as such. He says that if he had been “à la suite de la Court”108 he would have been able to give
more ample expositions of its judgments.

Frigot writes amusingly about the heavy burden of making a study of customary law:

“Une étude suivie des Loix & des Coutumes forme le vrai Jurisconsulte; pour en acquérir une parfaite connois-
sance, pour les approfondir, il faut avoir recours aux différents Interpretes, feuilleter, retourner, consulter les
grands Ouvrages de ces hommes rares qui se sont concentrés dans leurs cabinets, uniquement occupés à défricher
ces champs arides, à pénétrer le sens le plus naturel de ces mêmes Loix, & l’intention des Législateurs la plus
analogue à l’équité, à l’administration & au bien-être du citoyen; mais quelle surprise pour un jeune Athlete qui
entre dans la carriere de se voir entouré d’un nombre d’in-folios plus capables de l’effrayer que de l’exciter à se
livrer à une pareille étude! L’enterprise lui paroît excéder son pouvoir, un style ancien qui n’est point à sa portée,
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102 See Besnier, ibid. at p206.
103 “… like Justinian, into three parts, which are the three objects of Law, to whit, people, things and actions”; see p2 of the preface.
104 “General rules for the interpretation of Customs.”
105 “List of texts and commentaries on the ancient and new Custom of Normandy”
106 “… the whole in text and gloss, by Maître Guillaume Terrien, Lieutenant General of the Bailiwick of Dieppe …”.
107 See Besnier pp 205 – 209. Besnier is not very complimentary about those he perceives to be secondary authors. He lumps La Tournerie

together with others who “… ne mérite guère de passer à la postérité”.
108 In the sense of following an itinerant court from place to place.



des mots barbares qu’il ne peut entrendre, une suite de Loix antiques qui ne sont plus en usage, une Jurisprudence
toute autre que l’actuelle; quel cahos! Quelle aridité pour un commençant! D’un autre côté un Juge qui se trouve
nécessité de décider promptement diverses questions de Droit et de Coutume, n’a pas quelquefois le loisir de relire
les différents Auteurs pour donner une décision sûre; un Avocat environné d’une foule de Clients souvent fort
ennuyants par leurs discours confus & embarrassés, ayant à peine le moment de respirer, ne peut avoir à l’instant
tout présent à l’esprit pour répondre précisément avec justesse à la consultation qui lui est faite, le temps ne lui
permet pas de revoir ses guides pour se conformer à la Loi, & à sa sage interprétation; c’est pour faciliter le travail
aux uns & aux autres que je présente cet Ouvrage; heureux si le succès répond à mon attente.”109

Which translates:

“A study of the Laws and Customs forms the true lawyer. In order to acquire a perfect knowledge, to
deepen that knowledge, it is necessary to have recourse to different interpreters, to delve, re-read, consult
the great works of those rare men who locked themselves away in their studies – exclusively occupied
in cultivating those arid fields – to arrive at the most natural meaning of these same laws, and the inten-
tion of the legislators most closely approximating to equity and to the good administration and well-
being of the citizen. But what a surprise for the young athlete who begins his career only to see himself
surrounded by folio volumes more capable of terrifying than encouraging him to deliver himself up to
such a task! The undertaking seems to him to exceed his power – an ancient style which is not within
his grasp, barbarous words that he cannot understand, a pursuit of antique Laws which are no longer in
usage, a jurisprudence wholly other than current, what chaos! What aridity for a beginner! On the other
hand, a Judge who finds it necessary to decide various questions of Law and Custom sometimes does
hot have the leisure to re-read the various authors in order to give a confident decision. An Advocate
surrounded by a mass of clients, often very irritating with their confused and embarrassed instructions,
with barely time to breathe, does not have everything at his fingertips to reply precisely and accurately
at the consultation made of him. Time does not permit him to re-read his textbooks so as to conform
with the Law and its wise interpretation. It is to make easier the work of each that I present this work,
happy if success answers my attempt.”

His depiction, even then, of an alien language and obsolete jurisprudence is interesting, and of course 230
years have since passed. What Frigot would have made of the very much greater mass of law confronting
the young lawyer of today is amusing to contemplate.

Frigot was evidently, and obviously, very familiar with the work of the commentators of the Coutume
Reformée but he was also very familiar with Terrien’s work and makes frequent reference to him. In the first
volume of his work he cites Terrien or judgments or other materials cited by Terrien, at pages: 37, 50, 66, 89,
93, 119, 151, 153, 169, 176110, 181, 227, 235, 265, 309, 317, 318, 321, 359, 377, 379 and 390111. In the second volume he
cites Terrien at pages: 4, 37, 43, 50, 60, 69, 70, 110, 117, 119, 128, 151, 152, 157, 166, 178, 182, 189, 191, 203, 215, 257, 259,
281, 286 and 343.

Jean-Baptiste Flaust

Flaust’s Explication de la Coutume et de la Jurisprudence de Normandie, dans un ordre simple et facile, appeared
in 1781112. His purpose was to write an “Explication simple & méthodique, propre à mettre les jeunes gens qui se
destinent au Barreau en état de les suivre & de les entendre; qui fût un repos pour la mémoire des Avocats consommés,
& qui donnât à chacun la facultée de se consulter soi-même avant de recourir aux lumieres d’autrui”113 to comple-
ment the work of earlier commentators who had assumed rather more knowledge of their readership than
Flaust would. He was consciously trying to combine earlier authorities with more recent case-law and leg-
islation. He saw himself as writing a century after the last of the commentators and noted the frequent dis-
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109 Ibid. Preface.
110 Here to observe that “on ne suit plus Terrien” as to the composition of a County.
111 Rather lazily Frigot simply refers to ch. 4 without giving the book reference, which is Liv. VI.
112 See Besnier ibid. pp 206 – 207.
113 “Simple and methodical explanation, suitable for the purpose of putting those young people destined for the Bar in a position to

follow and understand (the Commentators); which would also be a convenient source for the experienced Advocate, and give to all the
ability to instruct oneself before submitting to the spotlight of another”.



agreements between them, attempting a rapprochement of the various conflicting statements of law.To this
end he re-arranged his subject matters and materials to follow an order which he believed served his purpose,
in a way that Terrien had, two centuries before him. Flaust was plainly very familiar with Terrien’s work and
cited him comparatively frequently. In Tome I there are references to Terrien at pp 4, 8, 95, 97, 110, 192, 269,
282, 284, 517 and 562. In Tome II he refers to Terrien at pp 8, 11, 96, 97, 112, 148, 157, 161, 177, 179, 295, 304, 390,
544, 560, 561, 662, 663, 679, 680, 682, 683, 684, 688, 944. The historical relation between the two authors is
noteworthy. It is the equivalent of Blackstone (who died in 1780) citing Coke (who was born in 1552, and
therefore a great deal younger than Terrien who, of course, was dead before 1574). Flaust’s text itself is now 228
years old, in other words only a little over half-way between our time and Terrien’s. Flaust was conscious of
the span of history separating even him from Terrien. At Tome I, p 192, he refers to an arrêt cited by Terrien
of 13th February 1523. He poses this question: “Mais cet ancien Arrêt suffira-t-il pour fonder une jurisprudence?”
That is, could such an ancient judgment be a solid legal foundation? After some discussion, he concluded that
it could not, in the particular circumstances. However, his regard for Terrien is plain, and most clearly evi-
denced at Tome II p 683 where Flaust wrote:

“Je ne vois rien dans nos Commentateurs de contraire à cela; & j’ai pour garant de mon opinion, ce qui est dit
dans Terrien.”

Which translates:

“I see nothing in our commentators to the contrary; and I have as guarantor of my opinion, what is said
in Terrien.”

Other 18th century writers on Norman law and custom

The continuing value of Terrien’s work can be assessed also by reference to other legal texts of the period, not
just commentaries.

Vastel

Vastel, in his Essai sur les Obligations Civiles des Frères envers leurs Soeurs suivant la Coutume de Normandie of
1783 cites Terrien on a number of occasions, although not always to agree with him.114

Le Cocq

Pierre Le Cocq wrote a two volume work entitled Traité de l’État des Personnes, Suivant les Principes du Droit
François, & du Droit Coutumier de la Province de Normandie, pour le for de la conscience. A new edition appeared
in 1777. Le Cocq was Director of the seminary at Caen and Superior of the Eudists; the Eudists being an
ecclesiastical society founded at Caen in 1643 by the Venerable Jean Eudes. While the text makes frequent ref-
erence to many of the commentators of the Coutume Reformée, Le Cocq did not cite Terrien.

Delafoy

Delafoy’s De la Constitution du Duché ou État Souverain de Normandie, Des variations qu’elle a subi depuis Rollon
jusqu’á présent; & les Droits, Immunités, Privileges, Franchises, Libertés & Prérogatives de ses Habitants & Citoyens
appeared in 1789, at the very end of the ancien régime and droit. His motive appears to have been largely political
given the title of his work.115 He knew Terrien and his work, although not citing Terrien at all frequently116.
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114 See pp 49, 171, 172 and 176.
115 See the introduction at p4: “Quand une Nation entiere réclame aux pieds du Trône ses droits menacés : que dis-je? quand ses droits sont bientôt

envahis par la despotisme ministériel, & au moment où l’Assemblée des Etats – Généraux est annoncée, jamais, sans doute, un tel examen ne fut plus
nécessaire!” “When an entire nation claims its threatened rights at the feet of the Throne, what can I say? When its rights are casually attacked
by ministerial despotism, and at the very moment when the Assembly of the Estates-General is announced, without a doubt, never was
such an examination more necessary!”

116 He cites Terrien at p54. He also refers to a charter of Duke William (later King William I of England, the Conqueror) by which he
gave half of the Island of Guernsey to the Diocese of Coutances.



He also noted this about Terrien when commenting on an earlier translation of the Charte aux Normands of
1315:

“… cette traduction a été recueillie par Rouillé & Terrien dans leurs Commentaires sur l’ancienne Coutume;
mais leurs ouvrages, devenus extrêmement rares, ne se trouvent que dans les bibliothèques de quelques juriscon-
sultes.”

Which translates:

“… this translation was incorporated by Le Rouillé and Terrien in their Commentaries on the ancient
Custom; but their works, which have become extremely rare, are found only in the libraries of a few
academic lawyers.”117

At a national level:

There is evidence also that Terrien’s work was known at a national level. For example, the Recueil par ordre
alphabetique des principales Questions de Droit by Berthelemy-Joseph Bretonnier, an Advocate of the Paris
Bar, whose work was first published in 1718 and went through five editions118. The first edition said this
about Terrien:

“La Coutume de Normandie, que l’on appelle la sage Coutume, a plusieurs dispositions conformes au Droit; la
dot, l’obligation des femmes, les tutelles, & autres. Quoique la Normandie soit habitée par les plus habiles gens
du monde, elle n’a pas produit un grand nombre de Jurisconsultes. J’en connois cinq qui ont écrit sur cette
Coutume: Rouillé a écrit sur l’ancienne Coutume d Normandie & sur celle du Maine.
Terrien, Godefroy, Bérault, Basnage ont écrit sur la nouvelle Coutume; ils sont tous bons, mais le dernier l’em-
porte de beaucoup sur les autres …”119

Which translates:

“The Norman Custom, known as the “wise” Custom, has several provisions which conform with the
Law120; the dot121, the obligation of women122, tutelles123 and others. Notwithstanding the fact that
Normandy is inhabited by the ablest of people in the world, it has not produced a great number of
Jurists. I know of five who wrote on this Custom: Rouillé wrote on the ancient Custom of Normandy
and on that of Maine.
Terrien, Godefroy, Bérault, Basnage wrote on the new Custom; they are all good, but the last is far
ahead of the others …”

It will not go unnoticed that Bretonnier believed Terrien was a commentator of the Coutume Reformée, which
perhaps betrays a lack of close knowledge of the work. Happily, his later editor, Boucher d’Argis added the
following note:

“Terrien n’a écrit que sur l’ancienne Coutume de Normandie: avant lui Tanneguy Sorin & Guillaume
le Rouillé, avoient déja écrit sur l’ancienne Coutume.”

Which translates:
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117 At least, for want of any better identification we can attribute the words to Delafoy. The quote is taken from p9 of the Avertissement
to a short work simply called Charte aux Normands Avec ses Confirmations, dated 1788 which appears (at least in my copy) at the end of the
later 1789 De la Constitution.This monograph is listed separately in the Bibliothèque nationale de France with no author identified. It is not at
all unknown for different, but related, works to be bound together. It is a frustrating feature of many 18th century texts that their authors or
editors are not identified. The principal work does not identify Delafoy either, but the Bibliothèque nationale de France catalogues him as
author.

118 The last being dated 1783.
119 See pp 87 to 88 of the Preface of the 4th Edtn.
120 In the sense of conforming with Bretonnier’s perception of the true Droit Commun of France of the early 18th century. Works of this

kind were the predecessors of the eventual codification of 1804. See also the work of Loisel.
121 Ie the property a woman brought with her upon marriage.
122 Presumably the role and status of women under the law generally. For example the prima facie incapacity of a married woman to con-

tract without the authority of her husband, see Hoüard’s article “Femmes” starting at p259 Tome II at s.VII p291.
123 Ie the regime governing those entrusted with the assets of a child.



“Terrien only wrote on the ancient Custom of Normandy; before him Tanneguy Sorin and Guillame Le
Rouillé had already written on the ancient Custom.”124

19th century Normandy

An interesting 19th century Norman perspective on the worth of Terrien is to be found at the end of a paper
on the origins of the Coutume de Normandie by M. Alfred Daviel of 1834125 who wrote:

“Dans cet ouvrage, les divers textes du coutumier sont distribués dans l’ordre adopté par l’auteur, avec des dis-
positions d’ordonnances royales ou d’arrêts de l’échiquier, comme ayant la même autorité légale. Le commentaire
qui accompagne ces textes est le meilleur qui ait été fait sur la coutume avant sa réformation. Lorsque la coutume
était encore en vigueur chez nous, on citait au palais Terrien avec autant d’authorité que Bérault ou Basnage,
et notre vieux commentateur est encore aujourd’hui l ’oracle des avocats et des juges des îles de Jersey et de
Guernesey, où notre ancien coutumier règne toujours.”126

Which translates:

“In this work, the various customary texts are distributed in the order adopted by the author, together
with provisions of royal ordinances or judgments of the Eschiquier, as having the same legal authority.
The commentary which accompanies these texts is the best which was made on the custom before its
reform. When the custom was still in force in Normandy,Terrien would be cited in court with as much
authority as Bérault or Basnage, and our old commentator is still today the oracle of advocates and
judges of the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, where our ancient coutumier still reigns.”

These comments are of interest as evidencing the continued knowledge and awareness of Terrien’s work, the
assessment of it as being the best of the pre-reform commentaries (admittedly without much in the way of
competition) and an awareness also of the continuing significance of Terrien in the Channel Islands. It is
unclear what evidence M. Daviel had for his claim that Terrien was cited in Norman Courts in the years 1574
to 1583 with as much authority as the principal commentators of the Coutume Reformée, which is not to doubt
the accuracy of the claim itself.

The view from England

There is an intriguing and contemporaneous glimpse of how Terrien was perceived in England to be found
in the British Library’s copy of the 1574 edition127. On a flyleaf at the start of the book, there is a manuscript
letter addressed by one William Lambarde to Sir Roger Manwood, Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer128.
Lambarde129 was a historian, author and lawyer. The letter is dated 7th February 1578 (1579 in the Gregorian
calendar), just two days before Lambarde was chosen a bencher of Lincoln’s Inn. Later in the same year he
was appointed a Justice of the Peace for Kent. He wrote a manual On the Office of the Justices of the Peace which
remained the standard authority for many years.

Manwood130 was called to the English bar in 1555. He was a member of parliament until 1572. He founded
a grammar school in Sandwich. The successor school still bears his name. He was a member of the joint
committee of the Lords and Commons which advised the execution of Mary Queen of Scots. Having sat as
a judge in Kent he was made a puisne judge of the common pleas in 1572 and created Lord Chief Baron on
17th November 1578, in other words a little less than 3 months before Manwood wrote his letter. Manwood’s
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124 See p88 of the Preface Ibid.
125 Recherches sur l ’Origine de la Coutume de Normandie, par M. Daviel, Avocat à Rouen, Membre de la Societé des Antiquaires de

Normandie, Caen, 1834. The paper was published as an extract from the second volume of the Revue Normande, 3e partie. The paper takes
the form of a response to a letter written by the improbably named M. L. A. Wankœnig, Professor in law at the university of Gand who had
enquired about, inter alia, the origins of the coutume of Normandie, having carried out some not inconsiderable research himself. Wankœnig’s
letter precedes Daviel’s paper.

126 See p50.
127 Shelfmark C.108.w.11.
128 A later writer (no earlier than 1779) has left detailed notes about both sender and recipient on the opposite flyleaf.
129 He lived between 1536 and 1601.
130 1525 – 1592.



later career was sullied by a number of incidents ranging from attempting to sell one of the offices in his gift,
allegations of deliberate perversion of justice, the sale of a pardon and the appropriation of a gold chain. He
also offered a large sum of money for the Lord Chief Justiceship, but the bribe was not taken.
Notwithstanding these matters Coke called him a “… reverend judge of great and excellent knowledge in the
law, and accompanied with a ready invention and good elocution”. Manwood himself said this about the
four high courts of justice: “In the common pleas there is all law and no conscience, in the queen’s bench
both law and conscience, in the chancery all conscience and no law, and in the exchequer neither law nor
conscience”131.

Returning to the British Library text – this was plainly presented by Lambarde to Manwood. Both had a
connection with Kent, and Lambarde obviously regarded Manwood as a patron. The British Library cata-
logue notes this of the book:

“In a contemporary English gold tooled binding with a diaper pattern and the initials R. M. An
autograph dated 7 Feb. 1578[79] from William Lombarde to Sir Roger Manwood is inserted.”

The binding is the original binding and the reference to RM must be to Manwood himself. Set out below is
a literal transcription of the letter (with the exception of the medial “s”) followed by a “translation” into
modern English:

To the honourable, Syr Roger Manwood, knyghte, & Lorde Chief Baron of the Queenes Ma ties

Escheaquer.

Even as the debtor (honourable, and my verie good Lorde) that is touched with any conscience of his
duetie, and wanteth whearwith to satisfie it, maketh shyfte, and sticketh not to borowe of other men,
rather than he wille lose his owne credite: Soe I (muche bounden to your .L.132 for daylie and undeserved
fauoures) not having at this tyme any thing of myne owne woorthie to present your .L. withalle, have
rather chosen to use the cõmoditie133 of another mans goodes (without his iniurie) then by hyding my
heade to hazarde my credite with yowe, and to incurre the note of unkynd forgetfulness. For this cause
I have thought good to cõmunicate with your .L. this volume of the Norman Customes, conteyning in
themselves many things commune to our Lawe wth the olde usages of that countrye, from whence no
smalle part of our Lawe was derived by William the great (that duke of Normandie, and king of
England) as Gervasius Tilberiensis134 in his Dialogues of the Escheaquer written under the reigne of
kyng Henrie the Second dothe plainlye testifie; And comprehending moreover (by addition of the
Commentators) sundrie good provisions of Police established in Fraunce of latter tymes, and many
learned notes and discourses of many kyndes. And albeit, that neyther our commen lawe neadeth the
light of theise customes for the understanding of them, nor our realme theise ordinances for the direction
thereof in government, nor your .L. this worke for any increase of learning: Yet, seing the cherrie that is
taken from the tree hathe no lesse (if not more) grace then that wch is eaten out of the dishe, and that,
as the poet sayed, Gratius ex ipso fonte bibuntur aquae135: Seing also, that as we participate with the
faltes and diseases of other nations, so it is not amisse for us to knowe what remedies and medicines
they use: and finallye, foreseing that your .L. may yet at the least be putt in remembrance hearby of
things alreadie understoode, and may happely also fynd somwhat that may make for accession and orna-
ment to your great wisedome and learning, I have adventured (in this penurie of myne owne) to exhibite
this booke unto you: Trusting that your .L. wille not reiect it, for that it may at the first seeme but a
forein Coyne136 and thereby unmete to be offered in payment, but rather that if by rynging and weighing
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131 With acknowledgments to the articles on Lambarde and Manwood in the Dictionary of National Biography, 1st Edtn, the 63 volumes
of which appeared between 1885 and 1900. There is, of course, now a 2nd Edtn of the DNB, published in September 2004.

132 The word Lord and its variants are abbreviated to “.L.” with the reader supplying the missing letters.
133 Note the use of the tilde to indicate a missing “m”.
134 Gervase of Tilbury, c.1150 – c.1222; statesman, canon lawyer, author and “scholarly adventurer”. His principal surviving work is the Ota

imperialia, described as a “… farrago of history, geography, folklore and political theory – one of those books of table-talk in which the lit-
erature of the age abounded” (Encyclopedia Britannica 11th edtn). There is an Oxford Medieval Texts edition of the work.

135 A quotation from Ovid’s Epistulae ex Ponto (Letters from the Black Sea) c. AD 10 Bk III.V.18: “… the water we drink from the fount
itself ’s more pleasing” .

136 There follows an extended metaphor likening the work of Terrien to a foreign coin, but one which, upon testing, proves to be so alike
to the coin of the realm that Manwood should, on this occasion, accept it as legal tender in part settlement of the “debt” that Lambarde
owes. I am very grateful to Dr Kevin Clancy, Librarian and Curator of the Royal Mint Museum, for his kind assistance in understanding the



it you shall fynd it to be verie like our owne and in manner of the same alloye and stampe with it, that
then your .L. will of your natural courtesie allowe it as currant for this once, and so accept it in part of
my due payment. The wch if it shalle like you to doe, I wille not only most willinglie abide suche stalle-
ment of the residue of my great debt as your .L. at your owne good pleasure and within the limites of my
poore power shal appointe, but shalle also in the meane season crave of God for your .L. the continuance
and increase of those inward and outwarde graces whearwth he hathe already blessed youe.
7. feb . 1578137

Your .L. most humble, and readie at comaundemet, in the Lorde, Willm Lambarde.

Which in modern English would read:

To the honourable, Sir Roger Manwood, knight, & Lord Chief Baron of the Queen’s Majesty’s
Exchequer.
Even as the debtor (honourable, and my very good Lord) that is touched with any conscience of his
duty, and lacks the wherewithal to satisfy it, hurries, and does not hesitate to borrow of other men, rather
than lose his own credit; so I (much indebted to your Lordship for daily and undeserved favours) not
having at this time anything of my own worthy to present your Lordship, nevertheless have rather
chosen the convenience of another man’s goods (without injury to him) rather than hide my head and
hazard my credit with you, incurring a reputation for unkind forgetfulness. For this cause I thought it
appropriate to communicate to your Lordship this volume of the Norman Customs, containing in
themselves many things common to our Law with the old usages of that country, from where no small
part of our Law was derived by William the Great (Duke of Normandy, and King of England) as
Gervase of Tilbury in his Dialogues of the Exchequer written during the reign of King Henry the Second
plainly testifies; and comprehending moreover (by addition of the Commentators) various good provi-
sions of police established in France more recently, and many learned notes and discourses of many
kinds. And, albeit, that neither our common law needs the light of these customs for the understanding
of them, nor our realm these ordinances for the direction thereof in government, nor your Lordship
this work for any increase of learning; yet, seeing the cherry that is taken from the tree has no less (if not
more) grace then that which is eaten out of the dish, and that, as the poet said, Gratius ex ipso fonte
bibuntur aquae; seeing also, that as we participate with the faults and diseases of other nations, so it is not
amiss for us to know what remedies and medicines they use; and finally, foreseeing that your Lordship
may yet at the least be reminded hereby of things already understood, and may happily also find some-
thing that may accrue to, and ornament, your great wisdom and learning, I have ventured (in this penury
of my own) to present this book to you; trusting that your Lordship will not reject it, for, although, it may
at first seem but a foreign coin and thereby unfit to be offered in payment, if, nevertheless, by ringing
and weighing it you shall find it to be very like our own and of similar alloy and stamp with it, then
your Lordship will, of your natural courtesy, allow it as current for this once, and so accept it in part of
my due payment.The which if it pleases you, I will not only most willingly await such instalment of the
residue of my great debt as your Lordship at your own good pleasure and within the limits of my poor
power shall appoint, but shall also in the meantime crave of God for your Lordship the continuation and
increase of those inward and outward graces whereby he has already blessed you.
7th February 1579

Your Lordship’s most humble, and ready to command, in the Lord, William Lambarde.
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metaphor. Dr Clancy was able to confirm that film footage kept by the museum shows Royal Mint workers from the early 20th century
testing coins by throwing them in such a way as to cause them to ring.To a skilled and experienced ear an imperfection in the coin could lit-
erally be heard. Coins would be weighed as another method of testing their authenticity. A coin’s alloy was obviously essential to its value and
tested by such ancient methods as cupellation, otherwise known as fire assaying. The reference to a “stampe” is to the die used to strike the
coin.

137 In fact 1579 in today’s calendar. England did not change from the Julian to the Gregorian calendar until 1752. By then it was necessary
to correct by eleven days (Wednesday 2nd September 1752 being followed by Thursday 14th September 1752). Likewise, until 1752 the new
year in England started on 25th March, the feast of the Annunciation. England changed the beginning of its new year on 1st January 1752, ie
preceding the conversion in Great Britain from the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar. It follows that dates written prior to 1752 will
still show the preceding year up to 25th March, as here. The United Kingdom tax year still begins on 6th April which is 25th March plus 12
days, eleven for the conversion from the Julian to the Gregorian calendar and a dropped leap day in 1900.
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The points of interest are as follows:

a) Lambarde, based as he was in England, was familiar with Terrien’s work within 4 years of its publi-
cation;

b) Copies of Terrien were available in England;
c) Lambarde acknowledged the debt of English law to Norman law;
d) Lambarde recognised and commended the quality and worth of Terrien’s work;
e) He perceived Terrien as representing, in some sense, a parallel, and perhaps more authentic, compara-

tor of English law in the way that the cherry on the tree is closer to its source than the cherry in the
dish, whilst adopting also the imagery of a foreign coin of such similar manufacture that it could
pass for legal tender, at least on this occasion;

f ) Terrien was of potential value to English law as illustrative of problems common to both jurisdictions
and how they had been addressed, very much in the way that a comparative legal text from a related
jurisdiction would be used today – particularly in Guernsey law.

The view from Scotland

Terrien’s work was also known and cited in Scotland138.The Scottish jurist Sir Thomas Craig139, in his work
Ius feudale, first published in 1603, contended that Norman law and English law remained broadly similar and,
therefore, that feudal law had been brought to England by the Normans. He referred his readers to the work
of Terrien to support his view of Norman law. Craig was a contemporary of Terrien and appears to have held
him in some regard, referring to him as “viro doctissimo Guilielmo Terrieno”140. A slightly later writer, Sir John
Skene, Lord Advocate between 1589 and 1594, also cited Terrien141.

The Channel Islands:

Matthew Hale summed up Channel Island law in 1713 in the following terms:

“As to their Laws, they are not governed by the Laws of England, but by the Laws and Customs of
Normandy. But not as they are at this Day, for since the actual Division and Separation of those Islands
from that Dutchy, there have been several New Edicts and Laws made by the Kings of France which
have much altered the old Law of Normandy, which Edicts and Laws bind not in those Islands, they
having been ever since King John’s Time at least under the actual Allegiance of England.
And hence it is, that tho’ there be late Collections of the Laws and Customs of Normandy, as Terrier142

and some others, yet they are not of any Authority in those Islands for the Decision of Controversies,
as the Grand Coutumier of Normandy is, which is (at least in the greatest part thereof ) a Collection of
the Laws of Normandy as they stood before the Disjoining of those Islands from the Dutchy, viz. before
the Time of King Hen. III. tho’ there be in that Collection some Edicts of the Kings of France which
were made after that Disjunction and those Laws, as I have shewn before, tho’ in some Things they
agree with the Laws of England, yet in many Things they differ, and in some are absolutely
repugnant.”143

Hale plainly intends to refer to Terrien and states matters correctly from a purely principled and even theo-
retical perspective. He was, of course, correct that there were many accretions to Norman law after 1204
which, arguably, ought to have found no place in Channel Island law; but the reality was rather different, or
a great deal more subtle. Terrien was, and remains, an important authority for Channel Island law.
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138 See generally, Law and Opinion in Scotland During the Seventeenth Century by JD Ford, Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2007 at p255 – 265.
Hope identifies the references to Terrien at p257.

139 Craig lived between c.1538 and 1609.
140 See p55 of the 1716 edition of Ius feudale published in Leipzig by J F Gleditsch & Son.
141 Hope suggests at p257 fn 345 ibid. that Skene was perhaps influenced generally by his reading of Terrien.
142 Sic.
143 See pp 185 – 186. The History and Analysis of the Common Law of England, Matthew Hale, 1713, re-printed by the Lawbook Exchange

2000.



Jersey law

Jean Poingdestre

Terrien has obviously played a significant part in the history of Jersey law. An early indication of the impor-
tance of Terrien’s work is to be found in the writings of Jean Poingdestre144. Poingdestre was born in 1609 at
Swan Farm, St Saviour’s145. He was educated at Pembroke College, Cambridge and became a Fellow of
Exeter College, Oxford in 1636146. He was with Sir Philippe de Carteret in Elizabeth Castle during the civil
war siege in 1643 and later in 1651. He was appointed Lieutenant Bailiff in 1669 and a Jurat. He retired from
the position of Lieutenant Bailiff in 1676 but continued as a Jurat.147 He wrote four texts: (1) Caesarea or a
Discourse of the Island of Jersey (written no later than 1681 and published in 1889) (2) Les Commentaires sur
L’Ancienne Coutume de Normandie (published in 1907), (3) Les Lois et Coutumes de L’Ile de Jersey (published in
1928) and (4) Remarques et Animadversions Sur la Coustume Reformée de Normandie ou il est monstré jusques ou
ladite Coustume est practicable dans les Isle de Jersey et Guernesey148 (as yet unpublished, but due to be published
in the near future under the auspices of the Jersey and Guernsey Law Review). It follows that Poingdestre was
actively writing about Norman customary law and its relationship to Jersey customary law within 100 years
or so of the publication of Terrien’s Commentaires.

The Discourse is a brief (99 pages in its printed form) statement concerning Jersey, its rights, privileges
and features generally. It is not concerned with law as such and makes no mention of Terrien149.

In his Commentaires150, Poingdestre makes this passing comment about Terrien which nevertheless illus-
trates Poingdestre’s estimation of his work:

“… qui a fait un recueil de tout ce qu’il a observé de bon dans tous les autres151, mais il y a dans luy une infinité
d’autres choses modernes qui ne nous concernent pas, comme les Règlements des Roys de France &c., &c,”

Which translates:

“… who made an anthology of all that he observed which was of merit from all the others, but including
an infinite number of other modern materials which do not concern us, such as regulations of the Kings
of France, etc, etc.”

Poingdestre was very conscious of the fact that Terrien contained materials from a great many sources, a
number of which were, for him, in no sense authoritative for Jersey law. Poingdestre was more concerned
with pure Norman custom rather than the later, and often non-Norman, legal accretion. Obviously Terrien
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144 Anglicised as John Poindexter. I am very grateful to Dr Darryl Ogier for his assistance in drawing my attention to Poingdestre’s works
as well as biographical references to him.

145 The following biographical details are largely taken from George Reginald Balleine’s, A Biographical Dictionary of Jersey, 1948.
146 Where the current author went up some 348 years later.
147 Charles & William Trumbull, in their Channel Island Journals of 1677 (published by the Société Jersiaise in 2004) reported that “His

great fault is His very passionate temper, wch was ye Pretence ye Bailiff made vse of to putt him out from being his Lieut;” whereas the real
reason, they claim, was that the Bailiff wished to “… putt his Power in practise of Placing & Displacing Judges att his pleasure hereafter ...”.
However, the author of the biographical note preceding the 1907 edition of the Commentaires sûr L’Ancienne Coutume de Normandie says that
it was not known why he retired as Lieutenant Bailiff, adding that no other Jerseyman had a more intimate knowledge of Norman custom
or knew better the extent to which it applied in Jersey. The author of the preface to the Discourse likewise quotes Robert Marett’s eulogy to
Poingdestre and his comment that: “Personne mieux que lui n’a connu notre histoire, nos institutions, les priviléges dont nous jouissons, les lois qui
nous gouvernent.” “Nobody knew our history, our institutions, the privileges we enjoy or the laws which govern us, better than him”.

148 Note that the book was intended for those concerned with Guernsey law also.
149 The book has a certain charm. For example, at p9 he mentions the Hougue Bie, a large mound in Grouville, topped by a chapel.

While he knew that the mound dated back to antiquity he was necessarily unaware that it contained a 6,000 year old Neolithic passage
grave, which would not be discovered until 1924. Poingdestre relates the “… fabulous report … That a Gentleman of Normandy whose Title
or Surname was de Hambye hauing killed a Dragon wch had don much hurt in ye Island, & being afterwards treacherously killed by his
servant, & being buryed there, his Lady caused ye sayd Hogue to be raised ouer him to ye end she might behold it from her House beyond
ye Sea, & yt from the latter part of ye Gentlemans name, viz Bye, it was called afterwards Hogue bye.” At p76 we are treated to the following:
“Of field mice wee haue three kinds: ye common sort differing nothing from domestick ones, but onely in biggnesse; ye second kind differing
both in biggnesse collour & parts … The 3d sort is not half soe bigg as any of the former sorts, being scarece worthy of that name …”.

150 The Commentaires take the Ancien Coutume chapter by chapter, saying what is and is not a part of Jersey law and how Jersey law
differs. It is akin to the Approbation prepared in Guernsey, and consciously so on the part of Poingdestre.The 1907 edition cross-references
Poingdestre’s commentary to the relevant pages of the 1881 edition of De Gruchy’s Ancienne Coutume de Normandie.

151 Poingdestre is referring to the Glose and Style, ie authoritative texts concerning the Coutume which preceded Terrien’s own work. See
p5 of the 1907 edition. There are also references to Terrien at pp. 16, 24 and 55.



wrote from a different perspective, being within the larger jurisdiction where the materials objected to by
Poingdestre had force of law. A distinction which the Guernsey Approbateurs failed to make, if failure it
was, which begs a very large question.

He makes little reference to Terrien in his Lois et Coutumes de L’Ile de Jersey. The text runs to 347 printed
pages but there are barely 4 citations of Terrien152, and one of those is to say that “Terrien suyt les mesmes
errers …” (followed the same errors) as others on the topic in question153.That said, he cites hardly any com-
mentators by name. By contrast, he cites Roman law frequently.There is, however, a resemblance to Terrien
in the method that Poingdestre adopts to the subject of Jersey law generally. There is more than just a coin-
cidental correspondence between Terrien’s table of contents and Poingdestre’s chapter headings.

In the preface to his Remarques et Animadversions Poingdestre describes (engagingly) the authors of the
Coutume Reformée of 1583 as being “obliged” to Terrien for several “bons Articles”. Poingdestre was not, however,
an unqualified fan. Later in the same preface he says this (referring to Terrien):

“… duquel la lecture est tres fort utile, et le Seroit encore plus, Si un Melange d’Ordonnances, d’arrêts, et d’ob-
servations de Cour de parlement, ne le rendoient confus et embarassans; Si bien qu’il le faut lire avec choix et cir-
cumspection …”.

Which translates:

“… the reading of which is extremely useful, and would be even more so, if a mixture of ordinances,
judgments and observations of the Court of Parlement, did not render it confused and embarrassing, so
much so, that it is necessary to read it selectively and guardedly …”.

However, he is even less complimentary about Bérault and Godefroy, saying that he much prefers Terrien.
Notwithstanding his criticism, he cites Terrien frequently in his Remarques – in excess of 30 times. He plainly
regarded him as an authoritative writer, commonly mentioning the Glose and Terrien in a single phrase as
the authority for the point he makes. He regularly states that the article under consideration has been drawn
(tiré) from Terrien or else will say: “Cela est aussy de Terrien”. He generally cites Terrien without criticism or
qualification. He cites Godefroy much less frequently.The topics for which he looks to Terrien are as follows:

De Benefice d’Inventaire;
De Gardes;
De Succession en Propre;
De Successions Collateralles en Meubles, Acquêts et Conquêts;
De Partage d’Heritage;
Du Douaire de Femme;
De Testaments;
De Donations;
De Retraite et Clameur;
Des Chose censees Immeubles;
De Bref de Mariage Encombre;
De Varech.

Philippe Le Geyt

As noted already, Philippe Le Geyt’s Manuscrits include 21 pages of extracts from Terrien154. They read as a
series of notes made by Le Geyt for his own benefit. His regard for Terrien as an authority for Jersey law is
evident. Le Geyt was born in 1635, was appointed Lieutenant Bailiff in Jersey in succession to Poingdestre in
1676, and died in 1715.155. At p119 of Tome II of the Manuscrits he refers to “… nos Coûtumistes,Terrien, Bérault
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152 At pp 67, 223, 263 and 313.
153 At p263.
154 At p213 et seq., Tome IV, Les Manuscrits de Philippe Le Geyt, Ecuyer, Lieutenant-Bailli de L’Ile de Jersey, sur la Constitution, Les Lois, et

Les Usages de cette Isle, Jersey, 1847.
155 See generally the biographical note on Le Geyt at the beginning of Tome I of the Manuscrits. The note was written by the same

Robert Marett, a member of the Jersey Bar. He precedes the note by a quotation from John Dryden’s 1681 poem, Absolom and Achitophel:
“In Israel’s Courts ne’er sat an Abethdin;
With more discerning eyes or hands more clean”.



et Godefroy …”. The points of interest being that Le Geyt refers to Terrien expressly as “our” in the sense of
the jurisdiction of the Bailiwick of Jersey’s, and combines the name of Terrien with two later commentators
writing about the Coutume Reformée.

First Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the State of the Criminal Law in the
Channel Islands. Jersey. 1847

In May 1846 Commissioners were appointed to inquire into the state of the criminal law in the Channel
Islands156. They produced two reports, the first, of 1847, concerned Jersey, the second, of 1848, concerned
Guernsey. They were particularly scathing about Terrien’s Commentaires, saying of his work:

“In the time of the reign of Queen Elizabeth of England, was published a posthumous work of Terrien,
Lieutenant Bailiff of Dieppe. this work is entitled Commentaires du Droict Civil, tant public que privé,
observé au Pays & Duché de Normandie. The Norman law is here professedly brought down to the time
of the work. The several chapters of the Grand Coutumier which it contains are rearranged, and form a
very small part of the whole.The treatise enjoys a high reputation among the lawyers of Jersey, for which
we find it difficult to account. The intention of the author seems to have been to arrange and expound
the Law of Normandy according to the system of the Civil Law; a design, as we think, ill conceived
and ill executed.The treatise appears to us to be utterly vague and unsatisfactory, and to possess scarcely
any of the requisites essential to a legal authority. Whichever be the correct estimate of the merits of this
work, it can be of but little value for the purposes of the law of Jersey; inasmuch as it is, to a very great
extent, made up of law which has been engrafted upon the Norman institutions since the separation, and
which, therefore is properly of no authority in Jersey. In Guernsey, indeed, it has, as we shall shew in our
Report upon the Criminal Law of that Island, received a very remarkable recognition in the reign of
Queen Elizabeth. But in Jersey it can be used, so far as we can judge, for little else than the occasional
explanation which it furnishes of the old law as existing at the time of the separation.”157

Notwithstanding, they go on to cite Terrien, either directly or indirectly, as to the distinction between murder
and homicide158, criminal penalties159, robbery160, the office of Bailiff161, adultery162 and usury163. It is also
clear from the answer to question 3 of the first series of written questions the Commissioners submitted to
the Jersey Bailiff, Jurats, Law Officers and Advocates, that Terrien was still widely seen as an authority as to
criminal law and that modern Jersey criminal law was derived from, inter alia, his work, albeit with an increas-
ing and more important reliance on English authority. The question was this: “What are the authorities
principally relied upon in the discussion of questions arising upon the criminal law?” The answer of the
Bailiff, Sir John de Veulle, is representative:

“Although the authorities principally relied upon in the discussion of questions arising upon the criminal
law are generally English authorities, the criminal law of the island is derived from, and based upon, the
ancient laws of Normandy, as cited in Rouillé,Terrien, &c. ; to which may be added Orders in Council,
Acts of the States, and Precedents of the Royal Court.”164

Terrien is additionally cited from time to time in the evidence165.

Report of the Commissioners, 1861

On 21st April 1859 a Royal Commission was issued to Sir John Awdry, the Earl of Devon and Richard Jebb,
to enquire into, and report on, the civil, municipal and ecclesiastical laws and customs “now in force in Jersey”.
They were also to enquire and report on the constitution of the Island’s tribunals, all defects in, and abuses
of, Jersey’s laws and customs, and to enquire into the present state of prisons and the administration of public
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156 The Commissioners were Thomas Ellis and Thomas Bros, both Barristers.
157 From the report on Jersey at page viii. 158 At xvi. 159 At xx. 160 At xxi. 161 At xxii. 162 At xxiv.
163 At xxv.
164 At p9. See also the answers of Jurat Philip Le Maistre at p13, Advocate Francis Godfray at p42, Advocate James Godfray at p46, J Le

Couteur, Viscount at p68.
165 See the evidence of Advocate Marett at pp88 and 219, and the evidence of Advocate Hammond at p116 and p237. It is interesting to

note the name of Marett appearing in various texts.



charities. The resulting report: Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Civil, Municipal and
Ecclesiastical Laws of the Island of Jersey, is 82 pages of foolscap long; but there follow 796 pages of minutes of
evidence printed in two columns to each page using a very small font. The report and minutes combined
make a very substantial tome containing a considerable amount of material.The minutes of evidence them-
selves are, by their very nature, immediate and engaging, containing a large amount of social history, quite
apart from law.The minutes are of interest also to Guernsey because Advocate Peter Jeremie of the Guernsey
Bar gave evidence as to the comparative position in that jurisdiction166.

The first section of the report examines the sources of Jersey Law and says this167:

“The principal authority as to the ancient customary laws of Normandy is “Le Grand Coustumier du
Pays et Duché de Normandie”, … The edition ordinarily cited is that of 1539, containing, besides the
original text, a French gloss, – or rather a collection or amalgamation of glosses of various dates, –
brought down to 1539, a Latin Commentary by Rouillé, of Alençon, in 1533, and some supplemental
treatises and documents. Other works are cited in Jersey, as evidencing or illustrating the ancient cus-
tomary law of the Duchy of Normandy, amongst which the Commentaires of Terrien (Lieutenant Bailiff
of Dieppe in the middle of the sixteenth century) upon the Vieux Coutumier hold a conspicuous place.
The “Coutume Reformée”, a French compilation of a much later period (circiter 1585), representing the
then existing state of the law of Continental Normandy, and the commentaires thereon of Basnage, (a cel-
ebrated French lawyer of the succeeding century,) as well as the works of other French writers, are con-
stantly referred to by the Jersey lawyers.The latter declare, it is true, that such works are not of authority
on Jersey law; yet in point of fact they are frequently used as books of reference, and this has naturally,
perhaps unavoidably, led to the gradual introduction of much foreign matter, so that what is now prac-
tically received as the common law of Jersey, may be described as consisting of the ancient Norman law,
with subsequent accretions, some of which are mere developments of the earlier customs, and other
interpolations of French law. It may be added, that the circumstances of the Jersey lawyers receiving
their legal education chiefly in France, helps to impart a modern French complexion to the jurisprudence
of the Island.168”

The Commissioners appear to have been much more sensitive to the fact that continental Norman law and
“French” law long post-dating the separation of the Islands from the Duchy in 1204 had exercised a consid-
erable influence on Jersey law (by contrast to the authors of the 1847 report). This is particularly so when it
comes to Terrien, given the breadth of both his primary materials and authorities. He neither restricts himself
to what is specifically Norman as to the former and restricts himself even less as to the latter – but of course
Terrien was writing in a quite different context from one of a narrow concern for the law of any Channel
Island jurisdiction. His concern was Norman law in the context of the kingdom of France.

The minutes of evidence of the 1861 report show that on 11th August 1859 John Dupré, the Jersey Procureur,
or Attorney-General, gave evidence, in company with a number of Jersey Advocates169. For Dupré, the
common law of Jersey was “… undoubtedly derived from the common law of Normandy” which was “… the
basis of the greatest part of our customs and usages”. As to text writers bearing directly on Norman customary
law, Terrien was “the next in order to the grand coutumier”170. Terrien is cited and quoted from time to time
in the Minutes of Evidence171.
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166 At pp 671 – 698. Jeremie was author of On Real Property and Taxation in Guernsey with a Comparative View of Taxation in England and
France, Guernsey, 1866. He was a senior and apparently well respected advocate who had been practising as an advocate in Guernsey for 30
years prior to giving evidence to the Commissioners. In his evidence, Jeremie emphasised that the coutume reformée was not the law of
Guernsey, but rather l ’ancienne coutume. “It is Terrien and Rouillé, and not Basnage or Bérault …”. See p672 at para 14,085.

167 At p iii.
168 Guernsey Bar aspirants must, of course, still attend the University of Caen as part of the qualification process to become an advocate

of the Royal Court of Guernsey, although there are those who would do away with this very special requirement which continues to con-
tribute so much to the specificity of Guernsey law and the ability of Guernsey practitioners to use both customary law and French authorities.
How and where a jurisdiction’s lawyers are educated inevitably and fundamentally affects their later output.

169 At p268 of the Minutes.
170 Dupré included the glossaries on the coutumier when referring to the grand coutumier. See p268 at paras 6,119 – 6,120.
171 At p286 para 6,442 as to feudal rights and p404 as to namps (movables taken by way of execution of a judgment debt) ,



Le Gros

Charles Sydney Le Gros’ Traité du Droit Coutumier de L’Ile de Jersey was printed in 1943, but not published
until 1945 because of the occupation172.This very deserving work was re-published in facsimile form in 2007
by the Jersey and Guernsey Law Review with an introduction by the Bailiff of Jersey and end notes referring
to cases and texts where Le Gros’ work had since been cited and bringing matters up to date generally173.

Le Gros wrote about Jersey customary law, citing Norman customary law and Jersey law authorities in
abundance. He was also very familiar with English law and French law. He expressly saw himself as following
the example set by Poingdestre and Le Geyt, who he described as “… doctes174 interprêtes de notre coutume”,
who had, “… nous encourageaient à enterprendere cette besogne et nous permettaient d’espérer de la mener à bonne
fin”; which translates “… wise interpreters of our custom … encouraged us to tackle this need and gave us
hope that it would lead to a happy conclusion”. His work ran to 511 pages and included a helpful collection
of customary law maxims, as well as a glossary of customary law terms175.

There is a familiar refrain in the preface to the work where Le Gros says this:

“Le droit coutumier a subi dans le cours de ce siècle des transformations progressives apparemment dictées par les
conditions de la vie moderne. Jersey, inébranlable pendant plusieurs siècles dans son attachment aux principes
tutélaires de l’ancien droit normand, qui a été le fondement et la pierre angulaire de notre coutume, a cru bon
d’adopter aujourd’hui de nouveaux principes dictés, semble-t-il, par les nécessitées sociales et économiques des
temps modernes sans vouloir toutefois renoncer absolument aux directives de notre ancien droit coutumier. En
effet, ce siècle a inauguré une ère qu’on pourrait qualifier de révolutionnaire.”176

Which translates:

“During the course of this century the customary law has undergone progressive transformations appar-
ently dictated by the conditions of modern life. Jersey, inexhaustible for several centuries in its attach-
ment to the formative principles of ancient Norman law, which had been the foundation and quoin of
our custom, thought it good to adopt today new principles dictated, it seems, by the social and economic
necessities of modern times without, however, wishing to renounce absolutely the directives of our
ancient customary law. In effect, this century has inaugurated an era which one could qualify as revo-
lutionary.”

Le Gros goes on to comment, obviously disapprovingly, on married womens’ property rights, likewise about
the ability to make wills of realty. At page 164 he says this of Terrien, almost as an afterthought – given that
he had already cited his work repeatedly:

“La première édition des commentaires du droit civil du pays et duché de Normandie de Terrien porte la date de
1574 et est le dernier ouvrage important relatif au droit normand qui fut publié avant la réformation de la
Coutume en 1583. Ces commentaires sont particulièrement précieux pour connaître le droit normand du seizième
siècle.”

Which translates:

“The first edition of Terrien’s commentaries on the civil law of the country and duchy of
Normandy bear the date of 1574 and is the last important work relative to Norman law which was
published before the reform of the Coutume in 1583.These commentaries are particularly valuable
to comprehend sixteenth century Norman law.”

One of Le Gros’ principal authorities, if not the principal authority, was Terrien. He refers to Terrien on the
following subjects at the following pages:

De La Clameur de Haro 29, 33
Du Douaire 46
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172 Le Gros lived between 1867 and 1947. He was admitted to the Jersey Bar in 1894 and was appointed Vicomte in 1929 and Lieutenant
Bailiff in 1945. The University of Caen conferred upon him the honorary degree of Docteur en droit.

173 These valuable notes were written by Advocate Tim Hanson of the Jersey Bar, assisted by Jean-Marie Renouf.
174 Wise, erudite. Hence docteur.
175 See pp 455 and 465 respectively.
176 piii.



Du Droit de Viduité 52, 57
Des Avances de Succession 59
Du Partage d’Héritages 95, 96
De la Distinction des Propres et des Acquêts 107, 111
Du Testament 126, 129
De l’Ajournement et l’Incivilité d’Ajournement 164
Du Mineur 175177, 180
De la Curatelle 187
De la Possession Quadragénaire ou Prescription Acquisitive 231
De la confusion des successions 264
Du congé de Cour 271
De l’Avocat 276, 278, 279
De l’Etranger ou Aubain 285, 290
De la Cession de Biens 297
De la Clameur Révocatoire ou Déception d’Outre-Moitié du Juste Prix 352
De la Remise de Biens 371
Du Trésor Trouvé 384
Du Varech 390
Des Damnés 392
De la Preuve d’Après l’Ancien Droit Normand 396
De l’Organisation Judiciaire à l’Epoque du Vieux Coutumier

et des Droits du Duc 409
Des Actes de la Cour Royale et de Quelques Règles

de Droit et de Procédure 418, 440, 451
Recueil de Maximes 455, 457, 458, 459, 461, 462,
Glossaire de l’Ancien Droit Normand 467, 471, 473, 474, 486, 489,

491, 492, 494, 495, 498, 501,
502, 503, 506, 510, 511

The maxims are particularly interesting. Le Gros takes several from Terrien, such as the following:

“Ce qui ne se trouve prohibé est censé être permis”.178

Which is said to be from book 6 chapter 5179; although the actual words of Terrien are as follows:

“Car puis qu’il ne se trouve prohibé, il est censé être permis.”

Both are to the effect that what is not prohibited is deemed to be permitted; but it can be seen that Le Gros
paraphrases slightly.180 The statement is interesting for Terrien’s affirmation of an important aspect of the rule
of law.

The continuing importance of Terrien for Jersey law

Terrien’s status in Jersey law has been commented on in a series of Privy Council cases. In Godfray v
Godfray181, a case concerning the sale by an expectant heir of his expectancy, Lord Justice Turner referred to
Le Geyt, saying: “He flourished later than the eminent writers to whom reference has been made – Rouillé,
Terrien, Godefroy, Bérault, Basnage, and others, who are the most frequently quoted in the Courts of the
Island.” In the case of La Cloche v La Cloche182 Lord Westbury was more explicit:
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177 It is interesting to note here that Le Gros cites Terrien and Blackstone in the same paragraph, identifying Jersey law more closely with
Blackstone on this occasion.

178 At p461 of Le Gros.
179 p213, immediately before the Additio.
180 The Bailiff in his introduction to the 2007 facsimile comments on the maxims and suggests that practitioners relying on modern

human rights legislation might wish to remind themselves of the following: “Le devoir et le droit se supposent réciproquement”. The maxim
appears at p456 of Le Gros’ text.

181 (1865) 3 Moo PC(NS) 316.
182 (1870) LR 3 PC 125.



“The commentary of M. Terrien on the Civil law, as well public as private, observed in the Country
and Duchy of Normandy, was cited by the Counsel both for the Appellant and Respondent, and the
Attorney-General for the Island of Jersey seemed to admit it to be a book of authority in the Courts of
Jersey. These commentaries were published at Paris in the year 1574, a considerable time after the final
separation of the Duchy of Normandy from the Crown of England, but apparently several years before
the formation of “La Coutume Reformée” of the Duchy, which appears to have been prepared under the
authority of Letters Patent granted by Henry III of France, and dated the 14th of October, 1585.
The commentary of Terrien, therefore, may be reasonably regarded as the best evidence of the old
custom of Normandy, and also of the Channel Islands before the separation of Normandy from the
English Crown.”

In Snell v Beadle183 Lord Hope cited a passage from Terrien and then the above passage from La Cloche to
explain the importance of the citation from Terrien. Alas he then fell into understandable error by assuming
that the passage of additio following the passage cited from Terrien was itself by Terrien.

The Jersey Court of Appeal cited Terrien in Public Services Committee v Maynard184 in the context of
establishing the modern law relating to empêchement d’agir, ie those legal or factual circumstances having the
effect of suspending a prescription period. Likewise in the Court of Appeal case of Rockhampton Apartments
Limited v Gale & Clarke,185 Terrien was cited frequently, along with many other Norman customary law
authors, if only negatively in the particular context of the case, given that it concerned the question of whether
the concept of voisinage186 applied in Jersey law.The Norman customary law writers made little or no refer-
ence to voisinage, but Terrien was nevertheless relied upon in support of the notion that where customary law
was silent the civil law would be looked to.

Stéphanie Nicolle, in her excellent, The Origin and Development of Jersey Law An Outline Guide, cited
Jersey case-law to make an important point concerning the use made by Jersey law of authorities, including
Terrien187:

“The Royal Court’s judgment in Amy v Amy (1968) JJ 981 provides an illustration (not exhaustive) of the
range of Norman and French authorities upon which the Court will draw in appropriate cases. The
issue to be decided was one of succession law. In addition to Jersey authorities the Court cited (i) Terrien
(Ancienne Coutume, but post separation); (ii) Basnage (a seventeenth century commentator on the
Coutume Reformée); Flaust (an eighteenth century commentator on the Coutume Reformée); (iv) Pothier
(Coutume d’Orléans); the Code Civil (as being based upon the works of Pothier among others); and (vi)
Dalloz, a modern work upon the Code Civil. These authorities were together described at page 998 of
the judgment as –
“… the established law most closely allied to the law of Jersey.””

Terrien continues to be an important authority for Jersey law in those areas where Jersey law continues to look
to customary law, whilst taking account also of later commentators of the reformed custom, Pothier, the Code
civil itself and, again when appropriate, modern French law.

The special relevance of Terrien for Guernsey law

Terrien has a special significance for the law of Guernsey over and above the position his work enjoys as an
authority in Jersey. Terrien can properly be seen as the foundation of modern Guernsey law because of the
very particular use to which the Commentaires were put, when, after complaints had been made about the
administration of justice in Guernsey, it was used as the exclusive work by reference to which the Guernsey
authorities defined Guernsey law.Their report of 1582 was known as l’Approbation and went on to acquire the
force of law by Order in Council of 1583. The story of l ’Approbation is taken up in the second of the reports
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made by the Commissioners as to the state of Channel Island criminal law in the mid 19th century.The 1847
Report has already been considered above, in the context of Jersey law.

Second Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the State of the Criminal Law in the
Channel Islands. Guernsey. 1848

The second installment of the Commissioners’ examination of Channel Island criminal law followed the
same format as the first.The report proper is followed by written questions submitted to the legal establish-
ment by the Commissioners.They are in the same form as the questions posed in Jersey.The written answers
follow and then minutes of evidence.

The Commissioners were rather more complimentary about Guernsey than Jersey, observing that:

“In our First Report we stated that we had derived valuable assistance, in our inquiry at Jersey, from
suggestions made to us by non-professional persons; but that the evidence was much coloured by the
violent conflict of opinions which exists respecting the institutions of that Island. We found a very dif-
ferent state of things at Guernsey. Little was offered to us by the inhabitants, as distinguished from the
functionaries, which threw light on the general working of the system. The complaints preferred to us
were not many; and of these by far the greater part related to individual grievances, which, assuming the
complaints to be just, could not be traced to any peculiarity in the Criminal Law or Tribunals …”.188

However, they were not so complimentary about Guernsey law itself, starting with the Approbation:

“The principal authority for the law, both civil and criminal, in Guernsey, is … entitled, “Approbation des
Loix, Coustumes, et Usages de l ’Isle de Guernezey, differentes du Coustumier de Normandie d’ancienneté
observés en ladite Isle”. It professes, in the introductory chapter, to be a digest and arrangement of these
laws, customs and usages, made the 22nd of May, in the 24th of Elizabeth189, by Sir Thomas Leighton,
Knight, the then Governor of the Island, Thomas Wigmore the Bailiff, the Jurats of the Royal Court,
and the acting Procureur of Her Majesty, in obedience to two separate Orders in Council made, the
one at Richmond, on the 9th October 1580, the other at Greenwich, on the 30th July, 1581. It was ratified
and approved of by Her Majesty in Council on the 27th of October, 1583, in the 25th year of Her reign”.190

Terrien’s standing as an authority in 19th century Guernsey had already been confirmed in the evidence of the
Bailiff:

“We look upon Terrien as being enacted. Terrien is held to be written law, so far as it is sanctioned by
the Approbation des Loix in Queen Elizabeth’s time; that gives validity to things which are Ordinances
of French Kings. I apprehend that the Court has no power to repeal Terrien where it is in force … .”191

This did not impress the Commissioners, who described the Approbation somewhat scathingly as being:

“… nothing more than a series of remarks upon each chapter of Terrien’s Commentaires … stating
wherein the custom of Guernsey differs from, and wherein it accords with, the law laid down in the
particular chapter of Terrien, often simply using the expression “nous usons de ce Chapitre”.192

The Commissioners point out that the Approbation did not even comply with the requirements of the pre-
ceding Orders in Council:

“An examination of the two Orders in Council of 1580 and 1581 shews that something very different was
contemplated.The first, after reciting a complaint of the want of due administration of justice, “through
the libertie, the Bailiffe and Juratts do take unto themselves to directe their judgment by presidents,
wherein there is neyther certaintie nor rule of justice”, “forsaking the customarye of Normandie where-
unto they should holde themselves in all points not restrained or supplied by the Booke of Preceptes &
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Book of Extente193…”, orders them, in all matters not restrained by those instruments, or by any Order
in Council, to “follow the Customarie of Normandie, and according to the customs thereof, minister
justice within the said Isle.” And … that “the Bailiff and Jurats shall joyne unto them twelve other
persons of the most ancient and best experienced in the Isle, to be named by the Governor, and shall
altogether conferre the sayd customs” which differ from the customary, “with the customary of
Normandie, corrected and amended, in the reign of King Henry the 2 of Fraunce” (that is the Reformed
Custom of Normandy) … and suche as they shall finde different from the sayd customary shall put in
writing, and send the same to the Lords of Her Maties Privie Counsell before Easter the next, to receive
their order therein”.”194

After noting that the 1580 Order was not complied with at all, the Commissioners cited the further Order of
1581 requiring the Guernsey authorities to get on and make:

“… such a booke of the sayd lawes and customes, so farre forthe as they all can agree amonge themselves
touching the same; …”.195

Any differences of opinion were to be set down and resolved by the Privy Council.196

The Commissioners’ point is that the resulting Approbation did not comply with the requirement to
compare and contrast Guernsey customary law with Norman customary law as amended in the reign of
Henry II of France. The reference to Henry II is puzzling. Henry reigned between 1547 and his death in a
jousting accident in 1559. It was letters patent issued by his third son, Henry III, at Blois dated 22nd March
1577 which required the reform of the Norman Coutumier197. It seems that the reference to Henry II is a
simple error and that Henry III was intended. If this error was even contained in the copy of the 1580 Order
seen by the Guernsey authorities, it is inconceivable that it was not known by them that Norman customary
law was itself to be reformed and that a considerable undertaking towards that end was about to get under
way; although it is fair to say that the contintental Norman establishment had also shown itself reluctant to
follow Royal orders. Thus the 1577 Letters Patent were followed by a further order in 1578 and a final, rather
testy, order from Henry dated 5th August 1582. It follows that there was resistance in Normandy to reforming
the Coutumier and contemporaneous resistance in Guernsey to identifying its own version of Norman cus-
tomary law. While in Normandy the Royal wish was eventually respected and the reformed custom com-
pleted on 1st July 1583, the Approbation, completed on 22nd May 1582, but not made an Order in Council until
27th October 1583 (ie after the completion of the work of reforming Norman customary law) referred to
Terrien, not the Coutume Reformée. It could, of course, be said, with some considerable justification, that
there was no finished reforming work from continental Normandy with which to compare Guernsey law
and that Terrien’s work was, literally, the last word on unreformed Norman customary law, ie its most up-to-
date manifestation. Nevertheless, it still begs the question of why, when writing l ’Approbation at some point
between 30th July 1581198 and 22nd May 1582199 the authors did not have regard to events in Normandy –
despite the express requirement of the Order in Council – let alone recall l’Approbation in light of the knowl-
edge that the Parlement de Normandie had approved its reformed custom, and then allowed several months
to pass before the Order in Council was made giving force of law to l ’Approbation.

Having described the process whereby Guernsey law had become defined by reference to Terrien, the
Commissioners went on to criticise l ’Approbation:
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“This, in terms, is merely a ratification and approval of the laws and customs contained in the book200.
The construction which has been uniformly put by the Royal Court on this Order in Council is that it
has a legislative force to make the Commentaries of Terrien, coupled with the book of the Governor,
Bailiff and Jurats201, a code of law for the Island. The effect of this construction, whether correct or
not, has in practice been to compel the Bailiff and Jurats to continue to exercise the liberty, condemned
in the Order in Council of 1581, of directing their judgment by precedents without certainty or rule of
justice.”202

The Commissioners were warming to their task and continued as follows:

“We have expressed our opinion of Terrien’s Commentaries in our First Report. If his work was, in
other respects, unobjectionable, its form alone would unfit it for the purpose to which it has been
applied. But the text, not being confined to the Customary of Normandy, to which the Bailiffe and
Juratts were directed to hold themselves, but extending to Ordonnances of the Court of the Exchequer
at Rouen and the Parliament of Normandy, and recent Edicts of the French Kings, contains laws never
contemplated by the Orders in Council; and the notes, abounding with superfluous discussions in the
style common at the time in which Terrien lived, with decisions of the French Courts upon laws never
prevalent in Guernsey, and with statements of opinions conflicting one with another, form a worse than
useless groundwork for a system of definite law.The arrangement of the treatise appears also to us to be
ill judged and most inconvenient for use. In some cases, too, the Approbation has entirely misrepre-
sented the meaning of Terrien.”203

The Commissioners are rather too harsh, certainly on Terrien. He was not writing for Guernsey or for the
future benefit of the Approbateurs. If anyone is to be criticised it is the authors of the Approbation, whether
for not writing their own substantive text independently of Terrien, or else for relying excessively on Terrien
and, in any event, misrepresenting the true state of Guernsey law (as well as Terrien’s meaning, as noted in
the above extract) and falling into repeated error. Indeed, the Jurats responsible for the publication in 1826 of
Thomas Le Marchant’s critique of l’Approbation went so far as to say that authors lacking the requisite qual-
ities could not be expected to produce a work “… which merited the title Approbation des Lois and which
was exempt from serious errors and shocking contradictions.”204

The Commissioners also miss the point. It is extremely unlikely that Guernsey customary law, based as it
was on Norman customary law, would have remained static, any more than Norman customary law itself. It
is likely to have evolved in tandem with Norman customary law in a similarly symbiotic manner seen today
as between Guernsey case-law and English case-law, albeit without the benefit of instantaneous communi-
cation and online legal resources. A tantalising glimpse of this was brought to light by Dr John Kelleher205

in his paper: The mysterious case of the ship abandoned off Sark in 1608: the customary law relating to choses
gaives”206. A ship was abandoned by its crew off Sark, a novel occurrence. Uncertain of the legal position, the
Guernsey authorities sent an agent to Rouen to consult the judges and advocates of the Court of the Admiral
(l ’Amirauté en la Table de Marbre) for their opinion as to how Norman customary law would resolve the legal
issues involved. This action suggests both a continuing awareness of, and respect for, contintental Norman
customary law. It is unlikely that this instance of continental Norman law and custom influencing insular
Normandy post-1204 was a one-off event. The notion that Guernsey should only have applied and defined
its law by reference to pre-1204 law and practice was unrealistic, even in 1582.

The Commissioners remarked, both correctly and more fairly, that the Approbation “was not satisfactory
to the people of Guernsey” and noted the fact that an Order in Council of 9th June 1605 dealt with a related
request as follows:
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“… that the Booke of their Lawes of that Isle made Anno 1583, but remayning imperfect and supposed to be in
many poyntes erronious, may be re-examined, reformed and made perfect: It is answered that the Bailiffe
and Juratts of Guernzey, calling to them such assistance as the generale Estates of the whole Isle shall
holde to be most sufficient, both for their understanding and integritie, shall sett downe a faire booke
agreeablie to the Local Customes which that Isle hath ever observed in the course of justice amonge
themselves, wch being orderly made up, they shall present the same to the Lordes of the Privy Counsell
and from them receave either correction or confirmation as in their wisedomes, after conference with
the compilors thereof, shall be thought best for the Government.”207

The “faire booke” was never produced, although one can see Le Marchant’s work as a form of unofficial
version, albeit commenting on l ’Approbation rather than forming a stand-alone work of reference in its own
right and not produced until some 50 years after the 1605 Order. Of this failure the Commissioners observed,
rather acidly:

“This “faire booke” was never made, whether from inability to agree amongst themselves as to what
was the law, or from a desire to continue that state of uncertainty which leaves so wide a scope for the
discretion of the Court, and is so favourable to the extension of its power.”208

They cite earlier Commissioners reporting in 1607 who had found that:

“… it is acknowledged that their book of laws is, in many points, uncertain, defective, and imperfect, and
therefore the Bailiff, and Justices, with one consent, in the name of the rest of the inhabitants, and for that
special care which they seem to have of the common good of the Island, have requested in like manner as
they of Jersey have done before them, that we would be pleased to join with them in a petition to the
King’s Majesty, for the appointing of some chosen Commissioners, to whom authority may be given to set
down such points as in their old laws they find worthy of a reformation, or else of a new law to be estab-
lished: which being done with their three Etats, they will cause the same to be brought into England, there
to be considered of by the best learned, as well in the Common Law as the Civil Law, and then present the
same to the Lords of His Majesty’s most honourable Privy Council, that so likewise they giving their
approbation to the same, by His Majesty’s royal assent, under the great seal, it may be confirmed.”209

They express their implicit regret that:

“We have not been able to discover that this recommendation was ever carried into effect: and Terrien,
coupled with the Approbation, has continued to be treated as the exposition of the laws and customs of
the Island of Guernsey to the present day.These constitute much the greater part of what is commonly
termed “the written law”.
The Twelfth Book of Terrien treats, “Des Crimes et Procez Criminels”. The existing Criminal Law of
Guernsey mainly consists of such parts of it as received the confirmation of Queen Elizabeth in the
manner above stated.”210

What we can take from this is the fact that as late as 1848, 274 years after Terrien’s work first appeared, and
265 years after the Approbation became law, Guernsey’s criminal law was still largely defined by reference to
Terrien.Thankfully this did not apply also to sentencing. Even in Victorian Guernsey there appears to have
been a certain reluctance to break a man on the wheel, the prescribed penalty for muggers and burglars at
Livre XII ch. XI. Breaking on the wheel was a particularly gruesome form of execution. The convict would
be tied to a wagon wheel (sometimes a diagonal cross) and his limbs (and body generally) broken with a
cudgel or heavy rod. Terrien prescribes that the arms be broken in two places, upper and lower. The wagon
wheel would be elevated for all to see and the condemned left to die a slow and excruciatingly painful death.
Sometimes the condemned would be put out of his misery by a killing blow, the “coup de grâce”. Astrologers,
by their very presence in the Kingdom, were liable to have their heads shaved and sent to the galleys for three
years (Livre XII ch. X).211 The Commissioners were quick to point to this as evidence of “… the absurdity
which results from regarding Terrien’s work as the written law of the Island”.212
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For the Commissioners the chief mischief of l’Approbation and Terrien as the foundation of Guernsey law in
the 19th century was the very great discretion it gave to the Royal Court in the administration of law. They
gave the following withering assessment:

“The enactment of the Commentaries of Terrien as law, in opposition as it would seem to the wishes of
the people, is to be traced to the legislation of the Royal Court.The discretionary power assumed by the
Court in the administration of the law has its origin in the same cause. This is increased by the nature
of the tribunal. Men without legal education will not readily adopt a strict system of law, the adminis-
tration of which can be only acquired by study and practice.The only justice, which a body so constituted
is capable of administering, consists in an endeavour to deal with each case as it arises according to their
notions of what is right in the particular instance. The restraining power of the Law Officers and the
Bailiff is too feeble to withstand the prejudices or the passions of the Jurats.The consequence is, that the
fate of those who are submitted to their jurisdiction often depends, not on the sentence of the law, but
on the caprice of the Court.”213

However, there was nothing the Commissioners could do to alter the fact of the reliance upon Terrien and
his work is therefore cited frequently in their report and throughout the Minutes of Evidence.214

Thomas Le Marchant215

Thomas Le Marchant’s Remarques et Animadversions, sûr L’Approbation des Lois et Coustumier de Normandie
usitées es Jurisdictions de Guernezé et particulierement en la Cour Royale de la Ditte Isle was written in the mid-
17th century and is a sustained and powerful attack on the Approbation of 1582/83. It is a commentary on a
commentary (l ’Approbation) on a commentary (Terrien). It is, indirectly, one very long commentary on
Terrien’s work – but with a singular purpose, to illustrate the true extent of Guernsey law’s conformance
with, and distinction from, Terrien.

It is noteworthy that Le Marchant does not question the appropriateness itself of taking Terrien as the
foundation for Guernsey law, ie as the reference point for the definition of Guernsey law.Terrien’s work is one
long premise to Le Marchant’s own work. His issue with the Approbateurs is the quality of their work, not
Terrien. Although he does criticise Terrien’s opinions from time to time216 and prefers the opinion of the
author of the Additiones from time to time217, he is essentially uncritical of Terrien. What is particularly
telling is that he uses the word “Coustumier” of Terrien’s work as a whole218. In other words he refers to
Terrien’s text, comprising as it does, extracts from the Grand Coutumier, judgments of the Eschiquier and
Parlement, and a great many Royal ordinances, as well, of course, as Terrien’s commentary and the Additiones
as “le Coustumier”, ie the whole 728 page work.The use of this description suggests that Le Marchant saw the
entire work as representing and containing the “customary law” of Normandy, which goes a considerable
way towards meeting the criticism of the authors of the 1848 report that Terrien was ill-suited to the
Approbateur’s task.

Ultimately, Le Marchant’s real target was l ’Approbation, not Terrien, but what he leaves unsaid about
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Terrien is itself powerful testimony to the still fundamental role which Terrien continued to play in Guernsey
law. For Le Marchant it was a given, subject to identifying correctly where Guernsey law differed – the raison
d’être for his extraordinary and rather austere work.

Warburton

Warburton’s219 Traité sur l’Histoire, les Lois et Coutumes de l’Ile de Guernesey was written in 1682, little more
than 100 years after the first printing of Terrien. He cites Terrien on a number of occasions220. Warburton
talks about the Guernsey court borrowing procedural law from the coutume of Normandie, citing Terrien221.
He talks more generally as follows:

“Le code de loix qui régit l’île de Guernesey se compose de la coutume de Normandie, sur laquelle ont été succes-
sivement entées diverses coutumes locales. Cette coutume de Normandie fut pour la prémière fois rédigée en code
légal sous Louis IX, connu sous le nom de Saint Louis, vers l’an 1229222. Le premier glossaire, ou commentaire,
que nous ayons sur cette matière fut écrit par Le Rouillé: plus tard, vers l ’an 1574, fut publiée, sur la même
matière, l’édition posthume des œuvres de Terrien, enrichie de notes et de Commentaires fournis par un auteur
anonyme. Depuis cette époque, et par ordre de Henri III de France, la Coutume de Normandie fut revue, ré-
éditée, par commission à ce déléguée, et, enfin, en 1585 revêtue de la force légale. Béraut223 publia, dans le cours
des deux années suivantes, une nouvelle édition de ce code de loix, augmentée des usages locaux de la province.
Godefroy chercha, dans un autre édition, à mettre plus d’ordre dans la distribution des matières; ce qui engagea
Bérault à livrer au public un nouveau travail, dans lequel il ne se fit pas scrupule d’admettre les améliorations
qu’il crut rémarquer dans l’ouvrage de Godefroy. Mais l’édition faisant autorité dans cette île est celle de Terrien,
bien qu’elle diffère de temps immémorial sur plusieurs points des usages en vigueur à Guernesey.”224

Which translates:

“The code of laws which rules the island of Guernsey comprises the coutume of Normandy, onto which
has been grafted successively diverse local customs.This Norman custom was written for the first time
as a code under Louis IX, known by the name of Saint Louis, in approximately the year 1229. The first
text or commentary that we have on this material was written by Le Rouillé. Much later, towards the
year 1574, there was published on the same topic, the posthumous edition of the works of Terrien,
enriched by notes and commentary furnished by an anonymous author. After that time, by order of
Henri III of France, Norman Custom was reviewed and re-edited, by a commission to whom this task
was delegated, and finally, in 1585, clothed with legal force. Bérault published, in the course of the next
two years, a new edition of this code of laws, augmented by local usages of the province. Godefroy
sought, in another edition, to give more order to the distribution of these matters; which caused Béraut
to deliver to the public a new work, in which he had no scruples in acknowledging the improvements
which he believed were evident in the work of Godefroy. But the authoritative edition in this island is
that of Terrien, notwithstanding that it differed from time immemorial on several points of usage in
force in Guernsey.”

Thomas Dicey

Thomas Dicey’s, An Historical Account of Guernsey from its First Settlement before the Norman Conquest to the
Present Time, was first printed in 1751 and reprinted in 1797. In a chapter entitled “Of their Customs, Laws,
&c.” he wrote:
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219 Dr Darryl Ogier argues that the author was in fact Lord Hatton, Governor of Guernsey between 1670 and 1706. See his The Authorship
of Warburton’s Treatise in the 1990 Transactions of the Société Guernesiaise.

220 See pp 60, 61, 62, 70, 97, 104 and 110.
221 See p 61.
222 Louis IX was King of France between 1226 and his death in 1270. Warburton does not intend to refer to the work known as the

Établissements de saint Louis, itself a 13th century customary law collation.The Très Ancien Coutumier de Normandie is generally credited with
being the first coutumier followed by the Grand coutumier de Normandie. There is an English language edition of the Etablissements, The
Etablissements de Saint Louis, translated and with an introduction by F R P Akehurst, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996.

223 Sic. Warburton means to refer to Bérault, most likely a typesetting error.
224 See pages 61 – 62.



“Their local Customs constantly used among them, differing much in several particulars from the
Custom of Normandy, it was thought fit about the twenty-fourth Year of Queen Elizabeth, that some
certain person should be appointed to compare and examine, in what Cases and Particulars, their local
Customs did disagree, and in what they did agree with the Custom of Normandy; and the Text,
Commentaries, and Expositions, as they were published by Terien (sic), being taken for the Ground of
their Work, the whole matter was performed; and an Account thereof being transmitted from them to
the Lords of Her Majesty’s Privy Council, was by their Lordships Order, dated October 27, 1583, ratified
and established to be a Rule and Direction for their future Proceedings; and this is by them called the
Approbation of Laws; yet not an absolute Law to stand for the Future, without Alteration, but rather
provisionary, – the Queen reserving for her, and her Successors, to change, alter, add, diminish, or
correct, as they should think fit, as may be seen in the Deed of that Ratification. – But either by the
Negligence, Ignorance, or Wilfulness of those that were employed in this Service (as to Amendment of
their Approbation Laws) it was so ill performed, that it did not at all answer the End intended; but the
constant Use and Practice still prevails, though, in many Cases, very different from this Approbation,
the Defects of which, appeared soon after it was made, – Sir Thomas Leighton being at that time
Governor.”225

Dicey anticipates the later criticism of the 1847/8 Commissioners. Indeed they may have been aware of his
work. Elsewhere in the text Dicey says that “… the Terrien Laws (sic) … are now the Laws, by which these
Islanders are governed”226.

Laurent Carey

Laurent Carey was a Jurat in Guernsey from 1765 until his death in 1769. He left a work called Essai sur les
Institutions, Lois et Coûtumes de L’Île de Guernesey, which was not published until 1889. The preface relates
how a manuscript had been deposited with the Court, cited frequently by the Bar as an authority, and
accepted as such by the Bailiff and Jurats. The author of the preface noted that: “Il est évident qu’un écrit si
important devait être mis à l’abri d’accidents” (“It was obvious that such an important writing ought to be pro-
tected from accidents”). Carey was very familiar with Terrien’s work and cited him frequently227. It is obvious
from his use of Terrien that he still regarded Terrien as being of powerful authority for Guernsey law almost
200 years after the text had first appeared, albeit on one occasion referring to “Terrien approuvé” (ie as
approved by l’Approbation228).The printing of Carey’s manuscript in 1889, more than 300 years after Terrien’s
commentary first appeared, again suggests the continuing relevance of Terrien in the late 19th century. The
editor of the text felt no need to distance contemporary Guernsey law from Carey’s work. By contrast, he felt
no compunction in omitting Carey’s work on more purely jurisprudential topics such as natural law229. Either
Carey or his editor were so at home with Terrien that sometimes Terrien would be cited using the simple
capital letter “T” followed by the relevant page number230.

John Jacob

John Jacob wrote an interesting and wide-ranging work called Annals of some of the British Norman Isles con-
stituting the Bailiwick of Guernsey as collected from private manuscripts, public documents and former historians231

published in 1830. Some 78 pages are given over to a description of aspects of Guernsey law. For him,Terrien
comprised one of the early sources for Guernsey law, together with the Constitutions of King John and the
Précepte d’Assize. He was also conscious of the Approbation of 1583, saying:
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225 Ibid at p. 37. 226 Ibid at p. 7.
227 At pages 24, 41, 58, 59, 83, 87, 90, 98, 99, 102, 106, 107, 108, 110, 112, 113, 119, 125, 130, 140, 141, 147, 157, 173, 176, 178, 191, 194 and 207.
228 See p98. 229 See the introductory paragraph on p1. 230 Eg see pp 107, 119 and 130.
231 The title page describes the volume as “Part 1”; alas there was no Part 2. Jacob described himself as “A native of the county of Kent,

and a resident, for more than thirteen years, in the island of Guernsey”.The work was dedicated to (the then) Sir James Saumarez, “As a small
Testimonial of grateful respect for his brilliant Achievements, which have added so much lustre to the naval glory of Great Britain, and of
esteem for his distinguished private Worth and Reputation”. Saumarez was second in command to Nelson at the Battle of the Nile (1798),
commander at the (ultimately) successful Battle of Algaciras (1801) and later commanded the Baltic fleet with great tactical and diplomatic
success from his flagship, HMS Victory. Saumarez was raised to the peerage in 1831 and died in 1836.



“The … approbation of the laws and customs of Terrien, are still considered as part of the written laws
of this island, though they are represented by Warburton and others, as being “somewhat imperfect”, like
all other human laws.”

He goes on to say that:

“The foregoing constitution of King John, with the extents of Edward III, and the Terrien
Commentaries, the regulations of the commissioners sent to this island at various times, and the orders
of the King and Council, constitute the chief written laws which regulate the conclusions of the Court.
To which indeed may be added all acts of the English Parliament in which the islands are particularly
mentioned, provided the same be here registered in the Royal Court.
Besides the above written laws, the decisions of the Court are regulated by several customs and usages,
upon points not foreseen by them; all of which are however founded upon the Norman Law. And lastly,
the States and the Royal Court make temporary laws, for the better government of the police, etc., of
the island; and which regulations and acts of Court have sometimes become almost permanent, though
not authorized by the Crown.”

James Gallienne

James Gallienne was one of the two principal 19th century Guernsey legal authors. He was an Advocate and
later became HM Greffier. His Traité de la Renonciation par Loi Outrée et de la Garantie of 1845 was concerned
with insolvency, saisie232, the law of guarantee and touched on areas of procedural law also.The preface shows
that he was very mindful of the customary nature and origins of Guernsey law, writing233:

“Guernesey est un pays coutumier: mais tout pays coutumier n’avait-il pas son droit écrit aussi bien que ses
usages non-écrits? L’erreur que je viens de signaler au sujet de la loi écrite, a sans doute tiré son origine du fait
que les provinces de la France étaient divisées en “pays de droit écrit”, et “pays coutumiers”. Mais, quoique tel ait
été le cas, il ne faut pas oublier que les premiers étaient ainsi dénommés parceque le droit Romain, spécialement
désigné “droit écrit”, y avait force de loi, et pour les distinguer d’avec les seconds, – régis par des coutumes, qui,
dans l’origine, étaient certainement un droit non-écrit, – qui ne donnaient qu’une autorité légale négative à la
loi Romaine, et qui conservèrent toujours leur désignation de “pays coutumiers”, même après que les coutumes
avaient été rédigées par écrit et approuvées du Prince. Formant partie de l’ancien Duché de Normandie, “pays
coutumier”, il en est de même chez nous. Les principes fondamenteaux de notre régime hypothécaire sont écrits
dans les Commentaires de Terrien, qui contiennent notre loi approuvée. Une idée vague de notre procédure en
saisie se trouve dans l’Approbation des Lois, mais il existe des ordres du conseil, et des ordonnances de la cour,
enregîtrés sur nos records, qui émanés de temps à autre, ont fixé notre procédure et l’ont faite telle qu’elle est.
Restent quelques incidents où les juges n’ont que l’usage pour guide – usage immémorial cependant, basé sur les
décisions de la cour, également enregîtrées sur nos records.”

Which translates:

“Guernsey is a customary law jurisdiction: but does not every customary jurisdiction have its written law
as well as its unwritten usages? The error which I have just indicated on the subject of written law orig-
inated, without doubt, from the fact that the provinces of France were divided into “jurisdictions of
written law” and “customary jurisdictions”. But whatever the case, it is necessary not to forget that the
former were thus called because Roman law, specially designated as “written law”, there had the force
of law, in order to distinguish the latter, ruled by customs, which in origin were certainly unwritten law
and which gave only a negative legal authority to Roman law, which for ever kept their designation
“customary jurisdictions”; even after the customs had been redacted and approved by the Prince.
Forming a part of the ancient Duchy of Normandy, a “customary jurisdiction”, it was the same with us.
The fundamental principles of our hypothecary regime are to be found in the commentaries of Terrien,
which contain our approved law. A vague idea of our procedure for saisie is to be found in the
Approbation des Lois, but there exist orders in council and ordinances of the court, registered in our
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232 Ie the execution of judgments against realty and personalty.
233 At pix of the preface.



records, which emanate from one time or another and have fixed our procedure and have made of it
what it is.There remain some circumstances where judges only have usage to guide them, immemorial
usage however, based upon the court’s decisions, also registered upon our records.”

Gallienne cited Terrien throughout his work and plainly regarded him as a direct authority for Guernsey
law, 271 years after Terrien first appeared234.

Le Cerf

Théodore Le Cerf ’s L’Archipel des Iles Normandes appeared in 1863. Le Cerf appears to have researched his
subject carefully, given the level of detail in his writing235. His introduction suggests a sense of humour and
charm, describing how he had noted a number of black dots on the map looking rather like “… debris torn
from the continent”, imagining that perhaps they contained some modest peasant huts or a few fishermen’s
cabins. Great was his surprise when he found extraordinary rocky formations united to diverse countryside
and two towns, one of 30,000 and the other of 20,000 inhabitants, deploying in their marine and commercial
life “une incroyable activité ”.

As to Guernsey law, he noted the following (at page 293):

“À Guernesey on se sert du vieux Coutumier de Normandie, commenté par Le Rouillé d’Alençon, mais plus
spécialement du Commentaire du Droit civil de Terrien. – La Coutume réformée n’ayant que peu d’autorité
dans ce bailliage, on ne consulte Bérault et Godefroy qu’au point de vue de la doctrine, mais non comme
application de la loi.
Durant la vingt-quatrième année du règne d’Elisabeth, la Cour de Guernesey rassembla en un recueil spécial
la série des priviléges et franchises de l’île de Guernesey, ainsi que les diverses décisions judiciaires importantes
intervenues jusqu’alors. Sir Thomas Leighton est l’auteur de cette compilation qui n’est, à vrai dire, qu’une sur-
glose de Terrien: aussi n’y a-t-on recours que lorsque le commentaire de ce dernier est reconnu insuffisant. Ce
document approuvé par le Conseil privé et destiné à servir de règlement pour l’avenir, a reçu force exécutive
sous le titre “d’Approbation des Lois.”
Lorsqu’il s’agit d’appliquer la législation en matière civile, le coutumier, les glossateurs et les ordonnances locales
peuvent servir de guide dans une certain mesure.
Mais il en est autrement en matière criminelle. À Guernesey pas plus qu’à Jersey, il n’existe de Code pénal, ni de
Code d’instruction criminelle. – La Loi commun laisse aux juges la plus complète liberté.”

Which translates:

“In Guernsey one uses the old Custom of Normandy, commented upon by Le Rouillé of Alençon, but
more particularly by Terrien’s Commentary on civil law. The Reformed custom having little authority
in this bailiwick, one only consults Bérault and Godefroy as doctrine rather than the application of law.
During the twenty-fourth year of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the Court of Guernsey gathered
together into a single special collection the series of privileges and freedoms of the island of Guernsey
as well as various important judgments which had arisen up to that time. Sir Thomas Leighton was the
author of this compilation which was, to tell the truth, no more than an over-gloss of Terrien: also one
only has recourse to it when the commentary of the latter is acknowledged to be insufficient.This doc-
ument, approved by the Privy Council and intended to serve as a regulation for the future, received
force of law under the title “Approbation of Laws”.
When it is a question of applying the legislation in a civil matter, the coutumier, the glossators236 and
the local ordinances serve, to a certain extent, as a guide.
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234 Gallienne’s choice of authorities generally is instructive for the sources of Guernsey law including, as he does, Pothier (both his treatises
and his commentary on the Coutume d’Orléans), the Code Civil, Code de procédure civile, commentators of the Coutume Reformée and, of
course, Roman law, as well as purely domestic sources comprising legislation, case-law and Guernsey authors.

235 Even forming this favourable opinion of the Guernsey Bar in the context of the knowledge required of anglo-norman law and legis-
lation as well as the Grand Coutumier: “La plupart des avocats joignent à un talent réel les avantages d’une solide érudition”; see p290. Le Cerf was
a member of the Société des Antiquaires de Normandie.

236 A glossator being one who writes glosses, ie a commentator.



But it is otherwise with criminal matters. In Guernsey, no more than in Jersey, is there a penal code,
nor code of criminal procedure. The common law leaves to the judges the most complete freedom.”

Le Cerf goes on to say how judges ameliorated the harsh sentencing to be found in Terrien, taking the par-
ticular example of how blasphemy was to be dealt with in the 16th century237.

Le Cerf ’s interpretation of how Terrien and l ’Approbation were used is of interest. It seems that for him,
Terrien was looked to first and only then l’Approbation if Terrien was insufficient.This seems a little unlikely.
One would expect, as today, that Terrien, l’Approbation and later works, such as that of Laurent Carey, would
be used together, along with relevant judgments and any material legislation, to arrive at whatever Guernsey
law was asserted to be.

Peter Jeremie

Advocate Peter Jeremie was the other principal Guernsey law author of the 19th century, who further distin-
guished himself by being invited to Jersey to give evidence to the Commissioners who later produced the
Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Civil, Municipal, and Ecclesiastical Laws of the Island
of Jersey of 1861238. His work, On Real Property and Taxation in Guernsey, with a Comparative View of Taxation
in England and France of 1866239 cites a wide variety of authors and sources, including Bacon, Basnage,
Blackstone, D’Aguesseau, Domat, Mansfield, Pothier, Roman law and the Code Civil. He was obviously
familiar with Terrien, but notes that:

“Nor among the useful works to be consulted should Mr Thomas Le Marchant’s “Remarques et
Animadversions” on Terrien be overlooked; though, from the recent changes that have taken place in
the law of real property, the work is no longer of the practical value it formerly was, though still impor-
tant as a historical reference.”

These comments are interesting on a number of levels. They show Jeremie’s familiarity with Terrien via Le
Marchant’s own commentary on l ’Approbation. They show also how Le Marchant (and therefore Terrien,
indirectly) had been of practical value in the context of Guernsey law of real property until the then “recent
changes” in law.

Modern citation in Guernsey law

The case of Chesney v Kitson240, a decision of the then Deputy Bailiff, Charles Frossard, illustrates the posi-
tion of Terrien in Guernsey law, or at least the position as it was thirty years ago. The case concerned the
right of a plaintiff to register in the livre des hypothèques an act of court placing an action upon the rôle des causes
à plaider241.Terrien was quoted extensively and Le Marchant’s remarks upon the relevant extracts of Terrien,
before the Court then turned to the Coutume reformée, Basnage, Bérault, Pothier, Planiol242, Gallienne243

and de Ferrière as well as fundamental maxims of customary law244. English law was also cited. While ulti-
mately the Court found that Guernsey law was not the same as the law of Normandy on this occasion, the
starting point had nevertheless been Terrien followed by Guernsey authors commenting on Terrien and later
customary law authors, as well as more recent French and English authorities.

Since that time it could perhaps be said that there has been less of an appetite to examine all of the cen-
turies of authorities available for the examination of any customary or civil law-leaning issue. However, this
is as much the responsibility of the advocate appearing before the Court as the Court’s. A judge’s hands are
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237 See p 295 Le Cerf and p 474 Terrien. 238 See pp 671 – 698. 239 There was more than one edition.
240 (1978) 20th February.
241 Ie the right to register in the court records a court order indicating that a civil action has been placed on the pleading list. In effect reg-

istering the unresolved proceedings. The right was upheld and confers a priority as against unregistered, or later registered, creditors in
relation to realty.

242 Of note, because Planiol lived between 1853 and 1931. Planiol’s principal work was his Traité élémentaire de droit civil. The Deputy
Bailiff was citing an author writing about modern French civil law.

243 The Deputy Bailiff plainly held Gallienne in high regard, defending him against a submission made by counsel with these words: “In
my judgment Gallienne is a very careful writer”.

244 The first being: La Coûtume fait la Loi et la meilleure loi est la coûtume du pays and the second: L’usage du pays est la meilleure interpretation
d’une loi. These maxims translate as follows: “Custom makes the Law and the best law is the custom of the country.” “The usage of the
country is the best interpretation of a law.”



certainly not tied by the authorities cited to the Court, but the Court is dependant, to some greater or lesser
extent, on the industry and knowledge of counsel appearing before it, particularly if the judge concerned is
not him or herself a qualified Guernsey advocate with his or her own detailed knowledge of customary law.

Nevertheless,Terrien continues to be cited regularly in those cases where it is still appropriate. For example,
Terrien was cited in the context of the origins of Guernsey law relating to curatelle in the Royal Court case
of In the matter of X, an Incapable245.Terrien was also cited extensively in the Guernsey Court of Appeal case
of Bach & Bach v Law Officers of the Crown246 as to the question of whether or not prescription periods sur-
vived in Guernsey criminal law, in particular a period of a year and a day for the prosecution of minor crimes.
Ultimately the issue was left undecided because the appeal was disposed of by another route. Terrien was
again cited as to the Guernsey law of set-off in the case of Flightlease Holdings (Guernsey) Limited v Flightlease
(Ireland) Limited247.

Academic writing

Terrien continues to be cited in modern Guernsey and Jersey academic writing. William Simpson and Jeremy
Muir in their article, The Droit de Division in Modern Guernsey Law: Application to Co-Guarantors only or to
Co-Obligors generally?248 stated that: “As with any issue of customary law in Guernsey, the first place to look
is Terrien’s Commentaires du Droict Civil …”. They cite Terrien also in a later article, Third Party Rights and
Stipulations Pour Autrui in Modern Guernsey Law249. Likewise Terrien is cited in Simon Howitt’s, The Nature
of Tenancies under Guernsey Law250, StJohn Robilliard’s The Guernsey Law of Contract: An Explanation251,
John Kelleher’s The Sources of Jersey Contract Law252, Richard Falle’s Has Terry Lost its Legs?253 and many
other articles in the Jersey and Guernsey Law Review.

Conclusion

Terrien’s work is not, however, as I hope to have demonstrated in this introduction, purely of academic inter-
est. His work is one of the fundamental pillars of the history of Norman customary law, the foundation of
modern Guernsey law and a living authority for Channel Island law generally.

There is a simplistic tendency to believe that merely because something is more recent or modern it is
somehow better than what went before. That tendency extends also to the field of law, and yet there can be
few areas where such an assumption is more misplaced. The length, complexity, impenetrability and sheer
quantity of modern United Kingdom legislation is extraordinary.That so much legislation is not even made
by Parliament any more is also of great concern, primary legislation giving way to statutory instrument and
regulation. The pattern is repeated in the quantity and complexity of case-law and the continuing failure
even to require appellate courts to give single judgments. Add to this the weight of European Union legis-
lation and case-law, not to mention European Court of Human Rights and Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms law and case-law and the burden becomes almost unbearable.
The problem is repeated on a smaller scale in the Channel Island jurisdictions. “Law” as such will have to be
reformed fundamentally at some point; how it is made, how it is expressed, how it is adjudicated upon, how
it is written down. All of which provides further cogent reasons for studying the history of law and remaining
acquainted with authors such as Terrien and Pothier. As and when and if Europe resolves to rationalise and
codify its laws I suggest that the authors of those codes will best be served by reading the great legal authors
of the past and seeking to emulate their gift for expressing legal principle clearly, concisely and authoritatively.
There is a risk of law and regulation suffocating society. What Terrien would have made of it, we can only
guess. I am sure he would be happy though to know that his own work lives on, both as a remembrance of
ancient Norman customary law and a guide to modern customary law.
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245 [2007 – 2008] GLR 387. A judgment of Lieutenant Bailiff Talbot QC.
246 [2007 – 2008] GLR 354, Beloff, Jones and Martin JJ.A 247 [2009] GLR 38. A judgment of Lieutenant Bailiff Southwell QC.
248 Jersey Law Review, June 2005 249 Jersey Law Review, June 2006. 250 Jersey Law Review, June 2004
251 Jersey Law Review, February 1998. See also his Trusts of Land under Guernsey Customary Law, Jersey Law Review, October 2003.
252 Jersey Law Review February 1999.
253 Jersey Law Review, February 2002. Examining the status of the 1963 Jersey case, Re Terry, née Preston and the question of entitlement

to income during the administration of the moveable estate of a deceased person.
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COMMENTARIES

ON CIVIL LAW
both public and private, observed in the land

& Duchy of Normandy,
Comprising and consisting of the Charter of King Louis Hutin, known as the Charter to the Normans255,

the Charter of King Philip made at L’Isle-bonne256 and other Royal Ordinances published in the
Exchequer and Court of Parliament of the said land, Modifications257 of the said Court, Judgments of the
said Exchequer and Court of Parliament given in the form of Ordinances, Custom of the said Duchy, both

written and unwritten: Usage, Procedural law in the Courts and Jurisdictions of Normandy, and
procedure of the said Court generally: The whole in texts and glosses.

BY MASTER WILLIAM TERRIEN, LIEU-
tenant General of the Bailiwick of Dieppe: And by him ordered in the fashion of the ancient perpetual Prætorian Edicts of the
Romans: Enriched and illustrated by notes drawn both from the Civil Law of the same Romans and several ancient official

French histories, & Greek and Latin political authors.

Essential and required not only for Judges, Jurists and Practitioners of the said Duchy, but also all those of
other provinces and jurisdictions of this Kingdom

AT PARIS

At the house of Jaques du Puys admitted258 bookseller, located in the Rue de Saint Jean de Latran, at the
sign of the Samaritan259

1574

WITH THE KING’S PRIVILEGE

255 Louis X, “the Quarrelsome”. He lived between 1289 and 1316 and reigned for only two years, 1314 – 1316.The Charte aux Normands was
granted in 1315.

256 Ie Lillebonne. The prominence given to this charter is a bit of a mystery; Hoüard does not refer to it under his entry for Chartes,
saying that they only have two famous charters, one of Henry I of England and Duke of Normandy dated 1155, the other being the Charte
aux Normands. It seems to be a reference to a somewhat obscure charter concerning patronage of the church; see p67 of the supplemental
materials to volume I Basnage, 4th Edtn. See also p299 Terrien, “Le charte au Roy Philippe, qui fut faite à Lislebonne, escrite en la Coustume”. I
am grateful to Darryl Ogier for drawing my attention to de Gruchy’s theory at p261 of L’Ancienne Coutume de Normandie that this is a dupli-
cate of a charter made at Gisors in 1207.

257 The word “modification” is a term of art in this context. Nicot’s Thresor de la langue française (1606) defines modification as “Limitation,
Restriction, Moderatio, Praescriptio, Praescriptum”.The Dictionnaire de L’Académie française, 1st Edtn. (1694) defines the word as: “L’action par
laquelle une chose est modifiée” and goes on to state that: “Il signifie aussi, restriction, limitation”, giving the example: “On enregistra tous les Edits
avec quelque modification.”

258 The French word is juré which means literally “sworn”; it is used in the sense of an individual having taken the necessary oath for
admission to his craft or guild.

259 There appears to have been something of a printing industry in this street. For example there is a 16th century collection of French
dance music with the following title page: “Le tout mis en Musique à quatre parties (appropriés tant à la voix humaine, que pour jouer sur tous
instruments musicalz) Par Jean d’Estrée, joueur de Hautbois du Roy. De l’imprimerie de Nicolas du Chemin, à l’ensigne du Griffon d’argent, rue
Saint Jean de Latran, à Paris. 1559”.



TO MESSIRE260 JAQUES
DE BAUQUEMARE 261, SEIGNEUR

OF BOURDENY, CHEVALIER,
Councillor of the King in his privy Council, and first President in his

Court of Parlement of Rouen.

Sir, the heirs of Master William Terrien, Lieutenant of the Bailiwick of Dieppe, sent to me these
Commentaries on Norman Civil law, written by him shortly before his death in the form that one sees them,
so that they might be printed.262 I communicated them to several individuals expert in these matters and
found that, in emulation of the ancient compilers of laws,Terrien, with great judgement and profit to all those
of his robe263, had gathered together from the diverse components and forms by which Norman law is deter-
mined, everything belonging to each subject. He had arranged the same by connected headings, clarifying all
parts, which, for whatever reason, can appear obscure in this law. I considered the delay in bringing this work
to light to be an absolute denial of that great benefit which those of the robe would thereby receive in all the
Provinces of this Kingdom, not to mention that of Normandy. From ancient times, those who sat in judicial
sessions and those who brought and debated causes before them, saw themselves surrounded by Customs,
Charters bestowing privileges, Styles264, Edicts265, Restrictions266, Modifications267 of such and Arrêts268, all
dispensing law to a future from that moment everlasting.These materials were dispersed, not only in different
volumes, but also in separate quires269 and, for the most part, kept in locked rooms. Individuals were con-
strained to bring these scattered works together in such order as seemed fit to them, at certain common places,
so as to be able to see the whole of a subject. But none yet, other than Terrien, had employed themselves to this
end for the benefit of the public at large and so as to liberate the populace from this burden. Indeed, little
effort is needed to marvel at the great labour required to gather all these materials together. It demanded a great
knowledge of the law, sublime judgement and a craftsman’s method and disposition to produce a faultless dis-
tillation of such disparate and, for the most part, abstruse materials.These are qualities not readily found com-
bined in a single individual, if one person has ever possessed them all. In any event, who has directed such
blessings towards the public weal, rather than deploy them for private profit? But this is what Terrien has
done. He, being a very learned270 Jurist, understood how numerous were the constituent parts and forms of
Law used by the Romans, comprising the Laws, Senatusconsulta271, Plebiscites272, Praetorian Edicts273,

260 A now obsolete title given to persons of high birth, dignity or distinction.
261 There is reference to a de Bauquemare, Lieutenant particulier du Bailly de Caux à Caudebac at p16 of the 1776 Edition of Bérault,

Godefroy and d’Aviron’s Commentaires, also known as the Amalgam. The context is a judgment of 1552. Henry III’s letters patent of 1577
requiring the reform of the Grande Coutume were addressed, inter alia, to de Bauquemare.

262 I have taken slight liberties with the tenses employed by M. de Puys in order to break down the enormously long sentences he employs,
in the interests of comprehension. Purists are referred in any event to the original. This translation is consciously not literal in order to be
readable.

263 Or gown, ie the judiciary, procureurs and advocates.
264 The full expression would be “style de procéder”, literally style of procedure in the sense of a body of procedural rules. See for example

in Guernsey, Josué Le Marchant’s Ebauche du Style de Procéder, published in 1804 but dating from the mid-18th century.
265 Or ordinances; a rule promulgated by a Magistrate.
266 Literally, restrictions placed upon what would otherwise be civil law rights.
267 Literally, modifications of the strict rules of the civil law. These references appear to be to judgments qualifying existing law.
268 Judgments. See pp10 and 11 of Terrien for the nature of customary law and the distinctions between coutume, usage, style and loi.
269 From the old French quaier (in modern French cahier); four sheets of paper or parchment folded together in eight leaves; later, the

twentieth part of a ream, 24 sheets, each having a single fold.
270 The 16th century French word tresdocte translates literally as “very learned”.
271 Resolutions of the Roman Senate originally taking the form of advice to Magistrates but evolving into what amounted to legislation,

see p16 An Introduction to Roman Law by Barry Nicholas, OUP 1962.
272 Another form of Roman “legislation”.
273 A Prætor was a Roman magistrate or judge.



Edicts of the Ædiles274, opinions and writings of the Sages275, and ordinances of the Emperors. Justinian had
arranged all of these in order to produce the compilation which we see today, and after him Leo276.The latter
ought to have compiled into a single work with cross-referenced titles and books that which Justinian had
put into four without such links. As I say,Terrien, seeing that the civil Law by which public and private matters
in Normandy are determined, is to be found in the Custom of the land, in the Charters bestowing privileges
and in the Style of procedure which keeps and maintains it, and in the Arrêts of the Court (the annual
Exchequer of long ago and now the ordinary Court of Parliament) and, in addition, in the Ordinances pub-
lished up to his time, decided upon the plan of the ancient Perpetual Edict277 as handed down by the Jurists
and Emperors. Likewise, inasmuch as circumstances permitted, following this course, he gathered together by
consecutive titles and books all that was to be found scattered and germinating in the above-mentioned
Customs, Charters, Style of procedure, Arrêts of the said Exchequer and Court of Parliament, Royal
Ordinances published there, and Restrictions and Modifications of the same. He interposed by way of glosses,
notes, endless explanations and illustrations what would otherwise require the assistance of a Jurist. All of this
he did with such judgement that his work is not only absolute and perfect, but will also for a long time be
without parallel in such matters. That he has undertaken this work and completed it in the time of your
Presidency, gives you, Monseigneur, without doubt, nothing but glory. For recall how great King Francis278,
a man of admirable and excellent spirit, possessing the germ of all sciences and arts, was both motive and
guide to those of his subjects taking for vocation what would be pleasing to their prince; each so as to become
during his reign very knowledgeable in all sciences and artisans exceeding the opinions of men.The glory and
great mercy in such endeavour is, without dispute, due to his Majesty. Likewise, you, Monseigneur, who pre-
sides over so great and notable a province. Being accomplished in all the sciences and qualities that appertain
to a Magistrate of such high degree, you are the motive and guide of all those of the robe in your jurisdiction
undertaking that in which you excel over all others, and which brings you such pleasure. In the midst of such
competition our author has placed this striking work279, illustrating how the signal virtue of a leader operates
in all professions and makes worthwhile that struggle for the heights and the honourable efforts of all those
working under his charge. For the greater good and ornamentation of this province, God has chosen at the
same time to provide you with Messeigneurs de Hattes, de Jeumel and d’Amours, second, third and fourth
Presidents respectively. Likewise to select messieurs de la Porte, Bigot, and Vauqueline, Procureur, Advocates
of his Majesty, all elite and erudite individuals. Members of the profession who are spread here and there in
the land, may, wherever they rest their gaze in your company, find much to emulate, of which you alone can
be the archetype for all the Kingdom, and from whom, as the source of such great good, glory emanates and
returns. This is the reason why, Mongseigneur, this posthumous work of Terrien, identifies itself above all
with you, and, conforming with the wishes of the deceased’s father, I dedicate it to you, to exist, live and per-
meate the country under your tutelage, favour and safeguard. And need of it there may well be in several places,
to be both a condemnation and encouragement, in so great a reign, of that virtue and endeavour which has
been, by great misfortune, a stranger to the greater part of men. However, it has tooth and claw to resist bodily
whomsoever would attack it; provided that one approaches the work as a gentleman, and not from behind
with hidden arms as the envious and detractors are wont to do. Monseigneur, seeing it received and accepted
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274 A reference to the Curule Ædiles, Roman magistrates responsible for public works, the corn supply and control of the market place.
It was this last function which gave their edicts lasting significance. They were first appointed in 377 BC, see p 4 An Introduction to Roman
Law, ibid. Although there were other forms of Ædiles, only the Curule Ædiles had the power to issue edicts.

275 Most likely a reference to the leading Roman jurists, 39 of whom are cited in Justinian’s Digest with Gaius, Julian, Papinian, Paul and
Ulpian appearing more frequently than the others, see p27 Justinian, The Digest of Roman Law, Theft, Rapine, Damage and Insult, translated
by C F Kolbert, Penguin 1979.

276 A reference to Leo VI, Byzantine emperor between 886 and 912; he carried on the work of his father Basil I, producing the Basilica, a
further compendium of Roman law.

277 “A perpetuum edictum was that rule which was made by the magistratus on entering upon office, and which was intended to apply to
all cases to which it was applicable, during the year of his office, hence it was sometimes called also annua lex. It was not called perpetuum
because the rules were fixed, but because each praetor published his edict upon entering office, and thus there was a perpetuum (continuous)
edictum. Until it became the practice for the magistratus to adopt the edicta of their predecessors, the edicta could not form a body of permanent
binding rules; but when this practice became common, the edicta (edictum tralaticium) soon constituted a large body of law, which was prac-
tically of as much importance as any other part of the law. The several edicta, when thus established, were designated by the names of their
promulgators, such as the Edictum Carbonianum; or they were named with reference to the formula, and the actio which they established, as
Aquiliana, Publiciana, Rutiliana.” See A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities by William Smith, D.C.L., LL.D., London 1875.

278 A reference to François I, King of France between 1515 and 1547. A great renaissance figure, if less successful militarily and politically.
279 Literally “punchy”.



in the land where it was born, and both there and elsewhere kept and maintained by your authority in the
safety and immunity which it merits, I will myself take heart, and, trusting in you, publish by the means of my
press, other authors of the same worth in order to perform those duties of service sworn to you for all my life.
I pray God, MONSEIGNEUR, that you enjoy the most perfect health, and the longest and happiest of lives.
From Paris this twenty-fourth day of July, 1574.

Your humble and most obedient
servant Jacques du Puys
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OF BOOK I
which is

On Norman justice and law
On law and justice. chap. I 1280

On the parts of which our law is composed. chap. II 9281

On custom, laws, usages and style. chap. III 10282

On the observance of ordinances. chap. IIII 12283

OF BOOK II
which is

On the law and status of persons284

On husband and wife. chap. I 16285

On the power of a father over his children and family,
of sons of the family and emancipations. chap. II 19286

On bastards and their legitimation. chap. III 21287

On the pre-eminence and dignity of the eldest son.
chap. IIII 22288

On under-age or minor children, their tutors and
curators. chap. V. 23289

On curators of prodigals and the insane. chap. VI 25000

On the members of the three estates. chap. VII 26290

On Bishops, Abbots and other Ecclesiastical and
religious persons. chap. VIII 27291

On the nobility. chap. IX 35292

On merchants. chap. X 38000

On artisans and workmen. chap. XI 39000

On foreigners. chap. XII 41293

OF BOOK III
which is

On Magistrates and ordinary officers of justice
On the King duke of Normandy. chap. I. 42294

On the King’s Lieutenant general, and governor of the
land. chap. II 46000

On the general officers. chap. III 48000

On the jurisdiction and office of judges in ordinary.
chap. IIII 54000

280 The opening chapter is worth reading for Terrien’s selection of materials relating to, and general account of, the nature of (Norman) law and
justice. He maintains the common distinction between natural and man-made law (droict naturel & establi). Indeed he cites Justinian in the first sen-
tence of his commentary.

281 Again this is worth studying for Terrien’s account of the component parts of Norman law. He identifies Roman law, Royal laws and ordinances,
ordinances and arrêts of the Eschiquier and Parlement (of Rouen) and the custom, usage and “style” (procedure) of the Courts and jurisdiction of
(Normandy). He observes that “… la Coutume & le style en leur commencement ne surent escrits: mais seulement gardez & observez par un commun usage,
& depuis arrestez & redigez par escrit”, ie “… Custom and procedure were not initially in writing, but merely kept and observed by common usage and
(only) since determined and reduced to writing”.

282 Here Terrien expands on the theme of customary law by citing the Coutume on the nature of itself, “Coustume est ce qui a esté gardé d’ancienneté,
loué des Princes, & gardé du peuple: qui devise à chacune chose doit estre, & ce qui appartient à chacun.” (“Custom is that which has been kept from ancient
times, endorsed by Princes and observed by the people, which determines what each thing is and to whom it belongs”.) In his commentary at p11 he
distinguishes carefully between custom, usage, style and law; see note d.

283 An ordinance of Louis XII dating from 1499 expressly required all judges to respect and apply the provisions of Royal ordinances. Indeed an
oath to like effect was to be taken by all officers of the Court.

284 The law and status of persons is taken first because “… tout le droict dont nous usons touche & regarde les personnes, ou les biens, ou les actions & juge-
ments: & que tout droict a esté estably pour le bien & utilité des hommes …”. (“… all the law which we use touches and concerns people, property, actions
and judgments; and all law has been established for the good and utility of men …”.)

285 The chapter commences with extracts from the Grande Coutume: “L’homme & la femme sont deux en une chair; & leur possession ne doit-estre
qu’une, de quoy le mari à (sic) la seigneurie. Et ne peuvent femmes rien avoir pour elles que tout ne soit à leurs maris.” In other words the husband controlled
the assets of both parties to the marriage. Indeed the wife could not make a will without her husband’s authority. Furthermore, there was no legal con-
sequence for simple battery of a wife, although the line was drawn at serious bodily mistreatment, such as removing eyes, breaking arms or sustained
abuse (see generally p16).

286 A legitimate child was in the power of his father until emancipation. Emancipation occurred either through age, marriage or express agreement.
The relevant age was 20.

287 Terrien writes: “Bastars ne sont habiles à succeder à aucun …”; ie bastards were excluded from succession. It was not until s.1 of the Law Reform
(Inheritance and Miscellaneous Provisions) (Guernsey) Law 2006 came into force that illegitimate children were no longer discriminated against
under Guernsey law. Until then they were excluded from intestate succession.

288 Younger siblings were required to show the eldest “honneur & reverence”.
289 It is chapters of this kind that are still particularly pertinent to Guernsey law given the survival of such institutions as tutelle and curatelle.
290 Hence the “States” or in old French “Estats”. For Terrien (and any other writer of the time) the “corps politiques” comprised the “trois estats: dont

le premier s’est attribué specialement le titre d’eglise, & du clergé … Le second est l’estat de noblesse. Et le tiers estat comprend les gens de labeur, marchans,
artisans & tout le menu peuple”. (the “… three estates: of which the first comprises the church and clergy … The second is the state of nobility. And
the third comprises working men, merchants, artisans and all the little people”.)

291 The relationship between Crown and Church was still of great importance in Terrien’s time and continuing to evolve. There are a number of
chapters in the Commentaries concerned with the rights and obligations of the Church and Churchmen vis-à-vis the kingdom.

292 This chapter includes a series of interesting provisions such as a ban on hunting over sown land at certain times of the year, or of carrying on
trade as a merchant. Acknowledged bastards of noble houses retained the privileges of nobility.

293 This concerns the right of a Seigneur to the property of a deceased foreigner, the droit d’aubeine.
294 For the Grande Coutume, “Le duc de Normandie ou le Prince est cil qui tient la seigneurie de tout le duché: dequoy le Roy de France a ores la seigneurie
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On the distinction between the offices of Bailiff and
Viscount, and regulation between them and their
lieutenants. chap. V 59295

On the King’s Advocates and Procureur. chap. VI 64296

On the office of Greffier. chap. VII 67297

On the salary of Judges and Greffiers. chap. VIII 70000

On the office of Sergeant. chap. IX 74298

On Sergeants and other extraordinary officers. chap. X 78000

On the Keepers of Royal privileges of the Universities.
chap. XI 79000

On high justices, subalterns, and Royal cases. chap. XII 81000

On inferior justices. chap. XIII 87000

On the secular jurisdiction over clerics, and the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction over laymen, in civil
matters. chap. XIIII 89000

OF BOOK IIII
which is

On the laws and domain of the King and concerning
public matters

On the office of receiver of the King’s domain. chap. I. 94000

That prescription does not run against the King’s
domain. chap. II. 95299

On the receipt, sale and distribution of the King’s
wheat and grains. chap. III 97000

On property attaching to the King’s domain, through
default in payment of debts due to the said Lord.
chap. IIII 99000

On fiefs, church alms-lands (omoſnes) and other
rights due in respect of the King’s domain. chap. V ibid300

On the verification of advowsons301 and accounts of

fiefs held directly of the King without intermediary.
chap. VI 100000

On treasure trove chap. VII 100302

On mint and hearth dues. chap. VIII 101303

On fines. chap. IX 103000

On watch towns304, castles and strong places. chap. X 105000

On armed service, ordinary and extraordinary
conscription. chap. XI 108305

On rights of common and private land. chap. XII 120306

On crossings, tolls & the repair of bridges, paths
and public roads. chap. XIII 121000

On the making and maintenance of water wells.
chap. XIIII 124000

On weights and measures. chap. XV 126000

On not buying wheat other than in public markets
and contracts for wheat. chap. XVI 127000

On money. chap. XVII 129000

On moneychangers, usurers and jewellers. chap. XVIII 137000

On bakers and the weight of white bread. chap. XIX 143000

On the sale of meat by the pound. chap. XX 144000

On hoteliers, taverners and inn-keepers. chap. XXI ibid
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chap. XXII 150307

On feasts and banquets. chap. XXII0 151000
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chap. XXIIII 153000
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chap. XXVIII 164310
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& la dignité avec les autres honneurs que Dieu luy a donnez”. (“The duke of Normandy or the Prince is he who holds the lordship of all the duchy: by
which means the King of France now has the lordship and the dignity together with the other honours which God has given to him”.) Terrien was
plainly a supporter of the French King and no separatist. He sets out here a history of the duchy and each of the dukes. It begins: “Le pays de Normandie
avoit tousjours esté en la main des Rois de France, comme estant des appartenances de leur couronne …”. (“The land of Normandy had always been in the
hands of the Kings of France, as being appurtenances of their crown …”.)

295 The role of the Bailiff is examined in this chapter: “Le Bailly est appelé le Justicier du pays, qui est establi par le Prince ou par le Duc: & a pouvoir
de justicier & de faire droict au peuple qui est submis à luy. Car il est establi pour garde la paix, pour terminer les querelles, pour destruire les larrons, les homicides,
les ardeurs, & les autres mal-faicteurs.” “The Bailiff is called the Justicier of the land, who is appointed by the Prince or the Duke, and has power to
adjudicate and administer justice to the people submitted to him. For he is appointed in order to maintain the peace, to resolve disputes, to eradicate
thieves, murderers, the hot-headed and other wrongdoers.”) Note that the Grande Coutume reads: “Justicier est appellé de justice, pour ce qu’il a pouvoir
de justicier les aultres”, whereas Terrien alters this to read: “Le Bailly est appelé le Iusticier du pays …”

296 Again, offices enduring in Guernsey law and procedure.
297 Likewise. HM Greffier in Guernsey is a Crown appointment.
298 Also known as huissiers and again very much enduring in Guernsey.
299 “… ledit domaine & patrimoine de nostredite couronne est reputé sacré, & ne peut tomber au commerce des hommes: Ce que nul de nos sujets ne peut ou

doit ignorer: …”. (“… the said domain and patrimony of our said crown is deemed sacred and cannot fall into (ordinary) human commerce, which no
subject can or should be unaware of …”.)

300 Omosnes or aumosnes were literally alms. Land could be given to the church for the purpose of funding alms.
301 The right of presentation to a vacant ecclesiastical benefice.
302 The French is “thresor trouvé”.
303 In the sense of the right to make (mint) money and the right to receive a tax based on the number of hearths (feus) in a property.
304 A very literal translation; perhaps garrison town would capture the spirit better.
305 Again difficult to translate. It is the distinction between the King’s power to call for armed service due from vassals and the extraordinary

power to require service from all free men, whether in a direct feudal relationship with the King or not.
306 Basnage, in his Commentaires sur la Coutume de Normandie 4th edtn. 1778 at vol. 1 p135 column 2 says that Terrien falls into error in this chapter

(at footnote (b)) through reading conjunctively what Basnage says is disjunctive; ie “and” for “or”.
307 The concern here was to regulate prices.
308 More like 16th century raves.
309 Considerable detail is given concerning appropriate and inappropriate dress in what appears to have been an appeasing and cost cutting

exercise. Churchmen were, for example, to wear “habits modestes, decens & convenables à leur professions: …”. (“… clothing which was modest, decent
and appropriate to their profession: …”)

310 An ordinance of Charles IX required collegiate and cathedral churches to provide a cleric at no cost to the state to teach the young children
of the town.



OF BOOK V
which is

On the distinctions between property; on tenures and
seigneurial rights

On movable and immovable property. chap. I 169000

On fiefs. chap. II 170000

On tenures. chap. III 174000

On tenure by homage. chap. IIII 176311

On tenure by parage. chap. V 179312

On tenure by bourgage. chap. VI ibid.313

On tenure by charity (omoſne). chap. VII 180314

On relief, aid by relief and treizième. chap. VIII 183315

On seigneurial aids and sub-aids. chap. IX 186316

On the guardianship of orphans (orphelins). chap. X ibid.317

On wrecks and found objects (varech & choses gayves)318.
chap. XI 191000

OF BOOK VI
which is

On succession and the division of inherited land.
On the vesting of land in general. chap. I 193319

On vesting by succession. chap. II 195320

On shares in the succession. chap.III 201321

On the vesting of inherited land located in the
Caux country. chap. IIII 209322

On gifts that fathers make to their children and other
persons and on the bringing of such gifts into
account. chap. V 211323

On succesoral impediments. chap. VI 214324

On wills. chap. VII 215325

On the benefit of an inventory. chap. VIII 219326
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311 Note again that time does not run entre l’homme & le seigneur; see p177.
312 A form of noble feudal tenure between brothers, but preserving the unity of the fief as regards the seigneur. Lands were held of the elder by

the younger, the elder paying homage to the seigneur.
313 A bourg was a large village or agglomeration, typically fortified, but not necessarily. What is being identified here is, essentially, realty held in

towns, where the rules on buying and selling of land approximated much more closely to those for movables, with a similar consequence for the law
of succession. “De teneures par bourgage doit-l’en savoir, qu’elles peuvent estre vendues & achetees (sic.) comme meuble, sans l’assentement aux seigneurs …”.

314 Again this relates to land donated for charitable purposes, typically into the keeping of the church.These provisions (from the Grande Coutume
and a ruling of the Eschiquier of 1426) seek to preserve the rights of those higher up the feudal ladder, in particular ducal rights in the context of lay
justice, by reserving to the duke alone the right to make a true free grant of land for charitable purposes. It also appears that “plusieurs personnes pour
frauder, & pour vouloir eux exempter contre raison, ont mis & mettent croix sûr leur maisons, feignans estre resseans des lieux d’omosnes, qui pas ne le sont”. In
other words, individuals had attempted to cheat the ducal revenue by daubing crosses on their property!

315 Relief was a due payable upon certain mutations within the fief; typically upon the death of the vassal. Aid by relief was payable upon the
death of the seigneur at half the rate of the relief. Mention is also made of sale, gift, exchange or any other contract by which fief land is alienated.
The custom also refers to those entering holy orders (a form of legal death). A distinction was drawn between fiefs where relief was payable and
certain fiefs par homage where it was not payable for as long as homage was due.Treizième of course survived in Guernsey until the late 20th century,
albeit not as a true 13th. In Sark the true treizième survived until 2007, see s.12 of the Real Property (Transfer Tax, Charging and Related Provisions)
(Sark) Law 2007.

316 These are three further forms of due payable (i) to the eldest son of the seigneur when he is knighted (ii) to the eldest daughter when she
married and (iii) to secure the release of the seigneur when taken a prisoner of war. Terrien shows his familiarity with other coutumes by referring to
the coutume of Touraine.

317 Essentially the seigneur had the guardianship of infant orphaned vassals and enjoyed the income of their fiefs until they achieved their majority
or were otherwise emancipated.

318 Here Terrien is concerned with shipwreck and found objects not adapted to the use of man. The issue relates to seigneurial rights over such
objects. For a detailed account of this topic see John Kelleher’s paper in Commise 1204, Studies in the History and Law of Continental and Insular
Normandy, published by the Guernsey Bar in 2005, at p.171. See also Stéphanie Nicolle QC’s article in (2001) 5 JL Review entitled Treasure Trove, Lost
Stolen or Strayed.

319 The word Terrien uses is escheance, which is not easy to translate. The English word escheat suggests forfeiture to a seigneur, whereas Terrien
uses the word much less pejoratively, identifying three types of escheance: by inheritance, by grace (eg church lands) and by fortune, ie neither of the
other two. Terrien’s principal concern is with realty rather than personalty, although note what is said about wills in Livre VI chapter VII. Norman
succession to realty was, of course, ab intestat.

320 Livre VI generally and this chapter in particular are important to an understanding of Guernsey’s law of succession. Here the core principles
of Norman successoral law are stated and discussed; eg representation en ligne droicte ie representation in direct line, avancement de succession, and so
on. See generally for Guernsey successoral law Dawes, Laws of Guernsey, Hart, 2003 at ch.9. See also the Wills and Successions ( Jersey) Law 1993 for
the law of that Bailiwick.

321 This chapter is relevant to understanding the notion of partage, ie division of an estate between heirs. Basnage, in his commentary at vol 1, p396,
column 2 of the 4th edition disagrees with Terrien as to the entitlement of the eldest in the face of demands for partage from his younger male sib-
lings.

322 There were particular customs in the pays de Caux given the distinctive character of the land and landholdings in that region and the even
greater desirability of avoiding excessive division of landholdings.

323 It is here that the principle of equality between heirs is emphasised. This remains of great relevance even today, subject to the latitude given
by (modern) statute.

324 This is the notion that an individual can be disqualified from sharing in a succession for various reasons, including bastardy, the taking of reli-
gious orders or leprosy (mesellerie).

325 Here we are concerned with testamentary powers. In Norman law it was essentially only personalty which could be left by will.The relevance
of this chapter for Guernsey law today arises from the protected entitlement of the children of the deceased to a share of the personalty, the légitime,
likewise the entitlement of a surviving spouse, the droit du conjoint.

326 This was a device to protect would-be heirs from acquiring a net liability instead of a worthwhile estate and survives in Guernsey law.



OF BOOK VII
which is

On obligations and contracts.327

On the office of Tabellion. chap. I 221328

On the salary of Tabellions. chap. II 225000

On debts and debtors. chap. III 228000

On obligations made by private acknowledgements.
chap. IIII 232329

On ineffective covenants and promises. chap. V 233330

On cession331 and transport332 of debts, rights and
actions. chap. VI 234000

On the rights that married persons acquire over the
property of the other. chap. VII 235333

On the sale and measurement of land. chap. VIII 242000

On agricultural tenancies. chap. IX 244000

On mortgage. chap. X 245000

On co-ownership of property. chap. XI 246334

On conveyance of land at a rente. chap. XII 247335

On the sale or creation of rente hypothèques.
chap. XIII 248336

On dispositions by donors and testators made in
favour of their administrators. chap. XIIII 252337

On the registration of gifts. chap. XV 253338

OF BOOK VIII
which is

On actions, disputes or complaints.
On disputes concerning possession of movables. chap. I 256000

On disputes concerning possession of immovables.
chap. II 258000

On the writ of new dispossession (nouvelle dessaisine).
chap. III 259339

On the dispossession of pilgrims and merchants.
chap. IIII 263340

On the woman dispossessed and dispossessing in the
absence of her husband. chap. V ibid.

On the writ of ancestor’s death or close heir. chap. VI ibid.341

On the writ of encumbered marriage. chap. VII 266342

On the claim for dower. chap. VIII 268343

On fiefs encumbered by the rights of widowers
and widows. chap. IX 270000

On inquiries into shares of inherited land. chap. X 271000

On the clameur de haro. chap. XI 272344

On possession claims generally and their form of
procedure. chap. XII 273000

On possession claims in respect of ecclesiastical
benefices. chap. XIII 277000

On the registration of burials of the holders of
benefices and of baptisms. chap. XIIII 279000

On apostolic mandates. chap. XV 280000

On the resignation of benefices; notaries and bankers
undertaking the expedition of the same. chap. XVI 286000

On patronage of the church. chap. XVII 295000

On the writ of fief and security for debt. chap. XVIII 303000

On the writ of fief & farm345 and of fief given
over into guardianship or loan. chap. XIX 306000

On the writ of establishment346 & silent demand347.
chap. XX 307000

On the writ of lay fiefs and of charitable lands.
chap. XXI 308000

On apparent rights. chap. XXII 310348
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327 Book 7 delivers much less than it promises. There is very little concerning the substantive law of obligations to be found here. See generally
for Channel Island contract law pp 57 – 101 A Celebration of Autonomy 1204 – 2004 800 Years of Channel Islands’ Law, published by the Jersey Law
Review, 2005.

328 A form of notary, from the Latin Tabellio. A tabula was the wax tablet used for record making purposes; the diminutive of tabula was tabella.
The tabellio wrote on the tabella. See Nicot, Thresor de la langue française (1606).

329 As opposed to, say, before a Tabellion.
330 Here we find reference to promises without cause, dishonest cause and promises made under-age. Alas the main body of the chapter is only

7 lines long.
331 Abandoning one’s property to creditors. 332 Assignment of obligations owed by third parties.
333 But note that the husband had the seigneurie of the wife’s assets. 334 The chapter is, unfortunately, very brief.
335 A form of conditional sale. 336 A form of secured income entitlement for a term. 337 Essentially nullifying the same.
338 Presumably to avoid later mischief and dispute.
339 The equivalent of the French reintegrande. A form of (re)possession action available when instituted within a year and a day of the taking

complained of. The word “writ” is a very loose translation of the French bref which seems to have the same origins, if not quite the same use as the
English word “brief ”. Disseisin was, of course, one of the many law French words employed by English law. John Rastell in his An exposition of certaine
difficult and obscure words, and terms of the lawes of this Realme of 1579 (7th edtn. re-published by Lawbook Exchange Limited in 2003) defined the
word as follows: “Disseisin is when a man enters into any land or tenements where his entre is not lawful, & putteth him out ye hath the freehold”.

340 This provision stops time from running against the absent pilgrim or merchant, an early form of empêchement.
341 A form of possession action available to heirs.
342 A right of action afforded to a widow within a year and a day (“an & jour”) of the husband’s death in order to reconstitute her realty.
343 Ie the widow’s entitlement after the death of her husband.
344 An ancient Norman self-help remedy equivalent to an injunction.Terrien traces the clameur back to Rollo, the first Duke of Normandy, “… qui

fut Prince severe & de sigrande justice, que de son temps les laboureurs laissoyent aux champs leurs charrues & autres outlis à labourer, sans crainte des larrons” (“…
who was such a severe prince and of such high justice, that during his time the workers could leave their ploughs and other working tools in the fields,
without fear of thieves.” See footnote (b) on p 272). Robert of Torigni (c.1110 – 1186) added by way of interpolation to the Gesta Normannorum Ducum
of William of Jumièges the story of how Rollo sat down to a meal in a wood after a hunt. He hung golden bracelets on a tree which remained untouched
for three years “because the duke was so feared”; see book II.14 (20) – (21) of Elisabeth van Houts’ edition for Oxford Medieval Texts. Terrien himself
narrates the story of a man who interrupted the funeral of William the Conqueror by raising the clameur, on the grounds that the land where the
abbey had been built included his own land, which had not been paid for. See generally H Pissard’s La Clameur de Haro dans le Droit Normand, Caen
1911. See also Charles Tancrede’s paper Le Clameur de Haro for Les éditions du Veilleur de Proue, 1999. See Dawes, ibid, at p485.

345 Again a form of agricultural tenancy.
346 A form of declaratory action concerning the (true) ownership of land.
347 A very literal translation.The idea is again one of seeking a declaratory judgment, this time against seigneurs making wrongful demands of their

vassals. The word might refer more to the person who will not heed a request.
348 In the sense of long user, again a form of action concerned with ownership, this time based on the appearance of things. Ie actual possession

and use for a long time.



On the clameur of secured pledges. chap. XXIII 311349

On manual justice. chap. XXIIII 313350

On summonsing in the case of late payment or to
enforce security. chap. XXV 314000

On disputes relating to sold fiefs, or the clameur of
market sales. chap. XXVI 316351

On the contractual exercise of a right to redeem.
chap. XXVII 328352

On the clameur for revocation & other forms of
contractual rescission. chap. XXVIII 329353

On prescription periods and exceptions. chap. XXIX 334354

OF BOOK IX
which is

On the order and form of procedure in the inferior
Courts.

On the Court & the place where jurisdiction may
be exercised. chap. I 339000

On pleas355 and assizes and on the time when
jurisdiction may be exercised. ch II 340000

Each person shall be proceeded against in their

jurisdiction; causes must not be instigated
outside of their home courts. chap. III 342356

On summonses and adjournments357. chap. IIII 344000

On litigants358 and those who are not lawfully able to
act in judicial proceedings. chap. V 348000

On pleaders, Advocates and Counsellors in the lay
Court and of procureurs or attorneys. chap. VI 350359

On the order of hearings. chap. VII 354360

On defaults and wilful disobedience. chap. VIII ibid. 361

On failure to appear and striking out. chap. IX 358000

On certificates excusing court attendance. chap. X 359362

On chronic illness. chap. XI 360363

On the confinement of women. chap. XII 361000

On the Duke’s army and letters of state. chap. XIII ibid.364

On judicial dispensation. chap. XIIII 362365

On dispensation through imprisonment. chap. XV ibid.
On delay. chap. XVI 363366

On insufficient time periods. chap. XVII 364367

On addresses for service. chap. XVIII ibid.368

On renvoi of causes. chap. XIX 365369

On the récusation of judges. chap. XX ibid.370
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349 An action that seems to have been used to determine the existence or extent of alleged security over land.
350 This seems to have been a form of remedy involving the (judicial) taking of land which would literally be worked to pay the debt owed to you;

ie a form of imposed usufruit for a term.
351 This is the clameur de bourse or retrait lignager. Ie the right given to relatives of the vendor to buy back familial land for the price paid by the

purchaser. It has now been abolished finally in Guernsey (see s.32 of the Law Reform (Inheritance and Miscellaneous Provisions) (Guernsey) Law
2006), but is another good example of ancient customary law surviving into the 21st century, at least in its essentials. It survives in Sark.

352 This is concerned with the right to redeem as a voluntary contractual entitlement.The word used here is “remeré”, defined in the Dictionnaire
de L’Académie française, 1st Edtn. 1694 as: “Terme de Palais purement latin, qui n’a d’usage que dans cette phrase, Faculté de remeré, pour dire, La
faculté de racheter dans un certain temps la chose qu’on vend. Il rentre dans cet heritage en vertu du remeré”.

353 This is essentially concerned with the notion of déception d’outre moitié de juste prix or lésion ultradimidiaire as it is more commonly known in
Guernsey; ie the right, upon certain pre-conditions being fulfilled, to set aside a very bad bargain. For Jersey law see the Privy Council case of Snell
v Beadle [2001] JLR 118, [2001] 2 WLR 1180, which, arguably calls into question the continuing existence of the remedy, at least in that jurisdiction.

354 Here Terrien is considering those preliminary issues which can defeat a claim at the outset including exceptions dilatoires, declinatoires and
peremptoire. The first is a temporal objection, eg that a claim has been brought too soon, ie there is no cause of action at that time. The second is an
allegation that the court should decline jurisdiction for some reason.The third form is an exception which truly goes to the root of the cause, saying,
in effect, that it is bad on the face of it; eg that a claim is prescribed (time-barred) or that a money claim has been satisfied. Terrien also refers to
litispendence. All of these categories remain relevant to modern Guernsey procedural law.Terrien goes on to consider various prescription periods under
Norman procedural law.

355 The French word is “plets”; Terrien refers to Plets d’heritage and Plets de meuble, terms which have survived in Guernsey into modern times in
the form of the word plaids.

356 This seems to address the problem of conflicts of law in customary law France. Essentially you would summons the defendant in their home
court. The word summons is indeed used: semonce. Note the great number of different primary and secondary customary legal systems in France
prior to 1804; see Dawes From Custom to Code, the usefulness of the Code Civil in contemporary Guernsey jurisprudence, one of the papers in Commise 1204
ibid. at p205.

357 The use of the word adjourner indicates something much more positive than its modern English usage, being more akin to a summons to
appear on a certain day (hence adjour).

358 The word Terrien uses is “litigantes”. Likewise there is reference to “le plaintif” and “le tort”. There is also reference to those acting under a
legal disability in the context of court proceedings, which includes wives and the excommunicated.

359 See Advocate Richard Falle’s article The Advocate’s Oath (1999) 3 JL Review and Dawes The Guernsey advocate – a short history (2005) 9 JL
Review for accounts of the history of Advocates in the Channel Islands.

360 This provides for Royal business to be taken first, followed by Advocates in order according to their “antiquitez”. Plus ca change!
361 Again the word “contumace” survives in modern English law as “contumacious”, indicating a wilful disregard of the Court’s directions.
362 Ie sicknotes!
363 Literally “languor”.
364 Again these are provisions concerned with extending time when on armed service of the Duke, but limiting the efficacy of letters of state in

what appears to have been a contest between the Norman courts and central government.
365 If summonsed to two courts on the same day the obligation was to attend the higher court, which would issue a dispensation (but once only),

from the obligation to attend the inferior court.
366 The French word is respit which has similar overtones to the English respite. A synonym in French would be sursis, which of course continues

in use as a term in the States of Guernsey when a proposal is sought to be delayed.
367 It seems that there was a minimum return date period of a fortnight.
368 Literally the election de domicile which still survives in Guernsey procedure.
369 This refers to the compulsory renvoi of causes within, and to, the jurisdiction of the Prince.
370 Ie an application to the Judge to disqualify himself from hearing a matter, typically because the Judge is in some way connected with one of

the parties or the issues in the case. The term remains in current use and is known in English procedural law also, albeit anglicised in some forms.



On delays before entering a defence. chap. XXI 367371

Declaration of inherited land in place of site
inspection. chap. XXII ibid. 372

Calling of guarantees. chap. XXIII 371373

On delay for the purpose of seeking advice.
chap. XXIIII 371374

On continuation. chap. XXV 372375

On the manner of proceedings relating to personalty
and summary matters. chap. XXVI ibid.376

On pleading facts and issues of fact or law.
chap. XXVII 373377

On the correspondence of the intention with the
summary of the facts. chap. XXVIII 379378

On the oath of calumny, interrogatories and truthful
responses. chap. XXIX 380379

On delays in order to seek information. chap. XXX 381000

On proof by witnesses of certainty chap. XXXI 383380

On law which is made by record chap. XXXII 386381

On proof by enquiry, view and demonstration of
locations chap. XXXIII 387382

On witnesses, and challenges, reproaches and
objections to the same. chap. XXXIIII 393383

On the recall of witnesses. chap. XXXV 397384

On the oath. chap. XXXVI 398385

On written arguments, and indexed bundles.
chap. XXXVII 399386

On the distribution of cases ready for determination.
chap. XXXVIII 400387

On the non-continuance and péremption of
proceedings. chap. XXXIX 401388

OF BOOK X
which is

On judgments and sentences and on the execution of the
same as well as on obligatory letters.

On sentences389 and the form of judging. chap. I 403000

On judgments for costs, damages and interest and the
restitution of fruits390. chap. II 409000

On the execution of judgments, notwithstanding appeal,
including the payment of the principal sum due,
again notwithstanding the appeal. chap. III 414000

On the sentences of arbitrators. chap. IIII 421000

On the imposition of justice. chap. V 423391

On the execution of judgments. chap. VI 425000

On execution against movables by reason of Court
orders or judgments. chap. VII 427000

On arrests and releases. chap. VIII 431000
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371 Nicot, Thresor de la langue française 1606 exemplifies the word “contestation” as follows: “depuis contestation en cause”. We can trace here an early
reference (the ordinance cited is from 1539) to a form of procedure still employed every Friday morning in the Royal Court of Guernsey.The chapter
refers to summonsing a defendant via a summons containing the demand and the particulars in brief.The defendant must indicate whether the case
is defended or not. Literally read it suggests that he was to appear ready to defend the case.The chapter is concerned with the exceptional case of where
a delay is allowed before a defence is indicated.There is mention of exceptions and even what appears to have been a form of discovery or inspection
of documents upon which the demand was based.

372 This appears to have been a procedure to avoid unnecessary site inspections (vues de justice). The vue (veue in 16th century French) still plays a
part in both Guernsey and Jersey law.

373 This chapter concerns the calling of guarantees generally as well as the specific instance where one individual can be proceeded against as the
guarantor of whatever obligation is due in respect of a fief; thus the eldest son would be the garant of a fief held in parage.

374 This means what it says; literally an adjournment in order to seek advice, a procedure which resonates with today’s practice.Terrien quotes from
the Style; a party may only have a delay une seule fois for this reason.

375 This appears to be a requirement that Judges continue proceedings from where they have reached rather than backtrack. The word continuer
also had the sense of “prolong”. The word erremens is the obsolete equivalent of the word erres which has the literal meaning of the tracks of an
animal.

376 This is concerned with the equivalent of a small claims procedure.
377 Many phrases still in current use in Guernsey procedure appear in this chapter, including the following: fin de non reçevoir, en preuve, defenses

and neance (niance).
378 The concern seems to be with an interlocutory stage in the procedure, at which time some effort was made to extract the essence of the respec-

tive cases.
379 It seems that the parties were required to swear to the truth of their pleadings. False accusations would be punished by a financial penalty.
380 This is concerned with rules of evidence and how matters may be proved or rebutted by the calling of witnesses and the efficacy of larger

numbers of witnesses, albeit in a fairly mechanistic way. It seems there was a requirement for corroboration in any event, see footnote (a) on p384.
381 This is akin to case-law, although the sense is perhaps approaching that of ordinance. Interestingly Terrien refers to an officer known as a

“recordeur” which is likely to have some connection with the surviving English judicial office of the same name.
382 This is essentially concerned with what survives in Channel Island law as the vue de justice, see the above footnote to Bk. 9 Ch. 22.
383 This section concerns the competence of witnesses. Note how, as in English and Guernsey law (at least historically), a person was not a com-

petent witness in his own cause.There appears to have been a real concern not to swear those who were unlikely to be disinterested and therefore liable
to depart from the objective truth.

384 The procedure here was concerned with testing a witness to see whether he stood by the contents of his deposition.
385 This is not just about taking an oath, but concerns swearing to something as a mode of proof in itself. In a more God-fearing world the oath

had greater significance than perhaps it does today.
386 This is a very approximate translation simply to give a feel for what appears to be going on.The chapter seems to refer to a change of procedure

revolving around the once special significance of setting out a case on parchment. This passage bears witness also to the change from parchment
(made from fine calf, sheep or goat skins) to paper and the advent of printing. The arrêt cited by Terrien is from 1497. Gutenberg’s bible had only
appeared in 1455, just 42 years before.

387 Again perhaps consistent with a process which was in large part written.The phrase procez clos suggests a stage where pre-judgment procedure
has been exhausted rather than chambers business from which the public was excluded.

388 This is the familiar notion of failing to take any steps in an action within one year and a day leading to a form of automatic striking out;
péremption d’instance, where instance has the meaning of “proceedings”.

389 By which is meant judgments of inferior courts as opposed to a sentence as we would understand it.
390 Ie restitutionary remedies in respect of misuse of another person’s capital assets.
391 In the sense of execution of judgments generally. Justicement means literally “right of justice”, see the excellent Dictionnaire de l’ancien français.

See also more generally the Dictionnaire du moyen français. Both dictionaries are published by Larousse.The former focuses on the period 1080 to 1350.



On action in the place of execution. chap. IX 434392

On public statements and decrees concerning realty,
bids and the status of such decrees. chap. X 435393

On Commissioners and sequestrators established
by the regime governing realty. chap. XI 449000

On the abandonment of property to one’s creditors.
chap. XII 452394

On the extension of time for payment of debts.
chap. XIII ibid.

OF BOOK XI
which is

On appeals & petitions in civil matters arising from
matters before Judges subject to the Court.395

OF BOOK XII
which is

On crimes and criminal procedure.
On the general division between crimes and

concerning criminal matters. chap. I 461396

On the office of Bailiffs and Viscounts, as regards
the commission of crimes. chap. II 463397

On the office of the King’s Advocates and Procureur.
chap. III 464000

On the office of Greffier. chap. IIII 465000

On the office of Keeper, or Gaoler and guard of
the prisons. chap. V 465000

On High and Low subordinate Justices. chap. VI 466000

On criminal cases reserved to the Crown. chap. VII 468000

On the power of lay judges over ecclesiastics in
criminal matters. chap. VIII ibid.

On blasphemers of the name of God, the virgin Mary
and the Saints. chap. IX 474398

On predictors and diviners, and Egyptians. chap. X 476399

On thieves and highwaymen. chap. XI 477400

On assassinations and murders committed by way
of ambush. chap. XII 478401

On suicide. chap. XIII 481402

On adulterers. chap. XIIII 482403

On abduction. chap. XV404 483405

On the bearing of arms and assemblies. chap. XVI 486406

On embezzlement of public funds. chap. XVII 488000

On forgery. chap. XVII 489407

On false Notaries, Tabellions and witnesses. chap. XIX 490408

On false weights and measures. chap. XX 491409

On larceny. chap. XXI 491410
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The latter 1340 – 1611. Terrien falls within the later period but is himself working with language which is often archaic; hence the usefulness of both
dictionaries.

392 The distinction appears to be between achieving one’s end at a much earlier stage in the proceedings rather than going all the way to execution
of a judgment.

393 This concerns in part what appears to be a declaratory procedure. There is also reference to garnissement du prix de l’enchere at p443.
394 Ie cession.
395 The prima facie Court structure comprised the Viscount (assuming the matter was vicontale), then Bailiff, then “la Court souveraine de

Parlement”. The chapter heading in French refers to “appellations et doleances en matieres civiles”.
396 The chapter begins with an extract from the Grande Coutume (p 131 in De Gruchy): “Tort fait est outrage qui est fait à aucun, dequoy tous contens

naissent, ainsi commes les ruisseaux de la fontaine”; “A wrong committed against another is an outrage, from which all disputes flow, like the waters of
a fountain”. The Latin equivalent of the word tort is iniuria.

397 All of the chapters concerning offices which continue in existence in the Channel Islands today are of obvious interest and significance.
398 Punishments for blasphemy began with an uncharacteristically restrained financial penalty; but repeated blasphemers soon found their lower

lips being cut and/or burnt away entirely with a hot iron. The ultimate solution for a persistent offender was the total removal of the tongue on the
basis that “this’ll stop you”. There is no reference as to how to deal with blasphemy via the written word. The chapter reads like something out of a
Monty Python movie and is referred to by Le Cerf in his L’Archipel des Iles Normandes of 1863 as an example of how judges in Guernsey of that time
were required to ameliorate the literal requirements of Terrien (or rather the ordinance he quotes on this occasion) as to sentencing. Le Cerf comments
on the absence of any penal code and the complete freedom given to judges under the common law. See p 295.

399 The reference is not literally to the inhabitants of Egypt. It seems that these people were the equivalent of travelling peoples or gypsies (there
is express reference to palmistry).They were also known as “Bohemiens” and were banished from the kingdom on pain of being sent to the galleys for
three years.

400 Again, the penalties for theft, burglary and mugging were severe by today’s standards. A convict’s arms were broken (each arm in two places
mind) together with his “kidneys, legs and thighs” (it is not quite clear how the kidneys were to be “broken”). The individual was then to be placed
upon a wheel (roë) in a high place, facing the sky, as a warning to all who were contemplating a similar life (or rather agonising death) of crime. This
was the punishment known as “torment of the wheel” (supplice de la roue).The long bones would be broken with an iron bar, blows would be delivered
to the stomach and the individual left to die in the open air.

401 The punishment was again the supplice de la roue.
402 This is not so much concerned with punishing a failed attempt at suicide as forfeiting the assets of the successful to the Prince.
403 Again this section provides a fascinating insight into a very different world. Although there was some doubt, it seems that a wife could not com-

plain about adultery on the part of her husband. However, not everything went the way of men. The man adulterating another man’s wife was likely
to be strangled and hanged; although if no complaint was made by the married couple no action would be taken. Thus the example is given of a
servant of one Cabaret who was spared in May 1551, notwithstanding that he had been found in his mistresses’ bed.The adulterous wife was liable to
have her head shaved, be stripped to the waist, beaten until she bled and deprived of her assets, including her douaire.

404 The body of the text contains a typographical error at this point by having two chapters XIIII.The table of contents does not make this error.
405 Rapt comprised abduction, whether by violence or seduction. Prima facie the penalty was death and forfeiture of one’s property.
406 This section is concerned with public order. Note that nobles were permitted to bear arms.
407 This is also concerned with rongneurs or “clippers”; ie those who clipped the edges of coins made from precious metals.
408 Punishable by death. If one had been a student of criminal procedure in Terrien’s time it seems to have been a fairly safe bet to suggest death

as the likely sentence in answer to any exam question. Examiner: “What is the sentence for (insert title of crime)?” Student: “Er… would that be
death?” Examiner: “Correct!”.

409 Here the penalty was a fine and imprisonment; but if you persisted in such conduct the penalty was … death, this time by hanging.
410 Ie theft. Again there is a gradated response to the crime. On the first occasion one could expect to be let off with a simple whipping. On the

second occasion you were whipped and one ear cut off (Terrien does not say which) or else branded on the left shoulder with a fleur de lis (flestri)
together with banishment or prohibition. On the third occasion you would be hanged as an incorrigible rogue. This was an amelioration of the strict



On bankrupts. chap. XXII ibid.411

On usury and usurers. chap. XXIII 492000

On receivers and accomplices of wrongdoers.
chap. XXIIII 494000

How masters are bound by the crimes of their
servants. chap. XXV 495412

On lunatics. chap. XXVI 496000

On simple personal disputes arising out of batteries
and physical mistreatment. chap. XXVII ibid.413

On disputes which arise from slander. chap. XXVIII 498414

On complaints & accusations & on the clameur
de haro in cases of crime. chap. XXIX 500415

On those persons who can or cannot accuse.
chap. XXX 506416

On accord and satisfaction in criminal causes.
chap. XXXI 508417

On judicial enquiry and the duty of judges.
chap. XXXII ibid.418

On the notification of criminal proceedings,
including arrest, summonses and other provisions.
chap. XXXIII 512419

How to proceed against the absent and fugitives. chap.
XXXIIII 514000

On those who seek sanctuary and foreswear the land.
chap. XXXV 518420

On the oral examination of the accused. chap. XXXVI 520000

On the interrogation of witnesses and on the proof of
facts by demonstration and reproach. chap. XXXVII 523421

On interrogation or torture. chap. XXXVIII 526422

When parties are admitted to ordinary process.
chap. XXXIX 528423

On sentencing and execution of the same. chap. XL 529000

On the forfeiture and confiscation of property.
chap. XLI 532424

On letters of grace, pardon and rescission of
banishment. chap. XLII 536000

On the costs and expense of criminal process.
chap. XLIII 539425

On sentences and decrees in criminal matters,
executable notwithstanding appeal and State
letters. XLIV 541000

On the office of Provosts, Marshals or Vice-Bailiffs.
chap. XLV 545000

On hunts. chap. XLVI 549426

OF BOOK XIII
which is

On the Admiralty or marine.
On the jurisdiction of the Admiralty. chap. I 559000

On Naval war and the prizes of those who wage it.
chap. II 562427
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requirement of the Grande Coutume. (Note the interesting form of abbreviation of the unusual form of devoir “deub”, here in the feminine to deuë.
This is not a diaresis, likewise with the word roë seen earlier. It indicates an omitted letter prior to the final e. A u for roue and a b for deube.This mark
shares more with the tilde.)

411 The French word is banqueroutier.Terrien is writing about merchants who obtain goods on credit, never intending to pay the price, or at least
the full price. The crime is punishable by … death (“seront punis exaordinairement, & capitalement”).

412 This concerns civil liability for the crimes of disreputable servants and is potentially relevant to modern Island tort law.
413 There is quite a lengthy table setting out the financial penalties for various assaults ranging from 12 deniers for a punch to twenty pounds for

an ulcerated wound.
414 A distinction is made between simple slander and criminal libel; the latter was where the purpose of the wrongdoer was to have his victim con-

demned to death or at least to lose a limb.
415 Terrien notes that trial by battle was no longer in use, being reproved as the invention of the Devil and a wrongful forcing of the hand of God.
416 Here we are concerned with the locus of a victim or his next of kin. Married women again had a very limited capacity in this context.
417 This is the idea that the victim and the accused could settle their differences by agreement; albeit no such settlement was permitted in cases

of treason or theft.
418 Terrien notes the former procedure of the enqueste du pays; literally investigating a matter by reference to local worthies, namely four knights

and twenty-four irreproachable men. This procedure was replaced by judicial enquiry.
419 This section is of interest as demonstrating the different roles of judge, greffier and procureur.There is also the equivalent of a bail law at p513.

The procedure contemplates parties civiles and, more generally, those who are interessees. One word which caused some puzzlement at the beginning
of ordonnances was enioignons, until the light finally dawned. The first i was to be read as a j, enjoignons ie “we enjoin”.

420 We are here concerned with the notion of seeking sanctuary in a church; the concept was known in England also. There is reference to stone
crosses in the ground, these were markers of the boundaries of the sanctuary area.There were various options available to the sanctuary seeker, prin-
cipally whether to surrender to lay justice or else elect perpetual banishment.

421 Interestingly there is an express requirement that this part of the procedure be carried out “secrettement”.
422 Even more curiously it seems that there was a requirement (of the kingdom, rather than Normandy alone) that an accused convicted by the

evidence of witnesses was nevertheless required to confess to the crime if the punishment was to be capital. I suppose it was their idea of avoiding a
miscarriage of justice. Torture would be used to extract the necessary confession given the natural reluctance of the convict to seal his own fate. The
exchanges with the torturer must have been unedifying: “If you don’t confess I will torture you to death and if you do confess you will be killed”.The
Greffier was required to keep a careful record of the torture. The transcript must have been extraordinary – perhaps urging the prisoner to watch his
pen so as to avoid missing anything. There was also a rule against asking leading questions, again as some sort of safeguard for the prisoner!

423 Here the premise is that the extraordinary process (ie criminal process) which has gone before has produced nothing with which to convict the
accused. Again this assumes the involvement also of a partie civile.

424 It was as easy to lose your property as your life; in fact easier, since for these purposes a sentence of mutilation (eg les poings coupez) or the loss
of a limb was deemed to be a capital penalty and therefore accompanied by forfeiture.The forfeiture extended to all meubles and heritage also, at least
in certain circumstances.

425 The accused was to bear the expense associated with the examination of his own witnesses.
426 A disproportionate amount of space is devoted to criminal measures to prevent unlawful hunting.
427 The chapter appears to be concerned principally with “prinses” (derived from “prendre”) which seems to translate best as “prizes”. Although of

later vintage there is much of Patrick O’Brian’s Master and Commander about this chapter, which also takes as its premise the existence of privateers.
Indeed these are subject to regulation in order to avoid any shameful loss or capture.



On the crew and armament required by voyaging ships.
chap. III 569428

On the punishment of crimes committed during
naval warfare and voyages. chap. IIII 571429

On the rights and emoluments appertaining to the
office of Admiral. chap. V 575430

On the watches to be kept on the sea coasts. chap. VI 577000

On permission to put to sea and passages of
safe-conduct. chap. VII 578000

On fishing truces and the guarding of ships. chap. VIII 579431

On caulkers, shipwrights and smiths. chap. IX ibid.432

OF BOOK XIV
which is

On inland waters and forests.433

On Officers in general in respect of inland waters and forests.
chap. I 582434

On the office of Grand Master Inquisitor and General
Reformer of waters & forests, or his lieutenant at
the seat of the marble table. chap. III 586435

On the office of Greffier at the seat of the marble
table. chap. III 590436

On the office of Special Master437, & of his Greffier,
& of the verderer, woodward, guard, master of
the guard, Chàtelain, forester, or master Sergeant.
chap. IIII ibid.438

On the office of Procureur of the King, & Receiver
of the domain. chap. V 596000

On the office of measurer. chap. VI 598000

On the office of Sergeants of the forests. chap. VII 599000

On sales of wood from the King’s forests, & of
merchants concerned with such. chap. VIII 603000

On cables439, & small sales of wood. chap. IX 610000

On pig pasturage or acornage. chap. X 611440

On wood dues. chap. XI 612441

On dead wood, & wood dead. chap. XII 616442

On gifts bestowed by the King in his forests.
chap. XIII 617000

On Forest dimes. chap. XIII 618000

On wood which is taken for the King’s works.
chap. XV ibid.

On customary users. chap. XVI 619000

On workers & working in the forests, and on vine
stakes443. chap. XVII 624000
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428 This chapter specifies with great particularity what crew and armament must be carried by ships of varying tonnages. Again the motive seems
to have been, at least in part, to avoid embarrassing losses.

429 This provides for the corporal punishment of those who disobeyed orders, amongst other offences and penalties.
430 The Admiral plainly did very well, taking, for example, the benefit of all financial penalties imposed at first instance in admiralty courts.
431 The idea here is that, despite a state of war existing, fishermen from an enemy power might nevertheless be permitted to fish under a truce for that

purpose, on condition that the arrangement was reciprocal.There is a wonderful word used here, “haranguaison” which is defined as follows: “Temps de
la pêche du hareng. En France la harengaison est depuis la fin de Septembre jusqu’en Décembre.” See Dictionnaire de L’Académie française, 4th Edition (1762).

432 The job of a caulker (calfateur) was to make a boat watertight by packing the seams, typically with materials such as oakum (tar soaked unraveled
rope) or pitch.

433 An ordinance of 19th November 1669 superseded what is set out here; see Hoüard’s article on Forêts in tome II of his dictionnaire.
434 We are concerned here with forests of the Royal domain, inland waters and waterways.The forests were of considerable importance to the Crown.
435 The title seems rather overblown today.The Lexique historique du Moyen Age by René Fedou and others, published by Arman Colin, 13th edtn,

defines the Maître des Eaux et Forêts as an “Officier supérieur, à la fois administrateur, juge et agent financier en matière d’eaux et forêts royales.” (“Superior
Officer; at one and the same time administrator, judge and financial agent for matters concerning royal waters and forests.”) The holder of the office
was a judge specialising in appeals arising out of issues relating to waters and forests. The reference to the marble table is “la jurisdiction de la table de
marbre à Rouen”. Hoüard says this about the table de marbre: “Au commencement du seizième siècle, le Roi établit à la Table de Marbre du Palais de Rouen
une Jurisdiction qui porta le nom de cette Table.Tous les appels des Sentences rendues par les Maîtres Particuliers qui avoient été relevés directement à l’Echiquier,
furent portés dès-lors à ce Tribunal”. In other words the appellate tribunal took its name from a marble table at the Parlement. See John Kelleher’s
account of “The mysterious case of the ship abandoned off Sark in 1608 …” at p171 of Commise 1204, ibid. An agent was sent from the Bailiwick of
Guernsey to consult the judges of the table de marbre. The fact that such an exercise was still deemed appropriate as late as 1608 is significant.

436 The Greffier (Court Registrar) was required to make “rolles” of the pending “causes” every three months.
437 The French is “Maistre particulier” which is difficult to translate given the range of meanings which the word particulier has.
438 These last are all offices relating to the administration, conservation and policing of inland waters and forests. There were very similar offices

in England, comprising steward, verderer, forester, regarder, agister and woodward. A verderer was a form of accounting officer. See for example
Book III chap. 6.1 of Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England where he notes: “The forest courts, instituted for the government of the king’s
forests in different parts of the kingdom, and for the punishment of all injuries done to the king’s deer or venison, to the vert or greenswerd, and to
the covert in which such deer are lodged.These are the courts of attachments, of regard, of swein-motte, and of justice-seat. 1.The Court of attachments,
wood-mote, or forty days court, is to be held before the verderors of the forest one in every forty days; and is instituted to enquire into all offenders
against vert and venison … .” In Normandy the offices were essentially one.

439 The word “caables” is obscure but defined towards the bottom of p610: “caable est bois versé & abatu par vent, soit brisé ou arraché” (ie … wood
brought down by the wind, whether broken or torn up.). The word also appears in the 11th century Chanson de Roland in the following lines: “Vos li
avez tuz ses castels toluz, Od voz caables avez fruiset ses murs”, in the context of taking castles by breaching the walls with the use of “caables”. An English
translation of the Chanson renders the word as “engines”, as in engines of war, perhaps a battering ram.There is also this note on the word “chaable”:
“Le mot vient du bas-latin chatabela lui-même dérivé du grec kataballô renverser, et qui a donné le verbe capita capvira etc de certains dialectes occitans : faire
tomber quelqu’un. (Faire tomber quelque chose : “toumba” ou “faïré toumba”).” Nicot, Thresor de la langue française (1606) has the word “chable”, meaning
effectively and simply “cable”.

440 This concerns the (purchased) right to pasture pigs (pasnage or panage) during the autumn in order to fatten them on acorns prior to slaughter;
see Dolores Wilson’s paper for the Journal of the Oxford University History Society No. 1 Hilary 2004, available online. See also Pesnelle’s Coutume
de Normandie, 4th Edtn. 1771 Tome I at page 49.

441 The heading of this chapter is “De tiers & danger”, being two forms of due payable to the King in respect of cut wood. Hoüard says this under
the entry for bois: “… les Forêts furent inféodées ou cédées à charge de redevance. La plus ordinaire de ces redevances fut celle qui consiste au tiers de la coupe des
Bois, & en même temps au dixieme de cette coupe: ainsi de 30 portions, le Roi en avoit 13. Ce dixieme s’appelloit danger, & le tiers retenoit son nom.” “… the
forests were infeudated or ceded with a charge by way of tax. The most ordinary of these taxes was that comprising a third of the wood cut, and one
tenth of this cut; thus out of 30 portions, the King would have 13 of them. This tenth was called danger, and the third retained its name.”

442 A distinction had been drawn between certain forms of dead wood, obviously intending to avoid the dues mentioned in the previous chapter.
The present chapter restricts the definition of dead wood to that given in the Charte aux Normands where the relevant exception was created.

443 Even the type of stake to be used was regulated, on pain of the vine being confiscated. At least the penalty was not death.



On misdeeds and thefts of wood, forest clearances,
& on beasts forbidden to pasture there: together
with the fines, forfeitures and punishment of the
said misdeeds. chap. XVIII 625444

On the execution of wood fines, & other sentences of the
special masters, notwithstanding appeal. chap. XIX 630000

On waters. chap. XX 631445

OF BOOK XV
which is

On the Court of Parlement, & the form of procedure
there.

On the establishment of the Court of Parlement.
chap. I 635446

On the designated Chamber during the time of
vacations. chap. II 642447

On the office of Presidents, & Counsellors. chap. III 643448

On commissions of Presidents and Counsellors.
chap. IIII 651449

On the office of Advocates, & the King’s Procureur
General. chap. V 653450

On the office of civil and criminal Greffiers. chap. VI 656451

On the office of Sergeant of the Court. chap. VII 658452

On Advocates, and Common Procureurs of the
Court. chap. IX 659453

Appeals and doléances are determined by the
Court as the tribunal of last resort. chap. X 663454
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444 Deforestation was a concern even then.
445 This chapter is concerned only with rivers and public ponds and the fishing of them. The use of “fishing engines” was strictly regulated.
446 The Eschiquier survived the reintegration of Normandy into the Kingdom of France in 1204 but decayed as an institution until revitalised by

Louis XII (1462–1515, king of France 1498–1515) following the pattern of the Parlement de Paris.The prologue to the style quoted by Terrien (p640) says
this: “Au pays de Normandie perpetuellement & inseparablement uny & incorporé à la couronne de France de temps immemorial, tant du precedent ladite union
& incorporation faite par le Roy Philippe Auguste, du temps d’icelle, que depuis, y a eu Court & jurisdiction souveraine, en laquelle toutes les causes & matieres
des hommes & sujets dudit pays, & des choses situees & assises en les fins & limites d’iceluy ont esté traitees, diffinies & decidees en dernier & souverain ressort.
Et a esté ladite Court anciennement appelee Court d’Eschiquier. Et pource que ladite Court d’Eschiquier n’estoit, ne tenoit continuellement & ordinairement: &
qu’à icelle faire seoir & tenir, estoit requis faire convention & assemblee des Prelats, Contes, Barons, Juges, Officiers & Practiciens du pays, & observer autres
grandes solennitez laborieuses & penibles, & de grand’ mise pour le Roy, & tout le pays de Normandie: & qu’audit Eschiquier qui peu souvent tenoit & estoit
exercé, ne se pouvoit expedier la centieme partie des matieres introduites en iceluy: tellement que la plus part des causes devolues audit Eschiquier, demouroyent sans
decision comme immortelles: & pour autres grandes causes & considerations raisonnables, le Roy Loys douzieme de ce nom, à la requeste des Estats du pays, par
advis & deliberation des Princes & Seigneurs de son sang, & de plusieurs grans & notables personnages de son conseil, ordonna establit & constitua par Edict per-
petuel, ladite Court d’Eschiquier Court ordinaire & continuelle: pour seoir ordinarement en la ville & cité de Rouen, ville capitale Metropolitaine dudit pays,
en la forme & maniere de la Court de Parlement de Paris, par le nombre de quatre Presidents depuis reduits à trois & vingthuit Conseillers vertueux savans &
experimentez, & pleins de toute bonne preud-hommie, de deux Greffiers, l’un pour le civil, & l’autre pour le criminel: six Huissiers, & le premier Huissier, dit
Audiencier de ladite Court: les Advocats & Procureur du Roy, & un Receveur. En laquelle Court ordinaire dudit Eschiquier seroyent discutees & determinees en
dernier & souverain ressort, les matieres qui toucher les droicts du Roy, & les sujets dudit pays: & generalement toutes doleances & appellations qui seroyent
interiettees en ladite Court, & autres causes & matieres qui par le Style des Courts souveraines, loix & coustumes dudit pays y doivent estre diffinies & decidees.”
Which translates as follows: “In the land of Normandy, perpetually and inseparably united to the crown of France from time immemorial to the
present, as much before the union and incorporation achieved by King Philip Augustus as ever; there has been a Court with sovereign jurisdiction in
which all causes and matters pertaining to men and the subjects of that land and things situated and located within its boundaries and limits, have been
considered, particularised and decided in ultimate and sovereign jurisdiction.The Court was formerly known as the Court of the Exchequer. Because
the said Court of Exchequer did not sit, nor was it held, continuously and ordinarily; and because for the Court to sit it was necessary to convene and
assemble the Prelates, Counts, Barons, Judges, Officers and Practitioners of the land and to observe other great solemnities which were both laborious,
burdensome, and of great expense for the King and all the land of Normandy; and because the Exchequer, sitting and exerting itself so rarely, was unable
to expedite a 100th part of the business commenced in that court to the extent that the greater part of Exchequer cases remained undecided as if they
were immortal, and for other substantial causes and proper reasons; King Louis, the twelfth of that name, at the request of the States of that land, and
on the advice of, and in deliberation with, the Princes and Lords of his own blood and several great and notable individuals from his Council, ordered,
established and constituted by perpetual Edict the said Court of Exchequer as an Ordinary and continuous Court to sit, in the normal course of
events, in the town and city of Rouen, Metropolitan town and capital of the land, in the form and manner of the Court of the Parlement of Paris, having
four Presidents, since reduced to three, and 28 Counsellors, virtuous and experienced men of wisdom, full of probity and honour; two Greffiers, one
for civil and the other for criminal; six Huissiers, the First Huissier being known as the Audiencer of the Court; the Advocates, King’s Procureur and
a Receiver. In which Ordinary Court of the said Exchequer are debated and decided, in final and sovereign jurisdiction, those matters concerning the
rights of the King and the subjects of the land and, more generally, all petitions and appeals commenced in the said Court, and other causes and
matters which by the practice of sovereign courts and the laws and customs of the land must be set out and decided there.” Note the phrase “En laquelle
Cour ordinaire dudit Eschiquier …”. The Royal Court of Guernsey still sits, inter alia, as an Ordinary court.

447 A Court of reduced numbers was provided during vacations. It had the same authority as the Parlement itself, but with a restricted jurisdiction.
448 Note that the King’s nominees for these offices were subject to a form of vetting procedure by the existing Presidents and Counsellors. Other

ordinances in this chapter set the minimum age for the offices at 30, forbade communication with the parties in the case and included a general pro-
hibition against revealing “the secrets of the Court”. It is difficult at this distance in time to know quite what this ordinance was aimed at. Other ordi-
nances refer to a “rapporteur”, which suggests Court reporting of some kind. Again the reporter was not to “communiquer les secrets de nostredite Court
…”. Perhaps simple confidential information, or details of any deliberation was intended.

449 The word commission is used in the sense of going out or being sent out to try a matter away from Rouen.
450 Ie the King’s Advocates and Procureur.
451 One of the key roles of the Greffier then,as now,was to ensure that proceedings were accurately recorded. InTerrien’s time this was via the use of clerks.
452 The French word is “huissier”.Again the office is little changed in Guernsey (although known there as Sergeant).A 1787 French dictionary defined the

office as:“C’est proprement le garde de l’huis,de la porte.Chez le Roi,Huissier du cabinet,de la chambre.– Au Palais, ceux qui gardent les portes d’unTribunal, et qui sont
chargés de signifier les actes de justice.” See Jean-François Féraud: Dictionnaire critique de la langue française (Marseille, Mossy 1787-1788) on the ARTFL site.

453 Here we are concerned with Advocates and Procureurs not in the King’s service. Terrien has some firm advice for members of the Bar of his
time. The margin note summarises this as follows: “Briefveté recommandee aux Advocats”. Other ordinances expressly provided for the fining of
Advocates making “impertinent and uncivil” (“impertinentes & inciviles”) applications.

454 This chapter provides that the Court at Rouen was the Court of last resort (“la Court souveraine & capitale de tout le pays & province de
Normandie”) for matters arising in Norman Courts. There had been some competition with Paris.



On what causes the Court is accustomed to hear at
first instance. chap. XI 663455

For what causes must, and are, the Court’s Chambers
assembled. chap. XII 664456

On proceedings which must be judged by
Commissaries, or by their report. chap. XIII 665457

On summonses. chap. XIIII 667458

On attendance at Court and the order of hearings.
chap. XV 674000

On defaults, and contumely. chap. XVI 676459

On excuses. chap. XVII 679460

On recusation. chap. XVIII 680461

On the form of procedure in appeals and doléances.
chap. XIX 681462

On actions in realty. chap. XX 694463

On actions in personalty, and on inquests. chap. XXI 696464

On possession actions. chap. XXII 698465

On applications which may be presented to the Court.
chap. XXIII 699000

On the adoption or abandonment of proceedings.
chap. XXIIII 700466

On skeleton arguments, & the closing of cases.
chap. XXV 701467

On appeals in criminal matters, and on criminal cases
heard by the Court at first instance. chap. XXVI 702000

On judgments of the Court, & the means of
challenging the same. chap. XXVII 709468

On submission of error. chap. XXVIII 713469

On the execution of the Court’s judgments.
chap. XXIX 717470

On the taxation of expenses. chap. XXX 718471

OF BOOK XVI
which is

On the Chancellery and on the letters which are therein
granted.

chap. 1 723472
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455 Ie in addition to its purely appellate jurisdiction and over issues relating to jurisdiction itself. Essentially these comprised “causes & matieres de
Regale”, likewise causes of Dukes, Counts, Prelates, Barons, towns and communities.

456 Unlike the Eschiquier the Parlement usually sat in two Chambers, ie two Courts. However, they would sit as a single Court for the most
important causes.

457 Ie literally sending out a Judge to deal with a matter.There had obviously been problems in this area given the content of the chapter.The start-
ing point was that matters would and should be dealt with by the Parlement in Rouen.

458 The French word is “adjournement”. The meaning of the word goes back to the Latin, literally “to (a) day”. The chapter concerns the various
ways in which individuals of differing ranks might be summonsed to the Court; for example peers could only be summonsed by the King (“Les Pers
de France doivent estre adjourneyz par le Roy, & non par autre Iuge.”)

459 The use of the word contumace appears to have a very specific meaning in this context of failing or refusing to appear at Court when required,
leading to a default judgment. The word survives in English procedure (contumely) to describe deliberate failure to comply with court orders more
generally.

460 The French word is exoine. The provision permits excuses for non-attendance for good reason to be sent within 24 hours of the fixture. The
Court had a discretion whether or not to grant a delay.

461 This chapter is concerned with the circumstances in which a judge may be recused. It also provides for a fine of 20 livres for calumnious claims
of recusation, ie false claims (“chacun faict de recusation calomnieusement proposé”).

462 This chapter is concerned with the various rights and forms of procedure on appeal and/or petition to the Cour de Parlement.
463 Again this chapter is concerned with procedure.
464 The sense of the word inquest is here akin to “enquiry” rather than anything to do with coroners. Note the reference to written pleadings:

“demande, defenses, replique & duplique”.
465 This chapter includes the memorable maxim: “Haro sur Haro pour raison d’une mesme chose ne vaut.” In other words raising the clameur a second

time in respect of the same matter is of no effect.
466 Here we are essentially concerned with whether the heirs of a deceased litigant elect to continue with, or abandon, extant proceedings.
467 The word inventaire is perhaps more accurately translated by the word “summary” in this context. It is noteworthy how the concerns of courts

do not change over the centuries. The materials cited here date back to 1501.
468 This concerns not just a challenge by a party but also third parties.There were limited circumstances in which a judgment could be questioned,

principally in order to correct an error or to seek clarification. It was expressly provided that there should be no onward appeal from the Court at
Rouen, whether to Paris or to the King himself. It was ordered in 1539 that: “… à fin qu’il n’y ait cause de doute sur l’intelligence des arrests de nos Courts
souveraines, nous voulons & ordonnons qu’ils soyent faits & escrits si clerement qu’il n’y puisse aucune ambiguité, ou incertitude, ne lieu d’en demander inter-
pretation.” Such a direction might not go amiss at the highest levels in England. Equally strikingly, the same ordinance of 1539 forbids the use of
Latin in judgments, see p712. This chapter also deals with the requeste civile, familiar in contemporary Guernsey civil procedure, see p712.

469 In other words challenging a judgment on the basis that the Court fell into error, contrast the requeste civile.
470 It seems to have been a feature of Norman procedure that an appeal was not a reason to stay execution.
471 This indeed seems to be exactly what it says; a court taxation of legal expenses.The chapter makes particularly interesting reading by throwing

light on the various stages of a typical case. Note that in the 17th century the word for cost was coust (coût) leading to the mildly amusing proverb: Le
coust fait perdre le goust, ie the goût or taste.

472 The Chancellor was at the head of the Court of Parlement of Rouen. Louis XII appointed his trescher cousin the Cardinal d’Amboise,
Archbishop of Rouen and Lieutenant of the country. The Chancellor had considerable powers delegated to him, which were the subject of “Lettres
Royaux”. Examples given are “pour le tenir & exercer en telle & semblable authorité, prerogative, & preeminence, tante de donner & ottroyer remissions,
pardons, rappeaux de ban, qu’autres graces, ainsi que les autres gardes de nos seaux de Chancellerie de nostredit Royaume, ont accoustumé faire …”.The powers
were regulated. The book ends abruptly with this single chapter on the Chancellery and is followed by the index.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































